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Phantom Speakers

Only Yamaha
Cinema DSP
creates phantom
speakers that
fully replicate
the experience
you get in multi speaker movie
theaters. It
sounds so real
you'll swear you
hear sounds
from places you
don't even have
speakers.

Yamaha Cinema DSP gives dialogue more definition. Music, more
dimension. And sound effects, far greater realism, more graphic detail
and superior placement. This breakthrough in realism is no small feat.
It's accomplished by multiplying the effects of Digital Sound Field
Processing and Dolby Pro Logic.®
Digital Sound Field Processing is Yamaha's unique technology that
electronically recreates some of the finest performance spaces in the world.
While Dolby Pro Logic places sound around the room, matching the
dialogue and sound effects with the action on the screen.
Together, these two technologies allow Yamaha to offer a complete line

©1994 Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA. Cinema DSP is a trademark of Yamaha Electronics Corporation, Dolby Pm Logic is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.

Ching a movie and actually being in one.
of home theater components that outperform other comparatively priced products on the market.
After reading this ad, if you get the feeling that watching a movie with Cinema DSP makes a world
of difference, you're absolutely right.
But don't just take our word for it. Hear it for yourself. Stop by your local Yamaha dealer for a
demonstration today. It's one demo that's bound to change the way you look at
movies forever. Or at least for a very, very long time. For the dealer nearest you,
call 1-800-4YAMAHA.

YAMAHA

Yamaha Electmnics Commotion, USA. P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622.
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McIntosh THX C[monomin.
To call them "Horne Theater"

would be false advertising.
When McIntosh set out to design a HomeTheater System, we
-tic to answer to two masters: the stringent Dolby® and Lucasfilm"
lequirements as well as our own 44 year tradition of the most
2Kacting standards for high fidelity music reproduction.
The resulting components startle everyone

'ha hears them: Not only are
ie soundtracks reproduced
.with unsurpassed precision and
a..a:uracy; the overall fidelity is

among the best you will hear in anytheanical venue.
Equally surprising is that genuine., American -built McIntosh
Home Theater Compo rents cost die sane or little more than
run -of -the -mil systems. 5c, you can enjoy realistic
Home Theate- and still aFord a home.
Look for tie beautiful, NEW
McIntosh user Disc Player arriving
sl-ortly at your authorized
McIntosh Dealer.
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Henry Kloss with the Editor

There was a birthday party held not
so long ago in the east balcony of
New York City's Grand Central
Terminal for Acoustic Research.
An odd place, you might think, to
hold a birthday party, but AR for
many years had a music room on the
west balcony of the terminal. While I
didn't earn my college tuition by
working in that demo room, I know that
there are some professionals still in the
business who did. For many thousands
of commuters, AR's music room was a
convenient place to stop, prior to
boarding a train home, and listen to a bit
of music to "soothe the savage breast?'
AR was founded in 1954 with Edgar
Villchur as the principal, along with
Henry Kloss, who did much of the
engineering. Villchur wrote several
articles that were published in Audio
Engineering, which later on became
Audio magazine. These articles were
gathered up into a small book entitled
Reproduction of Sound and published
first in 1962 by AR and then in 1965 by
Dover. Attendees of AR's party were
given a new commemorative edition,
and as the dedication page says, "the
book remains a lucid and accurate

acoustic suspension, wherein the stiff
mechanical suspension in a speaker cone
was exchanged for a very compliant one.
In addition, the acoustic suspension
speaker required a closed box, one of just
the right size, to supply a restoring force
from the stiff air -spring. My first "real
hi-fi speaker" was an AR 2a.
Both Villchur and Moss were in
attendance at the party. I had met Moss
several times, since he's been active in
the audio industry ever since the AR
days. Villchur, on the other hand, had
been in virtual retirement from the
audio business until getting involved
with Roy Allison to start up RDL
Acoustics. I had met Villchur only once,
in the lobby of New York's Waldorf
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Astoria many years ago during an Audio
Engineering Society Convention, when I
proposed he write something for Audio.
He politely demurred, and I could hear
him thinking "Who is this young upstart?"
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playfulness that we publish these photos
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last July, on the least noticeable change
in frequency response, while Kloss was
the subject of an interview back in
February 1992.
For me, the most important thing
about Acoustic Research is that its
speakers embodied a new principle,
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ALL
BIPOLARS
ARE NOT
CREATED
EQUAL!

8 Critics' Choice Awards and
5 Product of the YearAwards` in the past year alone,
and over 40 Awards since 1990 makes Paradigm
the number one choice for critical listeners!

worfir

1.

"Stunning!"

"Awesome!"

- The Inner Ear Report on the Esprit/BP

- Audio Idea: Guide on the Eclipse/3P

THE ULTIMATE IN

Paradigm's spectacular bipolar
speakers are an engineering and sonic
marvel! With years of design expertise
and our highly advanced R&D facility,
Paradigm engineers and acousticians

BIPOLAR SPEAKERS

START AT AN

INCREDIBLE $499/EA.
-hese astonishing state-of-the-art
bipolar speakers combine exceptional
Taciousness, precise image placement,
Sluperb timbre! ba ante, extraordinary
resolution, thunderous deep bass and
tremendous dynamics for absolutely

set out to build the world's finest
bipolar speakers, regardless of cost!

The Paradigm Advantage
Bass/Midrange Drive Units:
0 Diecast chassis with built-in heatsinks
0 (AVS'') air -flow ventilation system
O Ventilated Apical formers

staggering realism

Combine any of .Jro bipolars with our
Ultra -Cleat' center channels, amazing
ADP'" surrounds and astounding
PS powered subwoofers for the
absolute finest in come theater!

0 Symmetrically -focused -field magnet geometry

High Frequency Drive Units:
O (PAL'"') pure -aluminum convex domes
0 Critically coupled diecast chassis
(_) Oversized damping chambers
0 Oversized magnetic structures

Cascade" Enclosures:
Sophisticated cascade of interlocking, full
perimeter horizontal and vertical braces

0 /"thick MDF front and back baffles
0 High velocity, low turbulence ports
t Apical is a trademark of DuPont

The Critics Agree-.

-"aradignai
ENGINEERED FOR BETTER SOUND
AUDIOSTREAM. MPO BOX 2410, NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14352 (905) 632-0180
IN CANADA. PARADIGM ELECTROSTCS INC.. 101 HANLAN RD.. WOODBRIDGE. ON L41 3P5 (905) 850-2889

Paradigm has achieved the highest
standard of performance in bipolar
design. So don't settle for less, listen

to these sensaticnal speakers today!
Sound&Vision Critics' Choice Awards
* AudioVideo International Grand Prix Awards

N
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MIT Video Enhancer Cable
A circuit network within the
MIT RES-LinQ video cable is, said

Creek
MM Phono Pre-Preamp
The Creek OBH-8 amplifies
signals from MM phono
cartridges to line level, and
adds RIAA equalization. Input
sensitivity is 3.5 mV, and input
impedance is 47 kilohms, with
220-pF capacitance. Frequency
response is 20 Hz to 20 kHz,
+0, -0.5 dB; RIAA deviation is
within ±0.5 dB. THD is less
than 0.05%, and S/N is better
than 70 dB. An MC version,
the OBH-9, is also available.
Prices: OBH-8, $229;
OBH-9, $299.
For literature,
circle No. 100

Pietsch Signal Processor

lin]

Mark Levinson

Monaural Amp
The Mark Levinson No. 33
Reference amplifier delivers
300 watts into 8 ohms, and can
deliver 2,400 continuous watts
into a 1 -ohm load. Each 300 pound amp includes 12

39,000-0 capacitors and about
1,200 joules of energy storage.
Fully balanced from input to
output, the No. 33 achieves
common -mode noise rejection
in the loudspeaker voice -coil.
Vertically oriented design reduces
floor -space requirements.
Price: $32,000 per pair.
For literature, circle No. 104

ASP 100
Bypass

-

a 1 -meter cable.
For literature, circle No. 103

Notch filters at 60, 120, and
180 Hz let the Pietsch Electronics
ASP 100 minimize a.c. hum in
signals; the filters have a Q of 4
and 95% signal rejection;
adaptive logic is used to allow
music at these frequencies to
pass. A harmonic enhancer
circuit is also included, to restore
punch and clarity without adding
hiss. Slightly larger than a radar
detector, the unit can be operated
from 12 V. Price: $229.95.
For literature, circle No. 101

31et55ch
Power

to optimize connections between
home video components and
counteract deficiencies in such
equipment. Claimed benefits
include improved detail
reproduction and a reduction in
haze and bloom on older or
dubbed tapes. Price: $79.95 for

Audio Signal Processor

Engage lout]

_

inergehcs
THX Surround Decoder

Amplification circuits in the
THX-certified Kinergetics KSP-2
are hybrids using discrete bipolar
and J-FET devices, operating in
Class A, and incorporate a
hysteresis -cancelling circuit. The
decoder section uses a custom

algorithm to decorrelate the rear
channels. Both the Dolby Pro
Logic decoding module and the
surround module can be removed
and replaced for upgrading or
updating, and the control
software is on reprogrammable
EPROMs. Price: $4,500.
For literature, circle No. 102

Sharp
LCD Video Projector
Convertible for ceiling or
table -top mounting, the
SharpVision XV-S9OU projector
uses three LCD panels, one per
color, to produce 500 lines of
horizontal resolution. The 250 watt lamp produces 600 -lux
picture brightness. Motorized
lens shift minimizes

AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1995
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"keystoning" picture distortion
when the projector is angled up
or down. Variable masking
allows for normal (4:3 aspect
ratio) and wide-screen (16:9 and
21:9) projection. The unit weighs
only 30 pounds, for a degree of
portability. An amplifier and
speaker are built in. Price:
$9,995.95.
For literature, circle No. 105

N
Legacy Speaker
With the goal of providing

"even more versatility
and tighter bass" than the
company's Focus loudspeaker,
Legacy Audio has introduced the
Focus II, which includes a passive
notch filter centered at 63 Hz to
help eliminate room -gain
problems. The filter can be
deactivated by a switch on the
biamp-capable terminal plate.
Bass is handled by a pair of
12 -inch woofers, midrange by
two 7 -inch Kevlar cones, and

Advent Speaker

highs by a 13/4 -inch soft -dome
tweeter and a 31/2 -inch ribbon

The two pivoting sections of
the Advent HT204 home theater

supertweeter. The tweeter and
supertweeter are placed between
the two midrange units, whose
spacing is said to reduce floor
and ceiling reflections by 20 dB
through the midband
frequencies. Response is 16 Hz to
30 kHz. Prices: $4,850 per pair
with oak, walnut, or black
lacquer finish and $5,100 per pair
with rosewood or ribbon
mahogany.
For literature, circle No. 107

speaker each hold one 23/4 -inch,
full -range driver. The pivoted

design, the drivers' magnetic
shielding, and optional floor
stands and wall mounts

allow a wide variety of placement
options. Frequency response is
100 Hz to 20 kHz, and the
speaker is compatible with amps
up to 100 watts at 8 ohms. The
speaker is 111/2 inches high,
33/4 inches wide, and 31/2 inches

deep. Price: $149 per pair.
For literature, circle No. 108

The SV552 from Hubbell
Sound Systems is a bookshelf/
mini -monitor design with a

Concentric Speaker

51% -inch poly -cone mid -bass

CST's Monitor uses
cylindrical enclosures built up
from computer -cut concentric
fiberboard rings, 11/2 inches
thick, for extreme rigidity.
Damping is further enhanced by
alternating layers of lead and
high -density felt in varying
thicknesses; the outside is finally
wrapped in leather. The two-way
system has separate enclosures
for its 7 -inch woofer and 1 -inch
tweeter. Separate Cardas binding
posts for woofer and tweeter
connections of the externally
mounted crossover make biwiring and biamping
convenient. Sensitivity is 89 dB.
Frequency response is 41 Hz
to 25 kHz, ±3 dB. Price: $11,995
per pair.
For literature, circle No. 106

and a 3/4 -inch aluminum -dome
tweeter; the latter's silver
internal wiring is said to
improve resolution throughout
its frequency range. Hubbell
physically separates the mid bass and tweeter crossover
components to help prevent
crosstalk and any associated
distortion. With a response of
70 Hz to 20 kHz, ±3 dB, the
SV552 may be used with or
without a subwoofer. Amp
requirements are 10 to 100 watts
per channel. Sensitivity is 87 dB,
and impedance is 8 ohms
nominal, 6 ohms minimum.
The cabinets are 3/4 -inch

medium -density fiberboard
with lacquered -oak or black oak veneer. Price: $559 per pair.
For literature, circle No. 109
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radio technique in the terms of that
particular era.
Quick synopsis for the youthful:
Thousands and thousands of Ameri-

AUDIO ETC
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

cans, mostly hearing only a frag-

AR ANNIVERSARY

ment of the broadcast, rushed their
families into the family car and took
off wildly at full speed, in any old di-

rection, to escape the Martian horror. Giant machines emerging from

a huge rocket-like cylinder that
buried itself in the earth at tremen-

dous speed-spewing out instant
death rays and poison gases, wrecking everything in their path. It took
hours and hours all over the country
before the incredible resulting confusion was untangled and everybody

back home. Not a soul died by a
death ray or poison smoke, but a lot

of people ended up with red faces
the next morning.
Could it happen again today? Yes,
I say. But very differently. A different

medium.
As previously told (a good while

back), I heard that broadcast, but
did not panic. Right away I was able
to recognize it as a fabrication, and

then suddenly I remembered the
source, one of my favorite sci-fi stories by H. G. Wells, "The War of the

A

nniversaries are becoming
more and more mathematically absurd. One outfit I

months, days, and hours-there was
another show, same network, at a
symbolic moment -9 p.m. on Octo-

belong to has been celebrating its 50th for three years.

ber 30, 1938, Halloween eve.

years earlier (anniversary) as a Martian invasion of England. The broadcast script relocated it to the present

Spooky. If you are elderly, you may

There was also the anticli-

max of my own 81st after two glori-

ous 80th parties-neither on my
birthday. Our Presidents' Day, combining both Linc and Gwash, to use

and to more familiar territory, the
remember that program-the Mar- U.S.A. Indeed, the cylinder landed at
tian invasion
a specific New
of the earth, a
Jersey hamlet
CELEBRATING ITS
radio drama
named Grovers

heard across

modern terminology, is a mathe-

the country

matical absurdity, while the official
birthday of the Queen merely celebrates spring. And does anyone re-

and taken for

member the year we had two
Thanksgivings? So, taking the bull
by the horns, I'm inclined to cele-

brate any old time, whether the
arithmetic is right or no, if an update seems useful.

My first update was precipitated

by a current show on CBS called
Rescue 911. You've probably seen it.

And 57 years ago-plus a few odd

Worlds," written in 1898 just 50

real by mil-

40TH ANNIVERSARY,
AR HELD A PARTY IN
NEW YORK'S GRAND

Mills, arbitrarily
picked off a road
map by the
script writer! By

lions of listenthe sheerest coCENTRAL TERMINAL.
ers. It was put
incidence this
on the air by a
was only a few
dynamic, magnetic, positively pho- miles from where I sat, listening. I
tonic genius actor of 23, Orson was unperturbed. At the end of the
Welles, one of the great innovators hour I went quietly to bed, totally t
in the adaptation of literary and unaware of the incredible panic outdramatic classics to the broadcast side. I knew nothing of it until the rzl
medium. His unexpected success on next day.
that occasion shows how much he
As we all know, broadcast shows
already knew, a master of believable are team affairs, even if it is mainly

'15,
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"The HCA-2200" has all the features and flexibility
any audiophile could want...;' notes Stereophile.

Sure, it's nice to be hailed as a "benchmark:'
But what, exactly, does that mean? Well, let's
read the quote in context:
"While the HCA-2200" has virtually
unlimited brute power, it has enough finesse
to let the music come through largely
unscathed. Over the last six months it has
proven, with a variety of speakers in both

my listening rooms, that it's a benchmark
product against which other amplifiers can be measured. If an amp of equal or greater price isn't at least
as good as the HCA-2200", it doesn't cut it."
It's clear that Mr. Stone has discovered the virtues of our amplifier. And while we're pleased he
found the process so enjoyable, we aren't surprised. It's all part of our design philosophy, whose essence
he captures nicely when he says, "...a middle-class audiophile like myself no longer has to take out a
second mortgage on his house to afford a musically satisfying amplifier."

"...A BENCHMARK
PRODUCT AGAINST WHICH
OTHER AMPLIFIERS CAN BE

MEASURED."
- STEVEN STONE, STEREOPHILE, VOL. 17 NO. 3, MARCH 1994

But what did surprise us, as well as flatter us, was being thrown into the ring with $12,000
monoblock behemoths. The result of this apparently absurd comparison? Not carnage, but rather: "...the
Parasound HCA-2200" gives them all a run for the money, and even beats 'em in flexibility and price."
He continues, "...a pair of HCA-2200"s performed with Apogee full -ranges on a par with a pair of
Boulder 250 AEs and four VTL Deluxe 300 amps.
Dynamic impact and attack were excellent...Compared
to the VTL300, the HCA-2200" had a greater sense of
extension..."
Enough quotes. It's time to experience one yourself.
Just visit your local Parasound dealer and learn that
"benchmark" is the expert's way of saying you don't have
...prodigious bass output and sense of unlimited power
to break the bank to get the best. And you can quote us "and
effortlessness; says Stereophile. And no wonder. It
delivers over 90 amps of peak current per channel.
on that.

ri
PARASOUND
affordable audio for the critical listener

Parasound Products, Inc. 950 Battery Street, San Francisco, CA 94111 415-397-7100 Fax 415-397-0144

the principals who get the credit. More
than 30 years after that broadcast, the man

es it, and makes it uniquely dramatic, is the
use of the actual people involved in the res-

who actually wrote the script, including

cue by the ever -virtuous 911 forces-i.e.,

Grovers Mills, put together a book that included not only the script itself but a splendid collection of pictures, news clippings,
exhaustive discussions as to what happened

it's a true story. Racing ambulances,

and why, and interviews with numerous

participants (including the panicked).

screaming police sirens, helicopters, the
works, but what is amazing is that the drama seems to involve scenes actually taken
on the occasion-the perpetrators, the victims, the families and friends. Other scenes

Howard Koch was the writer, and his book
is The Panic Broadcast, published in 1970.
You surely can find it through your local li-

brary. My reaction to that book, 32 years
after the event, was different-how astonishing that in 1938 we fell for what in 1970

seemed an incredibly outdated, old-fashioned broadcast style. (You should hear the

recorded broadcast itself, even more oldfashioned.) It struck me then how rapidly
our broadcasting had changed, without my

noticing. In 1970 the script was simply
quaint. So courtly and formal! So long-

computer, minus the immense benefits
now available for speaker design. Nevertheless, by hook or crook, they sounded good

MANY SPEAKER DESIGNERS
GOT THEIR START

winded, full of "And now, ladies and gentlemen, we take you to ..." Can you imag-

ine an "anchor" today (replacing the old
announcer) calling a TV audience "ladies
and gentlemen"? Even in 1970 this was

IN THE BUSINESS

BY WORKING
AT ACOUSTIC RESEARCH.

wholly anachronistic, from another time.

And now, another 25 years? Today we
have a visual broadcast world. Eyes are far
more specific than ears. We are brought up
on precise visual stories, marvelously crafted for the eyes. Advertising, too, has invaded every area with half-truths, easy to swallow. All this is now so familiar that we take

it for granted as an accustomed background to our real lives. Could we ever go
so far as to take it literally? And panic? We
haven't yet.

We are so used to fantasy on the
screen-broadcast, cabled, by satellite,
from the VCR, not to mention movies and
home video-that we have learned to discriminate. Still, a faked -up news broadcast,
though not likely (we learned that lesson),

could send us off again-if the illusion
were perfect down to the smallest detail.
Otherwise we wouldn't believe.
I have been watching Rescue 911 the last

year or so with considerable interest because it is an excellent example of the sort
of persuasion that is possible today. Actually, this program is as rigidly fixed in its format as any soap opera or ancient fairy tale,
invariably ending with the almost -victim
living happily ever after. What distinguish-

suspension with the cone supported by an
air -spring (and limp surround) was a major influence on our audio world and indeed continues important today, though
the AR company is now part of a conglomerate, International Jensen. The present AR
got together a remarkable assemblage of
people including, of course, the founder,
who had the idea, Edgar Villchur, and a
number of his early collaborators, notably
the ubiquitous K, Henry Kloss-K in KLH,
then Advent, then his present Cambridge
SoundWorks. The audio speaker field, in
fact, is sprinkled with AR spinoffs mostly
still in Cambridge, Massachusetts, AR's
longtime (and former) home.
The AR speakers were, of course, pre -

just have to be reenacted after the fact. Or
maybe all of them? You simply cannot tell.
The drama comes from not knowing what
is real and what isn't.
If there were to be another panic broadcast, it would have to be done with the extraordinary expertise of this program, so
that we would not know what to believe.
Yes, we could go for the worst. And panic
again.

I mustn't forget-I do have a real, mathematical, genuine anniversary to mention,
celebrated at an immense press party on, of
all places, the balcony of that great indoor

and still do. Do I hear a rumor that the famous AR 3a is to be "reissued"? It would

be easy to add a bit of update, not too
much, and come out with a terrific speaker
once again. Using AR's peculiar algebraic
nomenclature, might it be the AR 3a'?
Finally, I was interested to discover, in
our November 1994 issue, that Tom Stock -

ham was also involved in a problem that
suddenly became important with the advent of stereo. I was intensely interested at

the time-I called it double liveness, the
twin acoustics of the original recording
place and the playback space, superimposed. AR's well -remembered "live versus

recorded" demos depended on an understanding of this phenomenon: For a direct
comparison, the prepared recording had to
be "absolute," as I called it-totally dead.
No liveness. AR used an open meadow
near Villchur's home, and I was there. Alternatively, I remember a scary session in a

space, Grand Central Terminal in New

large anechoic chamber, room -size. Ab-

York. AR, Acoustic Research, had its 40th
anniversary, and it was again sheer coincidence that New York's subway system had
its 90th that very day-so I rode the shuttle
to GCT on a train of 1917 cars, their roofs
weirdly painted a bilious lime green. Publicity? If NYC ever saw a working subway

solutely claustrophobic! All the sound was
inside your head, no space whatsoever. The
AR demo with live string quartet and two
3a speakers was incredible; even I, knowing

car with that coloration, I'll eat a lime in
one bite.
I've told so many stories about early AR
days that I will wait maybe for its 50th on
that score. But it must be said that Acoustic

Research and the revolutionary speaker
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the music, was fooled. (The musicians
merrily "played" at some points soundlessly, while the speakers projected the music.)
Stockham, working with Amar Bose, calls
it "Second Venue." Same thing.
We would have better Virtual Reality to-

day if more audio people understood the
Second Venue. It's still with us and always
will be. No anniversaries.
A

WHERE DOES THE TWEETER
OF A HIGH FIDELITY
LOUDSPEAKER BELONG?

Q- S

fr:

R

1

This question may confuse those who believe that the measure of a loudspeaker is the number of its

drivers. It will also elude those who have never bothered to question conventional driver placement,

which always separates the woofer from the tweeter.
In fact, the most acoustically correct location for the tweeter is precisely at the center of the woofer.
This strategic placement creates a single sound source, allowing high and low frequencies to reach your
ears at the proper time, regardless of where the speakers are placed or where you are sitting. (No wonder

KEF's patented Uni-la' is the techno ogy of choice for advanced Home Theater applications.)

Perhaps the greatest benefit of the KEF Q Series speakers is that they sound as good in your home
as they do in the showroom.

KEF Electronics of America, Inc, 89 Doug Brown Way. Holliston. MA 01746 Tel 508 429-3600 Fax 5,16 429-3699
Distributed in Canada by. Pro -Acoustics Canada Ltd Tel 514 344-1226 Far 514 3444760
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In Walthamstow, original Everest
recording engineer Bert Whyte had
his ideal recording venue. The room
sounded back immediately, and the
balance between direct and reverberant sound could easily be adjusted, section by section, by moving
the players as required. No wonder

CURRENTS
JOHN EARGLE

REVIEWING
EVEREST

that Walthamstow could handle
SIR AMAIN SOULT

a.=
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he first 12 CDs in Vanguard
Classics' ambitious Everest
reissue series are now on the

The CD packaging is simple but
appropriate. Excepting the 16 -page

market, and what a marvelous venture it is! Accord-

phonies, liner notes are given in an
insert of two or three panels, suffi-

ingly, I am devoting this

cient space to carry the original

month's column to capsule reviews

notes or a slightly abridged version
of them. The notes were written by
prominent individuals in record annotation, including David Hall and
Paul Affelder. A generic insert in
each CD gives technical information

T

of most of these items-but first, a
brief look at the series overall.

The basic A/D transfers from the
35 -year -old masters are nearly flaw-

less. What problems were encountered have apparently been so successfully dealt with that no blemish
is obvious. Supervised by Vanguard

president Seymour Solomon, the
transfer process employed vintage
equipment to accommodate the
original three -track masters, some
of which are on 35 -mm magnetic
film, the others on standard half inch 15-ips magnetic tape. Further
restoration, using Sony's Super Bit
Mapping, was carried out primarily
by Sony Classical. (See last month's
"Currents.") You will not be aware
of any striking technological differences between the two formats of

OrmpchestO ra

given are original release dates.)

Falla: The Three -Cornered Hat,
London Symphony Orchestra/Jorda
(1960); Bartok: Dance Suite, Lon-

don Philharmonic Orchestra/Ferencsik (1959); Everest/Vanguard

common to all the releases as well as

Classics EVC 9000. The Falla is very
idiomatic, and Enrique Jorda knows

details on future releases (the next

exactly when to bend and shape the

group is expected momentarily).

The recordings in this first wave

tempos, particularly in the non dance sections. While present-day

of reissues were all originally re-

conductors are apt to rush this mu-

leased over a busy four-year period,

sic, Jorda keeps the dance tempos on
the moderate side. The sound is vintage Walthamstow. Janos Ferencsik

from 1958 to 1961. Most of them

were made in London-and of
these, all but one were recorded at
Walthamstow Assembly Hall in the

suburbs. Walthamstow, as it

is

known, is still used for town meetings, boxing matches, and, when it is
available, recording sessions. There

shows much the same attention to
the Magyar aspects of Bartok's gripping Dance Suite. Appropriately, the
mikes are a bit closer, emphasizing
the sardonic, diabolical aspect of the

work. The six dances are based
largely on Bartok's extensive ethno-

ing will reveal that the film -based
recordings are slightly quieter.

of the acoustical space.

connected by a ritornello whose

ST

S
STOKOWSKI
BARTON
COPICERIO SOS OROIESTRA

musicological research into native

Hungarian folk music. They are
played without interruption and are
.1."..

S
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unless otherwise indicated. Dates

is a stage at one end, and the main
floor seating can be removed, making it possible to place the performing ensemble directly in the middle

the original masters, but close listen-

JOSEF KRIPS
BEETHOVEN
NINE
SYMPHONIES
London
Syhny

booklet for the Beethoven Sym-

music from just about all corners of
the repertory. (All recordings listed
below were made at Walthamstow,

MW(111-11 ARNOLD

Symphony So. 3
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Regardless of how sophisticated your stereo
and video system is, it may never achieve
its full performance if plugged directly into an
AC outlet. Raw and unprocessed AC power can
severely diminish the clarity of audio signals and
reduce the resolution of your video picture.
ADCOM's ACE -515 AC Enhancer significantly
improves the performance capabilities of your
system by filtering and processing raw AC power,
unveiling a pure, noise -free power source.

Listen To The Critics
the effective suppression of AC '12F hash' by the
ACE -515 improved clarity and lowered noise in all three CD
players. . . .the significant improvements in instrumental and
vocal harmonic retrieval and hall ambience are superb. . . .
it simply appears to allow musical information to be passed
through to the listener with less veil and electronic 'haze.' "
-Lewis Lipnick, Stereophile, Vol. 11 No. 4, April 1988.

Again, The Critics Agree
"Electronic equipment (especially digital audio gear) is
vulnerable to both annoying and catastrophic power -line
problems. Your stereo gear should have line spike and
surge protection, with hash filters thrown in too. Line

protection-you can pay a little for it now, or you can
pay a lot for it later"
-Ken Pohlman, AUDIO, November 1987.

For a modest investment, the ADCOM ACE -515
enhances both audio and video clarity while
protecting your equipment from damaging line
voltage disturbances. Once again, ADCOM
lives up to its reputation of offering superior
performance at a reasonable cost. For complete
technical data, please visit your Adcom dealer.
You'll discover the ACE -515 is more than an
accessory. It's a necessity.

Recommended accessory in Stereophile, Vol. 12 No. 4,
April 1989.

Line Protection: It Pays For Itself
The ACE -515 also protects your valuable
equipment from harmful high -voltage spikes and
surges. And, its sequential turn-on/turn-off
control circuit guards your speakers from
disturbing, damaging thumps.

ADCOM®
details you can hear

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (201) 390-1130 Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5 @1989 ADCOM
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haunting and wistful nature is the very
essence of BartOk.

sense of depth is remarkable. Listen for the
various percussion details. They are all just

Vaughan Williams: Symphony No. 9,

where they should be-bass drum, anvil,

LPO/Boult (1958); Arnold: Symphony No.

cymbals, and all the rest. As for An American in Paris . . , in the entire body of Ever-

3, LPO/Arnold (1959); EVC 9001. The
Ninth Symphony was recorded just hours

after the composer died, and
this reissue includes (for the

.

est recordings, there are no more than a
handful that do not measure
up to Whyte's high standards,

Job. Literal representations abound, and

and this recording is one of

tone -painting. The Overture to Aristo-

them. The Pittsburgh orches-

phanes' play is one of Vaughan Williams'
most engaging short works, and Arnold's

first time on disc) a short eulogy spoken by Sir Adrian Boult.
The music has much the same
GEMININ
...crocks

brooding, often jarring, non pastoral quality that had been
introduced in the Sixth Symphony. The writing is
complex but always

tra does not play at its best,
and the recording in Heinz
Hall simply does not have
the bloom of Walthamstow.

clear, and it makes

THE RECORDING OF

skillful use of a saxophone section clearly

GOULD'S SPIRITUALS

independent of the
standard orchestral
winds. Boult's affinity
for Vaughan Williams

DISPLAYS THE ESSENCE

OF BERT WHYTE'S
THREE -MIKE APPROACH.

is shown better here
than in his EMI recordings. Arnold's symphony is reminiscent of his many overtures
(short movements, lilting rhythms) and is
thoroughly entertaining.

Rachmaninoff: Symphonic Dances;
Stravinsky: The Rite of Spring, LSO/
Goossens (1958, 1960); EVC 9002. This is
one of the great Symphonic Dances. Today,

most conductors take the first movement
too fast, robbing it of majesty and elegance.
Sir Eugene Goossens gets it just right. The
waltz and the final Allegro vivace are taken

at more familiar tempos. The Stravinsky,
with Bert Whyte's normal Walthamstow
setup, comes across at what you might call
"mid -perspective," which I prefer over the

close-up perspectives favored by many
conductors and producers today. Sane tempos throughout.

Copland: Appalachian Spring; Gould:
Spirituals for String Choir and Orchestra,
LSO/Susskind (1958); Gershwin: An Amer-

ican in Paris, Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra/Steinberg (1960); EVC 9003. There
are many accounts of Appalachian Spring

to choose from, and this one measures up

nicely. But the real find here is Gould's
Spirituals, by far the best available record-

ing of this marvelous work. Here is the
essence of what Whyte's three -mike ap-

Scottish Dances, LPO/Arnold (1959); EVC
9006. The cavernous acoustics of the Royal
Albert Hall give something of a medieval
mystery -play quality to the work based on
William Blake's Illustrations for the Book of

the depiction of the devil by oily slides on
the saxophone is typical of the composer's

spritely Scottish Dances (recorded at
Walthamstow) complement it nicely.

Villa -Lobos: "The Little Train of the

Strauss: "Till Eu-

Caipira"; Antilb "Corroboree"; Ginastera:

lenspiegel's Merry

"Estancia," "Panambi," LSO/Goossens
(1958, except Villa -Lobos, 1960); EVC

Pranks"; "Don Juan";
"Dance of the Seven

Veils" from Salome,
Stadium Symphony

9007. These works draw on ethnic material

from the composers' native countries of

Orchestra of New

Brazil, Australia, and Argentina. The scores
are all gorgeous, with lots of exotic percus-

York/Stokowski

sion, and acoustics to match. The record-

(1959); Canning:

ings are still of demonstration quality.

Fantasy on a Hymn

Bartok: Concerto for Orchestra, Houston/Stokowski (1961); Kodaly: "Psalmus
Hungaricus," LPO/Ferencsik (1959); EVC
9008. This Bartok recording shows once
again how underrated Leopold Stokowski
is today. It is a beautiful performance that

Tune, Houston Symphony Orchestra/
Stokowski (1960); EVC 9004. The Stadium
Symphony is, in fact, the New York Phil-

harmonic Orchestra. At the time of this
recording, the NYPO was under contract
to Columbia, so another name had to be
used. Manhattan Center, the recording
venue for the Strauss, is a large ballroom

holds its own with any in the catalog. Janos
Ferencsik's account of Kodaly's "Psalmus"
suffers a little from its English translation

that was much used for orchestral recording back in the 1960s and is still available
today. The Strauss is played as only Stoky
could do it, with grand sweep and momen-

but otherwise is idiomatically well done.
Jones Hall in Houston, the venue for the

tum. And certainly the orchestra could

LSO/Goossens (1959); Symphony in E -flat,

keep up with him technically. Sonically, the

LPO/Boult (1958); EVC 9009. Hindemith
was still in his heyday when these record-

immediacy of the room's reverberation
fleshes out the music, giving it a quality
similar to Walthamstow but not quite as
expansive. The Canning work, taped at
Jones Hall in the Houston Civic Center, is

sort of an American version of Vaughan
Williams' Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas
Tallis. It is played and recorded beautifully.
Shostakovich: Symphony No. 6, LPO/
Boult (1958); Symphony No. 9, LSO/Sargent (1960); EVC 9005. The Sixth opens
with a 20 -minute Largo that moves freely
from tension to release, followed by a contrasting pair of short scherzos. The Ninth is
as different as it can be, a set of five rela-

proach was all about: The balance between

tively short movements in the classical mold.
Vaughan Williams: Job; Overture to The

direct and room sound is ideal, and the

Wasps, LPO/Boult (1959); Arnold: Four
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Bartok, sounds very good.

Hindemith: Violin Concerto, J. Fuchs/

ings were made. His star has since setlet's hope temporarily. This music is too
good to be missed, and a generation has
grown up knowing almost nothing of the
man. Both performances are beautifully
done and highly recommended.

Apart from a sampler, The Sound of
Everest (EVC 9050), the one remaining
item in this first wave of Everest reissues is
a five -CD set given over to Josef Krips' traversal of the Beethoven Symphonies with

the London Symphony Orchestra (EVC
9010/14). Time and space don't allow a
survey here, but take my word that it is a
handsome, well -annotated set, with notes
by Krips himself.

A

$5.00

FREE!!
(and you don't even have to buy our cables!)
It's true: XLO Electric Company's popularly -priced XLO/VDOTM brand cables for home entertainment' are so much
better than what your system probably now uses that, once you learn about them, we think you'll want to own them.
That's why, if you fill out the coupon printed below, take it to any authorized XLO/VDO dealer, and ask him to tell you
about XLO/VDO, the best and only complete line of cables for every audio, video, and Home Theatre application, we'll
have him take five bucks off the purchase price of anything at all that you buy from him-regardless of what it is, or what

brand it may be. We'll even pay him to do you the courtesy. (Check out the file print in the coupon, below.)

If XLO/VDO weren't really "The Best in the World," do you think we could afford to make this offer?
-1

Visit your authorized
XLO/VDO dealer today!

Yes, I want $5.00 Free!
I'm going to complete this coupon, take it to my authorized XLO/VDO
dealer, ask about new XLO/VDO cables, and get $5.00 off anything at all

that I buy from him, no matter what it is or what brand it may be!
Name

MO/VDO

Address

XLO Electric Company, Inc.

Telephone

9480 Utica Street, Suite 612, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Mr. Dealer, XLO Electric Co., Inc. promises tc pay you $5.00 plus 50 cents handling for each completed

Phone (909) 466-0382, FAX (909) 466-3662

coupon that you send us. Coupons are subject to check for validity. Only one coupon may be redeemed

customer. Offer is not valid outside the continental United States, and expires December 31, 1995.i
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the horn -loaded Corner Ribbon

MONDO AUDIO

Loudspeaker, in 1949.

KEN KESSLER

I recently had the privilege of

INTERVIEW:
PETER WALKER

talking with Peter Walker about his

company's remarkable achievements.

Why did you move from the original ribbon speaker to what became
the original QUAD electrostatic?
From a theoretical point of view, an
electrostatic is an ideal way to make

a loudspeaker-it matches the air
perfectly and it's all predictable, as

ordinary loudspeakers are rather
variable. It has some problems that
are rather difficult, mainly due to
the stretching of the diaphragm. It

mustn't shrink and that sort of
thing. Very high voltages, 10,000
volts, make it difficult. But it's an

ideal. I think most loudspeaker
manufacturers have looked at it and
said, "What a lovely way to make a
speaker, but it's not very practical."

And a lot of manufacturers have
tried it, too, and most of them have
said, "This is not profitable. Get back
to putting loudspeakers in boxes and
sell 'em, lad!" (Laughs.]

I've always thought, from about
Peter Walker
and his original
QUAD ESL.

sk a group of British audiophiles to name the grandaddy of hi -ti in the U.K., and
the majority will say "Peter
Walker" without hesitation.
This quick, natural, almost
instinctive response is the result of a
legacy that includes a run of classic
products and the creation of a company that is probably the oldest specialist hi-fi manufacturer still under
the ownership of the original family.

A

QUAD Electroacoustics Ltd.born as S. P. Fidelity Sound Systems
in March 26, 1936, before changing
its name that year to The Acoustical

Manufacturing Company-has an
uninterrupted history matched by
no other producer of audio components, and Peter Walker controlled it
for the first 50 years before handing
over control to his son, Ross. Peter
Walker wrote, in G. A. Briggs' Audio
Biographies, that "By 1952, my firm
was of sufficient size to enable me to

delegate nearly all management and

1945, that an electrostatic would be

departmental responsibilities; in

a nice way of doing it. But in the
back of your mind is the question:
How can you do it? It had a lot of

fact, shed myself of all those aspects
of business which did not appeal to

me." Luckily for us, he immersed
himself in research and design.

Any company would
be proud to
have created
one milestone

product, yet
Walker's can
claim at least
four of them:

problems. But the ribbon was a
very good way of getting very

good-I dare
SOME PEOPLE THOUGHT

QUAD'S ORIGINAL ESL
WAS A ROOM HEATER;
THEY'D STAND BY IT
TO FEEL THE WARMTH.

The QUAD II

tube preamp and power amp, the
original electrostatic loudspeaker,
and the current electrostatic, the

say, excellenthigh-frequency
response.

The ribbon
was a hybrid.
The ribbon itself had very
good response
from 2,000 cy-

ESL -63. Although it's as the seminal

cles upwards, and the bass unit was
very good up to 500 cycles. It wasn't
very good in the middle, which I can
admit now, but there you are.

producer of electrostatic speakers

Did working with the ribbon help

that the company is known, QUAD
actually began with public address

you learn techniques for later use in
the electrostatic?
Not at all. A ribbon is just a little bit
of aluminum in a very large magnet

equipment and, eventually, produced a successful ribbon -hybrid,
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Original QUAD ESL speaker

trostatic was introduced. I think our

big market at all. None of the Janszens

first public demonstration of the

came to England unless you went over with
a suitcase. The original ESL just competed
against other loudspeakers, and it wasn't as

speaker was in 1955.

How many years had you been

II

working on it?
Well, you don't work on it for years
and years. You have a little go and
get rid of a few problems, and then

loud, so people who wanted to shake the
windows didn't buy a QUAD electrostatic

you forget that and get on with
other things that you can make.
But it stays in the back of your

journalists of the time recognize it as revolutionary?

a r ray-a

mind, and you think, "Oh, we could

radar magnet, in fact, that would
only go down to about 2,000 cycles unless you had lots of magnets. You
could make a long strip one, but it would

get over that-what about dust and
these high voltages?" And you think of

have been very expensive in those days.
At the time you introduced the ribbon, circa 1949 to 1950, who was serving the hi-fi
community in the U.K.?
At that time the hi-fi industry hadn't really
taken off. It never really took off until we
had the LP record, where you could play
through a whole symphony without mess-

speaker. It took us 18 years to develop,
but it wasn't 18 years every day. [Laughs.]
Not at all.

QUAD's roots, though, appear to be in

amplification, especially since the

remember the days of P.G.A.H. Voigt; I admire

wave resonant. Don't forget, we started
off in 1936 making amplifiers for public
address, dance bands, and things, and then
started making high-fidelity equipment

It was a very small market. You perhaps

few fanatics, and that's

because you were interested in it,

for yourself, and your friends
were interested.
We made a jolly good amplifier before the war, with triodes

like PX4s. It was excellent; it
would sell nowadays. Direct coupled and all the rest of it,
but there was no market for that
in those days at all. Two PX25s
QUAD II amplifier

as far as it

driven by an MH4, an ML4 before that-

went until the LP

and a bit of feedback on it, actually. Oh yes,
feedback came out in 1936; it wasn't used a
lot, just a little bit. They were good amplifiers, 12 watts.

came along.
During the ribbon speaker's life, we sold

less than a thousand units. It wasn't pairs;

it was all mono-there wasn't any stereo
then. And they were £95 at the time, which
in present-day money is quite a lot.

Around the same time that the LP was
introduced-around 1954, 1955-the elec-

Was it an immediate hit? Did the audio

the same thing. It's like the ESL -63 loud-

him greatly. He made an excellent speaker,
and he sold two a week. That was the sort
of market. You made amp and speakers for
yourself and your friends and a

without having surface noise from the disc.

speaker.

another idea and go on a little bit more.
And then you forget it again for a long
time; you're not working every day on

acronym stands for Quality Unit Amplifier Domestic. Or was there a speaker before the ribbon hybrid?
Well, there was, but it wasn't very good.
The SL15, I think it was called, a quarter -

ing about, jumping up and down, and

a tweeter. Several German electrostatics
were made, but they really didn't make a

Were there any other earlier electrostatics
with which yours had to bear comparison?
There was certainly the Janszen in the U.S.
There was one before the war which was
called the Primastatic, I think, that was just
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1995
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QUAD ESL -63 speaker

Some of them did, and some of them
didn't. It was quite an oddball sort of
thing. "What's this funny -looking thing?"
They thought it looked like a room heater.
In fact, we'd have people stand by them to
feel the warmth.
Was it easier to launch in the U.S.?
No. We had a very, very good review in
America. A man came over and said it is
most wonderful but it's not loud; it doesn't
shake the windows, but it gives the most

natural reproduction, by a wide margin,
more than we've ever heard before. And
that got us some orders from America. But

it wasn't very good with American highpowered amplifiers, which would just bust
'em, spark 'em to bits.
Americans had larger rooms, their whole
basements given over to hi-fi, and it had to
be pretty loud. The poor old ESL wouldn't

In The Mid 70s We Created
Home Theater. Now We've Created
A New Way To Buy It
The people who work at Cambridge
SoundWorks - including our cofounder Henry
Kloss (who also founded AR, KLH and Advent)
- have been involved with the concept of home
theater from the beginning. In 1969 (years
before VCRs and cable TV), Henry Kloss
founded Advent,
the company that
introduced tie
first home theater
audio/video
systems complete with big screen TVs and
digital surround sound. We
have had an ongoing relationship with the
people at Dolby Laboratories, creators of Dolby
Surround Sound, since Henry Kloss introduced
thefirst consumer products with Dolby noise
reduction over 20 years ago. And now at
Cambridge SoundWorks we believe we have set
a new price -to -performance standard for home
theater components.
Because we sell carefully matched and tested
home theater speaker systems factory -direct,
with no expensive middlemen, you can save
hundreds of dollars. We believe the
products on these pages represent the
country's best values in high performance
home theater components. Audio critics,
and thousands of satisfied customers,
agree. Stereo Review said "Cambridge
SoundWorks manufactures loudspeakers
that provide exceptional sound quality at
affordable prices." Audio suggested that we
"may have the best value in the world."

Surround Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks makes two "dipole
radiator" surround sound speakers. Dolby Laboratories recommends dipole radiator speakers
for use as surround speakers.
The Surround has a
very high power
handling capacity
and is often selected
for "high end"
surround sound
systems. Audio,
describing a
system that
included The
Surround said, "In many ways the surround
sensation was every bit as good as far more
expensive installations." $399 pr. The
smaller The Surround II is arguably the
country's best value in a dipole radiator

Cambridge SoundWorks
Ensemble satellite (but with magnetic shielding). $149. Center Channel Plus uses an ultra low, ultra -wide design that is ideal for placement
above (or, with optional support stand, below)
a TV monitor. $219.

Home Theater
Speaker Systems
We have assembled a number of home
theater speaker systems that consist of center
channel,
surround and
main stereo
speakers. The

speaker. $249 pr.

Powered Subwoofers
The original Powered Subwoofer by
Cambridge SoundWorks consists of a heavy-

combination we show here is our best seller. It
includes our critically acclaimed Ensemble
subwoofer satellite speaker system (with dual
subwoofers), our Center Channel Plus and
a pair of our best surround speakers, The
Surround. You could spend
hundreds more than
CAMBRIDGE
its $1,167 price
Soure
r l'ir Ss.
without improving
.
performance.
For information on
other home theater
speaker systems - or
on any of the products
we make and sell - call
1-800-FOR-HIFI for
your free color catalog.
Thanks.

...

Center Channel Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks manufactures
three speakers for use as center channel
speakers in Dolby Pro Logic home theater
systems. All three are magnetically shielded
so they can be placed near a TV or computer
monitor. Model Ten -A is a small, affordable twoway speaker. $80.
Center Channel is
identical to a

or with oowered
subwoo- ers made by
other companies. Its
high pass filters keep
strong, low bass signals out
of the main stereo speakers, and directs them to
the powered subwoofer. $299.

duty 12" woofer housed in an acoustic suspension cabinet with a 140 -watt amplifier and a
built-in electronic crossover. Stereo Review said
it provides "deep powerful bass...31.5 Hz bass
output was obtainable at a room shaking level... they open the
way to having a 'killer'
system for an affordable
price." $699. Our Slave
Subwoofer uses the same
woofer driver and
cabinet, but does not
include the amplifier or
crossover. It can only be
used in conjunction with
the Powered Subwoofer. $299. The new
Powered Subwoofer ll uses a 120 -watt amplifier
with an 8" woofer. $399.
Our EX0-1 electronic crossover can be used
with either of our powered subwoofer systems,
Enter No. 5 on Reader Service Card
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do that. But a number of people liked it
very much. You either did, or you didn't

SOUNDWORISS,
t

like it at all. And when stereo came along,
you had to have two of 'em. The ESL was a
bit big for that, but it worked very well. In

1

fact, after we made 400 of them-serial
number 409, I think it was-we modified
the directivity because of stereo. The direc-

tivity pattern was made for mono-not
quite the same as stereo.
How did you change it? Driver shape?

No. It was just the electrical distribution
between the elements. There were no other
modifications, as far as I know.
At what point did you feel that transistors
were acceptable for your amplifiers?
In 1968. Prior to that, you only had germanium transistors, which didn't do high frequencies very well. They would blow up a

Audio Catalo
At Cambridge SoundWorks we make speakers
and music systems designed by Henry Kloss
(founder of AR, KLH & Advent). We sell

them-and components from companies like
Sony, Pioneer, Philips, Carver and othersfactory -direct, with no expensive middlemen.
For example, a Dolby Pro Logic Surround
Sound system with Model Six speakers, rear
speakers, a Sony Pro Logic receiver and remote
is only $747. Call today and find out why

Audio magazine said we may have "the best
value in the world."
Call toll -free for factory -direct savings.

Save hundreds on components and systems
from Cambridge SoundWorks, Sony, Pioneer,
Philips, Carver and more.

Audio experts will answer your questions
before and after you buy, 8AM-Midnight
(ET), 365 days a year -even holidays.

r 30 -Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee on all
products.

7 -Year Parts & Labor Speaker Warranty.

Introducing
The New
Ensemble II by
Henry Kloss.

$439

1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How 7b Make Loudspeakers.

CAMBRIDGE

SOUNDWORKS

154 California Street, Suite 104FEB, Newton MA 02158

1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-525-4434 Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
01994 Cambridge Sound Works.

bit and weren't as good as valves. But in
we could make a transistor amplifier
as good as or better than valves. Not every1968,

body believes that, but that's what we
thought.
But do you ever think back that, while the
solid-state equipment measured very well,
maybe it didn't sound as good as the valve
equipment?

No. I think this going back to valves is
partly fashion and partly the fact that you
can make a valve amplifier fairly easily and
it will always sound good. Transistor amplifiers are much more difficult to design,

and it's easy to make one that measures

quite well but gives current overload.
Things go wrong like that-secondary

view. But if it is done, and the recording is
made with little microphones in your own
ears, then what you hear is as perfect as it's
going to get.
And if you were to produce a QUAD ESL 95? How would it differ from the ESL -63?
I don't know whether it would.
Bass response?

Bass response on the 63 is quite good. It
doesn't get the oomph-oomph-000mph
like lots of cabinet speakers. But if you
measure it, then it's only 6 dB down at 36
cycles, which is not bad. There are some
that will go lower, but not many.
And maximum SPLs?
We can get just over 100 dB at two meters,

which is adequate for me and 95% of our
customers. With some sorts of music, the
louder you play it, the better it sounds.
And what would you have changed in the
original electrostatic?
[Laughs.] Ooh, dreadful question. Well, I

couldn't have made it better at the time.
You take a silly old man of 78 and ask him
what he would have done in 1950. Well, if I
had my present experience, I'd have made
something like the 63, which I made to improve over the first one in the first place. In
a lot of respects, anyway. Let me tell you

what was difficult about the first one. It
had what was, in effect, a woofer and a
tweeter. Getting those two exactly level,

breakdowns and all sorts of things-so it's

and matching in response, wasn't easy because they'd vary slightly-variation in the

not so easy. But if you make it properly and

gap or variation in the tension of the di-

do all the measurements properly, and do
all the proper listening tests, oh, yes, then
it's the right way to make an amplifier. It
still is. The fashion for valves is, I think,

aphragm would upset it a bit, you see. One
wanted to avoid that. I can't think of any-

just a fashion.
If you were starting QUAD all over again
today, what areas in the hi-fi chain do you
feel would still need to be addressed?
The relationship between the loudspeakers

people who wanted a small speaker. Would

and the room, and to somehow try to im-

it came out-what the price would be now,

prove stereo. Stereo comes out of two loud-

speakers, whereas from an orchestra, for

goodness only knows. But there was always
a waiting list for them. We allocated them

example, sound comes out of a whole lot of

and the amplifiers at that time to dealers,

little sources, and two loudspeakersthough extremely good-don't quite do

and they were allowed only a few a month.
You didn't ask a dealer how many he want-

that. Binaural could do it if you had special

ed; you told him what he could have. We

headphones designed to suit your own

didn't have any salespeople; we didn't need
them. [Laughs.] Wonderful situation!
A

ears, pinnae, which is very difficult to do.
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Particularly if you take into account the
distance between your ears, but it's quite
impractical from a commercial point of

thing else. Would I have made it bigger?
Well, it would have upset a whole lot of
I have made it smaller? No, because then

you wouldn't have enough bass. It was
roughly the right size.
The original electrostatic cost £52 when

How Do You Imgove On"...The
Best Value InThe World"?
Cambridge SoundWorks
Introduces
New Ensemble,
New Ensemble Hand a new member
of the family,
Ensemble III.
Audio magazine once said our Ensemble®
speaker system may be "the best value in the world."
Since then, numerous critics have applauded our
Ensemble and Ensemble II systems. Designed by
Henry Kloss (founder of AR, KLH and Advent),
they became best sellers by offering quality
construction and accurate, wide -range
music reproduction - at factory direct prices.

We're pleased to introduce new
versions of our Ensemble and
Ensemble ff systems, as well as our
new, ultra -compact Ensemble III.

The New Ensemble
New Ensemble is an improved
version of our original dualsubwoofer/satellite speaker system.
New Ensemble maintains the dual
subwoofer design, which allows for
maximum room placement flexibility.
Placement of bass and high -frequency speakers hi
a room (and how those speakers interact with the
room) has more influence on the sound quality of a
music system than just about anything. New
Ensemble's ultra -slim (4 1 /2") subwoofers give you
more placement flexibility than any system we
know of.

So What's New?
New Ensemble maintains the tonal balance,
frequency range and quality of construction of the
original. There are two basic differences.
1. New Ensemble uses a new 8" woofer with a
very long "throw" for linear cone excursion and
more accurate bass. An integral heat sink provides
improved power handling.

2. New.Ensemble's satellite
speakers use the same
speaker drivers and
crossover as the original, but
with new midrange and high
frequency balance controls.
The midrange control lets you
choose the same output in the key 8001600 Hz octave as in the original, or you
can emphasize that octave by 2 dB. Ensemble
satellites have relatively less output in this range to
avoid the "boxy" sound typical of many speakers.
This results in an "open" sound on large-scale
symphonic works. For small -scaled music, the
higher output position proves a "warmer" sound.
A high frecuency control has three positions:
A) The same balance as original Ensemble.
B) A 2 dB high frequency increase. C) A 2 dB high
frequency decrease. The switch can subtly increase
the system's "airiness" (Increase) or it can reduce
any tendency towards
"ec.giness" (Decrease).
In terms of "real life"
performance, we believe
our New Ensemble

system competes head-on
with speakers selling
for hundreds
more. Available

speakers are only 41/2" x 6 1/2" x 3"
and its subwoofer is 8" x 8" x 15".
Compared to New Ensemble ff
Ensemble N gives up a little in
power handling, low bass range, and
efficiency. Unlike the "cube" satellite
speakers you'll find in most similarly priced
systems, Ensemble N's satellites are two-way
speakers. Ensemble N's 61/2" woofer uses two
voice coils in a
cabinet with a
flared Jon for
smoom air flow.
With most

recordinjr
Ensemb N will
sound virtually
identical to New
Ensemble 11 It

simply won't
play as loud.
Its construction quality is
normally
found only in
much more
expensive speakers.
Factory -direct price, including connecting wire,
cutter/stripper and Hook -Up Guide, is only $329.

with black -

laminate
subwoofers for

$629, or with
vinyl -clad

subwoofers for

$549.

The New Ensemble II
New Ensemble II is an improved version of our
best-selling speaker system. It's more affordable
than New Ensemble because it uses one cabinet
to house both subwoofer speakers. New
Ensemble ff maintains the tonal balance,
frequency range, power handling and construction vary of the original Ensemble ff. But its
satellite speakers use the same tonal balance
controls as New Ensemble's.
New Ensemble if also uses a new flared
subwoofer port. The subwoofer cabinet encloses
two 6 1/2" long throw woofers mounted in a sealed
"acoustic suspension" chamber. They project into a
second chanter fitted with the flares port, which
provides smoother air flow, eliminating extraneous
noise on strong bass notes.
Stereo Review said the original Ensemble if
"performs so far beyond its pnce and size it can be
compared only with much larger speakers at
substantially higher prices." New Ensemble if
carries on this tradition, outperforming other
speakers in its category, including well-Imown
models for about twice the price. Factory -direct
price, $439.

The Ensemble III
Now you can bring the clear, balanced wide range sound of Ensemble speakers to a small,
crowded room. Our new Ensemble Ill's satellite
Enter No. 7 on Reader Service Card

30 Day Home Audition.
All Cambridge SoundWorks speakers are backed
by a 30 -Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee. So you

can audition your speaker the right way - in your
home, with no salesman hovering nearby. If within
30 days you're not happy, return your system for a
full refimcl.

nue acoustic
suspension,
cavity.

Cavity acts
as acoustic

band-passfilter.

Flared port.

For A Free Catalog, Call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How
To Make Loudspeakers!
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ors. In a recent issue, I saw ads for the

SIGNALS & NOISE

following:

AccuTech Audio, 87 Church St., East
Hartford, Conn. 06108; 203/290-8979.

BWS Consulting, 5609 North 23rd St.,

Brand -Similarity Recognition

helps raise production to the economical

Dear Editor:

"heap" stage.

Ever since A/V receivers have been on

Arlington, Va. 22205; 703/536-3910.
Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, Cal.
94937; 415/669-7181.
Sonic Frontiers, 760 Pacific Rd., Unit 19,
Oakville, Ont., Canada L6L 6M5; 905/847-

the market, I have noticed how similar
many models look, regardless of their
brand. But now I'm wondering if there's

A company's own -brand products and
what they sell to others aren't always identical, however. Buyers often specify circuits
and features that they want added or omit-

more to it than meets the eye.

ted to suit their own markets or price

of include:

Last fall, I purchased a Pioneer VSXD602S receiver. When I saw the "Equipment Profile" of the Optimus STAV-3400
in the April 1994 issue, that unit's uncanny
resemblance to my Pioneer made me realize this was way beyond the A/V receiver

points; suppliers sometimes withhold proprietary circuits and features to maintain a
marketing edge. Such differences may or

Antique Electronic Supply, 6221 South
Maple Ave., Tempe, Ariz. 85283; 602/820-

similarities I'd seen in the past.
Except for the "Power" switch, every sin-

gle thing on the front panels of the two
models was identical, even down to the
tiny gold buttons for surround mode, the
display, and all the specs. But what really
got me was your photo of the STAV-3400's
remote, which is exactly my remote but for
the word "Optimus" replacing "Pioneer."
Can you tell me what gives? Did Pioneer
buy from Tandy [parent company of Optimus] or vice versa? Did some other manu-

facturer crank these products out with no
name plate, ready to sell to whoever wanted them? If that is indeed the case, how
many other distributors are selling this fine
instrument, perhaps having more cleverly
disguised it?
John R. Peterson
Pleasant Grove, Utah

Editor's Reply: The odds are that Pioneer
built the Optimus for Tandy. Considering

the companies involved, it's unlikely
(though not impossible) that some third
manufacturer built both. And it's very likely that the remote handsets came from yet
another company.
Nobody-even companies big enough to

may not show up in specs-and identical

3245.

Some other tube purveyors that I know

5411.

ARS Electronics, P.O. Box 7323, Van

products may have slightly different specs
if, for example, one company chooses to
rate an amplifier at a very low distortion
point while another rates it at a distortion
level higher up the curve in order to claim

Nuys, Cal. 91406; 818/997-6279.

a few more watts.
As for the remote, such ancillary devices

don't think I've ever seen these tubes used
in audio, as opposed to radio, circuits. We
are therefore running your letter, in hopes

are very commonly purchased from specialist companies. For example, I've noticed strong similarities between the remotes of a Luxman surround decoder and
a Denon tuner, which have nothing else in
common.
The odds are, no one is selling a better
disguised version of your unit; front -panel
tooling costs are high.-I.B.

Tube Sources

New Sensor, 133 Fifth Ave., New York,
N.Y. 10003; 800/633-5477.

I can't guarantee that any of these suppliers will have the tubes you seek, as I

someone will be able to help.

If the radio picks up the AM broadcast

band as is, it's likely that the tubes are

MANY A/V RECEIVERS
OF DIFFERENT BRANDS

LOOK SIMILAR.
IS THERE MORE TO THIS

Dear Editor:
I inherited a Hallicrafters TW-500 four -

band radio from my grandfather. It contains tubes with the following markings:
1V5, 3V4, 1V4, and 1L6. All of the tubes
are imprinted "Hallicrafters."
Do you know of a source for such tubes
or a place that can test them? Additionally,
I would be interested in hearing from any
reader who has (or knows where I can ob-

tain) the instruction or repair manual,
preferably both. Only the AM band ap-

THAN MEETS THE EYE?
working, though perhaps not well. The radio might be able to pick up other bands if

you added a proper antenna. Check your
local library for books on short-wave or
amateur radio, or get a book catalog from
the American Radio Relay League (Newington, Conn.).-I.B.

AM Bandwagon

pears to pick up any stations, and I would
like to restore the unit to working condition, for sentimental reasons.

Dear Editor:
As a longtime fan of AM broadcasting, I

assemblies (tuner modules, tape or CD
transports), or even entire components

Steven Tadlock
1080B Cold Stream Circle
Emmaus, Pa. 18049

letters in this column expressing interest in
the subject. Unfortunately, just as interest
in nighttime listening of those clear -chan-

from other companies. Unless you plan to
make a heap of something, it's cheaper to
buy it from outside-and selling it outside

Editor's Reply: Our own "Classified Advertising" section carries ads for tube purvey-

build their own ICs-builds everything
from scratch. Companies routinely buy
parts (capacitors, line cords, knobs), sub-

have been delighted with the number of

nel powerhouse stations seems to be in-
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creasing, we are now witnessing the trashing of the entire AM band by the FCC at
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"Nothing less than a steal."
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-Robert Harley, Stereophile
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There's something in this review of our
GDA-600 digital -to -analog converter that the

1919.1104 41/14/9
41114

competition doesn't want you to see. Maybe
it's the fact that the GDA-600 makes digital
formats sound richer and more musical. Or that
4191

it has advanced 20 bit conversion architecture

SKO

Fig. Adcom GDA-600, fn.
(top); de -emphasis err
channel dashed 0.5dB/

and a Class "A" analog output stage. But
what they really don't want you to see is that

1919..r.. Nno 0044440940149
41.00

the GDA-600 costs much less than you might
TON1

4.10

expect. For the full review see Stereophile,

41.10

Volume 17, No. 3, (March '94). Or, if your
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copy has been stolen, give us a call.
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Fig.2 Adcom GDA-600, c
dashed, IOdB/vertica
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the behest of the National Association of

casts (due to maximum compression

Broadcasters (NAB).

techniques, overmodulation, or even lack

In spite of the fact that in many markets
across the country there are far too many
AM (and FM) stations splitting the advertiser's dollar, the FCC has accommodated
virtually every rule change proposed by the
NAB to allow ever more stations to be licensed in a given market. Approximately

tell them they do have listeners in the sticks

and that those listeners buy their adver-

THERE'S LITTLE WE CAN

FCC (Chief, Mass Media Bureau, FCC,

FAVORITE CLEAR -CHANNEL

Washington, D.C. 20554) and telling them
that the trashing of today's AM broadcast

STATIONS AND TELL THEM
THEY DO HAVE LISTENERS.

frequencies as those of the traditional

of routine maintenance) that are designed

clear -channel stations. For example, a station licensed here in Denver may operate at
night on the same frequency as Chicago's
WMAQ, effectively ending the latter's status as a clear -channel broadcaster.
Is the public interest truly being served

to sound loud, and nothing more, on a

band? Only if the present situation of stations going bankrupt and off the air is. Only if the proliferation of cheap, shoddily

tised products. I'd also suggest writing the

DO BUT WRITE TO OUR

10 years ago, new "short -spacing" rules
were adopted that allow nighttime co channel stations to operate on the same

by this "whoring" of the AM broadcast

write their favorite clear -channel stationbe it KNX, WBAP, WLW, or WCBS-and

Walkman is.

band is a consequence of the Commission's actions. A copy of listeners' correspondence sent to the head of the House
of Representatives' Telecommunications
Committee might be helpful.
The NAB, like any kid, has gotten all the
candy it wants at the FCC for years, and as

An unfortunate fact also appears to be
that as more and more clear -channel stations are bought up as leveraged investments by corporate conglomerates, they
are no longer interested in the out-of-town
listener who doesn't show up in the all-im-

a direct result, the broadcast industry is

portant Arbitron surveys that make or
break a station in terms of what can be

Buy for the Sound, Not the Name

produced programming with maximum
shock value to suck in listeners is. And

charged for an ad spot.

only if the lousy technical quality of broad-

band, there's little listeners can do but

In order to save what's left of the AM

sick. More public involvement in decision making is long overdue.
Bill Kleronomos
Lyons, Colo.

Dear Editor:
I am one who loves music. My library is

home to Eric Clapton, John Mayall, B.B.
King, Ray Charles, Benny Goodman, Art

For 40 years we've been building
advanced speakers for many

renowned audio names worldwide.
It's time we
introduced
ourselves.

ulir
TECHNOLOGY
Critically -acclaimed performance and value in premier loudspeaker systems.
For more information call or write: 6400 Youngerman Circle Jacksonville, FL 32244 904-777-0700 Fax 904-771-7793
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LS5 Mark :1 is it. You'll hear your
favorite misic as though illuminated from w_tIrn, played specially for
you. Intimate. Profound. Lasting.
The way music was meant to
be experienced, and remembered.

If ever there has been a preamplifier
that will markedly-even astoundinglyimprove the performance of
any desering audio system. the

switch -selectable gain allowing a wider range
of useful volume control settings with different
input sources. All this, plus the harmonic richness
and timbral magic of dual -triode vacuum tubes.
From the manufacturer with 25 years of experience in bringing recorded music to life.

Making music memorable.
Be assured: The LS5 Mark II stereo line -level

preamplifier from Audio Research is no mere
costalgic nod to the past. Rather,it represents a
significant advance in the technology of va:uumtube amplification as applied to the re:rieval
and transmission of meaningful musical
information from any input source, analog
or digital. The difference is one yot_
will hear immediately in your
nius:z system-and never forget.
The technology making this all
possible includes a sophisticated.
full; regulated power supply using
patented Decoupled Electrolytic

amplification stages; and

Capa:itor circuits; fully balanced,
cress-zoupled, all -vacuum -tube

Ready for your free catalog?
1 -800 -Audio Hi

is-ciAc.7q

Legacy Audio
3021 Sangamon Ave.. Springfield, IL 62702
800-283-4644
Fax 217-744-7269
Tact Support 217-544-5252

Blakey, The Mills Brothers, and many
more. Reproduction of such music is, for
me, fascinating. Trial and error, with time,
has been an excellent instructor. Appropriate literature answers questions of how and
why. My music system today is excellentthe best system I have owned, the best system I have listened to.

Only NordicTrack works your total body.
Ordinary treadmills, steppers and bikes
completely neglect your upper body.

In years past, my living room, and my
ears, have grown familiar with names such
as Yamaha, Sony, Altec Lansing, Dual, JBL,

Kenwood, Nakamichi, Akai, Tandberg,
Bose, etc. For the most part, a very pleasant

Treadmills, steppers and bikes neglect all muscles
in your back, arms, chest, stomach and shoulders. But
a NordicTrack® exerciser works every major muscle
group. In just 20 minutes, three times a week, it tones
your entire body. And it strengthens your heart for
increased energy and stamina.

Research shows you'll burn
more calories with NordicTrack.

Lower body

Only NordicTrack gives you a
total -body workout.

experience. For the most part. Here and
there, not so pleasant. To be specific .
.

Superior fitness takes just
20 minutes with NordicTrack.

Studies reveal NordicTrack burns more calories

and more fat than treadmills, bikes and
steppers. It's simply more effective at taking weight
off and keeping it off.

Lower impact on your body.

.

Our legendary patentedflywheel and one-way
clutch system gives you non -jarring motion. Unlike
steppers which strain your knees, or bikes which
stress your back. NordicTrack is the one you'll use.

Sony and JBL. In one word, pitiful. Looking back, my mistake is easy to find: Sony
and JBL were judged by my eyes, not my

ears. I bought the name, not the sound.

Get on Track- today...call

The common magazine, such as Audio, endorses these brand names 100%.

1-800-441-7891
Ext. 118B5

VMS. SiAnall WM% ISM. WW1

Consumer, buy the component for the

.ata.

9111 MOM

r:1 Please send me a FREE video & brochure

sound, not the name.

I

My main fitness goal is (ched one) J Weight loss

111111

J Shaping & toning J Cardiovascular fitness JOverall health

Lawrence O'Connor
Norman, Okla.

Phone (

aName

)

IStreet
State

City

The Editor -in -Chief's Reply: Mr. O'Connor,

I think you mean we endorse Sony and
JBL. Curiously, prior to an item that ap-

A CARL Company

peared in last month's "PlayBack," we had
not done a review of a JBL product for at
least two years. In any case, we agree with

L

Zip

Call or send to: NordieTrack, Dept. 118B5
104 Peavey Road, Chaska, MN 55318-2355

Enter No. 24 on Reader Service Card

your motto: Buy for the sound, not the
name-or the looks.-E.R

Reel -to -Reel Request
Dear Editor:
I want to thank you for the superb magazine you publish month after month. You

offer almost everything: New product reviews, interviews, technical help, critiques

of new and old CDs of various types of
music, and questions and answers for various audio problems.

For years I've been trying to locate an
Akai 1722W reel-to-reel, and any Ampex
machine with a built-in amp and detachable speakers. My first recorder was a Radio Shack 909 reel-to-reel. Obsolete? Of
course! Nostalgic? Definitely.

Hence, one area I wish you would discuss occasionally is reel-to-reel equipment
and tapes. They were the backbone of the
industry until recently. By adding this, you
would truly cover all audio from cover to

cover, with no publication able to touch
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It may be small. But the Bose® Acoustic Wave® music system is definitely an

overachiever. The unit holds a compact disc player (or cassette), AM/FM
radio, and Bose's patented acoustic waveguide speaker technology. And produces a rich, natural sound quality comparable to audio systems costing thousands of dollars. We know, that's hard to believe. So we're ready to prove it.
Call or write now for our complimentary guide to this award -winning system.
Because, like the system itself, it is only available
Bettersound through research®
direct from Bose.

Ciry

Cal: 1-800-898-BOSE, ext. W155.

1
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©1995 Nordiarack, Inc., A CML Company All rights reserved.

State

Zip

Or mail to: Bose Corporation, The Mountain,
Dept. CDD-w155, Framingham, MA 01701-9168.

you. I know many others still love those
reel -to -reels.

Nevertheless, I deeply appreciate your
magazine, as it is enjoyable to read and relieves me of the stress I experience as a pastor. Thank you very much!
Don Vincent
Bald Eagle St.
Box 203
Blanchard, Pa. 16826

Kudos to Boston Acoustics
Dear Editor:

I recently ordered from Boston Acous-

tics a replacement woofer for my A70

SOME MANUFACTURERS

previously. Furthermore, Jeff Litcofsky,
customer service supervisor, enclosed a

note stating the item would be free of
charge. I was astonished.

In my experiences as the director of a
private university's audio/visual center, I
have dealt with many electronics companies and repair centers. I am always befuddled by major manufacturers spending inordinate amounts of capital on their public
image, only for it to be destroyed by careless repair shops. I encourage all readers to
take the bull by the horns and deal directly
with the manufacturer, not with these repair shops.
It is quite refreshing to encounter a company that truly cares about its customers

and is willing to do whatever it takes to

SPEND CAPITAL ON THEIR

make them happy. Boston Acoustics,

IMAGE, ONLY FOR IT

you've a friend and customer for life.
Mark Wydareny
Pittsburgh, Pa.

TO BE DESTROYED BY
CARELESS REPAIR SHOPS.

Dear Editor:

was out of stock and would have to be
manufactured-but I was perfectly willing to accept this, since a year ago I went
through a similar situation.
I had ordered the same part through the
service department of Pittsburgh's most
established audiophile retailer and waited
for more than two months to receive the
item. They gave numerous excuses, and
when the woofer finally arrived at the shop
by UPS, it was severely damaged. The shop

was more than an hour from my home, so
it was frustrating to have to make yet another trip to pick up the next woofer. The
shop was unwilling to ship the woofer to
my home and made no apologies for the
inconveniences.

When the woofer in my other A70 went
down (the speakers are more than 10 years
old), I called Boston Acoustics directly. I

ordered the item, delighted to hear it
would arrive at my home within a week.
When the speaker did not arrive, I called
about its status. I was told it would have to
be manufactured, and the service representative assured me that the situation would
be addressed promptly.
Three days later, the woofer arrived via
UPS overnight delivery, and I noticed that
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Manuals Wanted
Series 1 loudspeaker system. I was told it

Definitive Technology®

I have several pieces of equipment for
which I don't have owner's manuals. I was
hoping your readers could help me obtain
them. The equipment is as follows:
dbx: SNR-1 single -ended source noise reduction system, 1BX-DS one -band dynamic range expander, and 120X -DS sub harmonic synthesizer.
SAE: Two P10 power amplifier and Two
PAIO preamplifier.
I would appreciate any help. Thank you.
James T Jones
969 Broadhead Lane
St. Louis, Mo. 63138

DCC: No Love Lost
Dear Editor:

I'm sorry to read that the Philips DCC

system is selling poorly-but it doesn't
surprise me. With only 45 minutes of continuous recording time before there is an
audible gap while the system changes direction, DCC is essentially useless for live
recording.
This was incredibly shortsighted engineering. A small digital buffer would have
allowed 90 minutes of gap -free recording.
Why Philips failed to include such a buffer
is beyond me.
Norm Strong
Seattle, Wash.

it had been manufactured just two days
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Definitive Technology®

Definitive's
PowerField 1500

Wins the
Subwoofer of
the Year Award

Our extraordinary new PowerField' 1500 features
a 250 -watt RMS amp, fully adjustable electronic
crossover and massive 15 -inch driver for only $995
"Showstoppers" - Stereo Review

Perfect Bass for Your System

Definitive's PowerField 1500 has
triumphed, winning Subwoofer of
the Year in the Audio Video Grand
Prix. We set out to build the world's
finest sounding subwoofers, and we
have done it. Experts agree that we
have achieved the perfect synergy
of powerful, earth -shaking bass for

To ensure optimum performance
in your home, the PowerFields have
high and low level inputs and outputs,
adjustable high pass, low pass and
volume controls (plus phase controls
for the PF 1500 and 1800) to guarantee
perfect blending with any system and
superior bass response in any room.

home theater and a refined and
expressive musicality.

Super Subwoofers from $699
Three extraordinary Definitive
powered subwoofers are now available. the PowerField 15 (185 -watts

All three Definitive powered sub woofers feature our PowerField

Technology, monocoque cabinets,
high -power high -current amplifiers,
fully adjustable electronic crossovers and massive 15" or 18" drivers.
The result is the absolute ultimate in
subwoofer performance, awesome
bass which thunders down below
15 Hz, yet retains complete musical
accuracy for your total enjoyment.

RMS, 15 -inch at $699), PowerField
1500 (250 -watts RMS, 15 -inch at $995)
and PowerField 1800 (500 -watts RMS,
18 -inch at $1599). Hear them today!

Definitive Technology®
Our Audio Video Grand Prix and CES Design & Engineering
Awani winners deliver ultimate bass performance to you.

Enter No. 13 on Reader Service Card

11105 Valley Heights Drive Baltimore, MD 21117
(410) 363-7148
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ing separate programs, it can actually hold

up to 12 hours of programming. I have

JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

Archiving Radio Programs
QI have several hundred 7 -inch reels of

old-time radio programs. To reduce
the cost of recording media, I recorded one of

these monophonic programs on each of the

found some good -quality VHS tapes at less
than $3 each, so this system can prove economically practical. I have had some prob-

on each reel. That would double if you
could simply recopy the programs onto
reels at 17/8 ips. (Whatever you do, though,
don't consider using half -mil tape.)
You can use conventional C-90 cassettes.

lems here and there with edge damage,
which can cause flutter and distortion at
times. This can sometimes be corrected if
the machine has a manual tracking control;
I have yet to see how well these problems
can be compensated for when using an automatic tracking system. So, I am not truly
sure if this medium is really good for ar-

tape's two channels. I recorded at 33A ips because 1%.9 ips would not have been practical
for trading shows with other collectors. I am

If you can arrange to simultaneously

concerned about finding a more lasting
medium on which to archive these programs.

on such a tape. However, I am not convinced of the really long-term stability of

Last, we have the 8 -mm video format.
Just how well this stacks up depends on the

It would also be nice if I could do all this

most audio cassettes. (Good open -reel tape

machine. At a minimum, it will let you

without going broke. Taking into considera-

holds up quite well.) I have used Maxell

tion both cost and recording density, what
medium is best? I have considered DAT,
MiniDisc, and even 8 -mm videocassettes.

UD tape and to date have not had problems
with it. And the cost is low: 90 -minute cassettes usually sell for less than $3 each.
With MiniDisc (MD), you can record 74

record up to two hours per reel, doubled if
you use your recording scheme. Some ma-

Am I missing some other possibility? I would
have to buy new equipment for DAT or MD,
but I already have an 8 -mm deck. My concern is that 8 mm is still tape and subject to a
limited life. MiniDiscs are optically recorded;
this would seem to offer the hope of long life.
With any of these formats, can I still continue using the left and right channels to record

separate programs?-Ronald Riemer,
Phoenix, Ariz.

AI'm also thinking of copying my
many reels of old-time radio shows
to some other medium. However, I know
of no machine in any of the formats which
you mentioned that can record each chan-

nel separately. That will be no problem

record two programs, one on each channel,
you will really get 180 minutes of recording

minutes or so-but again, if you can
record two separate programs at one time,
you'll double that. The resulting 148 minutes isn't bad, but even so, if you're recording half-hour programs, you'll only be able
to get two of them on each track. Later this

year, there should be MD recorders that
will be able to make 148 -minute mono
recordings as well as 74 -minute stereo
ones. Aside from the convenience for your
purpose, this would let you get five, instead
of four, programs per disc, allowing 29.6
minutes for each program. However, MD is

much more expensive than cassettesabout $18 for a 74 -minute disc.

when copying your existing tapes, which
already have two simultaneous programs
running together. When you copy new ma-

maximum stereo recording time of 120

terial, you may have to sacrifice the econo-

long -play mode that gets double this

my of your current double -tracking system, unless you can simultaneously feed
two mono programs into the recorder at

recording time. When you record separate
programs on each channel, you then have

once, using one channel for each.
As to long life, all the systems you name
(and one more contender, which I'll get to

very, very unlikely that any of your shows
have upper frequencies above 10 kHz, so
you shouldn't mind that the frequency re-

later) use tape, except for MiniDisc. Its

sponse at this speed is flat to only about

magneto -optical recording system, while
possibly not offering the life expectancy
predicted for CD, may well be the safest of

14.5 kHz. The Minidisc can rival that, but
there are some problems with transients on
this medium. Discount mail-order houses
sell R-120 DAT tapes for about $10 each. I
therefore think that this is a very competitive price compared to the others.
We can throw in another system, VHS
Hi-Fi. In the six -hour mode, when record-

the lot for archival recording.
To determine recording density, we must

see how the various formats stack up. If
you record at 33/4 ips in quarter -track mono

and use 1 -mil tape, you will get six hours

At standard speed, DAT cassettes offer
minutes; most DAT recorders also have a

up to eight hours per DAT cassette. It is
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chival purposes, although I use it that way.

chines can also record in an all -audio
mode, like VHS Hi-Fi. Some machines let

you record six pairs of stereo channels,
each of which can record up to two hours
per tape, for a total of 12 hours -24, if you
record as you do now. Still other 8 -mm

machines have six stereo pairs that can
each hold up to four hours per channel,
which will double to eight hours when
recording in simultaneous mono. This is
an astounding 48 hours of taping on a little
cassette! That's impressive! I can't say for
sure what the price for each tape may be,

but you can bet that if you figure a price
per hour, this 8 -mm system will beat the
pants off any other system.
I do not know for sure what the life span

of these tapes is, but I suspect that it may
be better than standard VHS Hi-Fi tapes. I
also do not know the frequency response
on a machine of this type. Unfortunately, it
is very hard to find machines of this type as
new items. Kodak used to make a machine

that provided the six stereo pairs at two
hours per pass. Sony, with its SV-3000,
could record our 48 hours per reel. These
are no longer made. If you want to find any
of these machines, about all I can suggest is
that you place an ad in our Classified section. I have been told, too, that Audiomart
If you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. All

letters are answered. In the event that your letter is chosen by Mr. Giovanelli to appear in Audioclinic, please indicate if your name and/or
address should be withheld. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

(Rte. 3, Box 692, Crewe, Va. 23930) can
sometimes come up with odds and ends
like this.

Before we get completely carried away,

we are forgetting that the more information packed onto a small space, the harder
it will be to retrieve. You will have to maintain very careful records of counter settings,

for both left and right channels, versus
program name. If we are talking 8 -mm, we
must keep track of all this plus the particu-

lar pair of channels on which to look for
the program. This is a formidable task of
record -keeping. It can be done, but be prepared to spend long hours compiling your

data base, and you had better make good
backups of the information.
The DAT and MD formats are the only
ones I know of that can solve the retrieval
problem to any extent. During the recording process, whenever you start recording

or when both channels are silent, the
recorder will set an index mark that the
machine can readily find in playback. If
you're recording in simultaneous mono,
where the silences might occur in only one

channel at a time, you can put an index
mark on the tape or disc by pressing a button. The DAT system won't retrieve information as fast as one can search for infor-

mation on a MiniDisc, but it is certainly
fast enough for most applications.

Audio on Ice
QI have heard a great deal about pow-

er amplifiers getting hot, about the
need to position amplifiers where ventilation

would not be a problem, and about how
manufacturers employ heat -sinks and fans to

keep equipment operating at a safe temperature. I was wondering if dry ice could be used

as a coolant. Would it damage equipment by

lowering the temperature too much, or
would the amplifier operate better than at
room temperature?-Name withheld

AI think that using dry ice to cool a
power amplifier is an extreme approach; it should not be used. Chances are
you would need a fan to blow over the ice

in order to direct the cold air onto the
heat -sinks. If you try using dry ice, be sure
to protect your hands.

Amplifiers are designed to run warm,
somewhat above ambient room temperature. Running the amp at really low temperatures could easily change the output
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Wouldn't a smooth sip of Jack Daniel's taste good about now?

WHEN JACK DANIEL first gazed upon the pure
spring water in this limestone cave, he knew he
was on to something.
So he built a distillery around it. Because Mr. Jack
realized right away the water he'd discovered was
perfect for making his Tennessee Whiskey. For one
thing, it's 100% ironfree (iron is
murderous to good whiskey). This
precious natural resource, along with
our charcoal mellowing method, has
accounted for Jack Daniel's uncommon
rareness since 1866. And, we believe,
for its uncommon number of
customers and friends.

SMOOTH SIPPIN'
TENNESSEE WHISKEY
Tennessee Whiskey 40-43% alcohol by volume (80-86 proof) Distillediand Bottled by
Jack Daniel Distillery, Lem Motlow, Proprietor, Route 1, Lynchburg Top 3611, Tennessee 37352
Placed in the Natipnal

Register of Historic Places by the United States Government.

stage's operating characteristics. This

as play. Many car systems do have line -level

nal before the volume control, and possibly

change would likely lower output and in-

outputs designed to drive external ampli-

even buffer the new outputs so turning

crease distortion.

fiers, and a portable recorder could be connected to such an output. However, the sig-

Recording in Your Car

nal level at these outputs depends on the
volume -control setting. If you adjust your
listening volume while you're recording,
you'll also change the signal level going to

your recorder on or off won't affect the signal you're listening to. But any recordings
you make off the air while driving will be
affected by interference, fading signals, and

QI have sought in vain to acquire a car

cassette system that is capable of
recording. If I can't buy one, is there a standard outlet on any car cassette system that
will allow me to connect a portable recorder
to it?-Jay Wilfong, St. Petersburg, Fla.

the recorder-and if you turn the volume
down, there may not be enough signal to
drive your recorder to full modulation.

other problems common to car radio listening; these problems will become more
annoying each time you listen to the tape.
There has always been some demand for
car stereo units that record, and manufac-

AI don't know of any current car

A skilled electronics technician could

turers have occasionally produced them.

stereo units that can record as well

probably add output jacks that tap the sig-

However, the demand has never been
enough for anyone to keep such a model in
production very long.

Recording by Timer

WE PLAY TO

QI was very disappointed that Audio's

Annual Equipment Directory issue
(October) fails to note whether analog cassette tape recorders have timer -controlled
record/playback capabilities. I do lots of offthe -air recording, so, all else being equal, this
is a deciding factor in my purchase of a deck.

"The PSB

I am concerned that manufacturers will
eventually eliminate this feature.-Ken

Alphas are

Massey, Indianapolis, Ind.

AAudio does not ask companies

simply one of

about timer recording because the
available space must be used for features
and specifications of widest interest. However, as long as there's substantial interest

the greatest
buys in audio,

providing a

in a feature, manufacturers will continue to
provide it. (Editor's Note: Timer recording

musically satisfy-

ing sound for a
paltry $200

...

would seem to be a more popular feature
in Japan, where electronics stores usually carry suitable timers; such timers are
comparatively rare in the U.S. However,

PAD

For

their price, the

since most cassette decks come from Japan,

PSB Alphas are a

the feature seems likely to remain available.-LB.)

sensational audio

I recently worked with a Technics DCC
recorder; timer control was a well -implemented feature. Although your concern is
analog decks, you should be heartened to
see the feature appearing on new designs.
I have found that some machines permit
timer control, even when it was not specifically intended. If you have an older deck
with a wired remote control whose buttons
stay down once they're depressed, plug the
machine into your timer, set up for record-

bargain. Now get out
those checkbooks!"
Jack English, Stereophile,
Vol. 15, No. 7 (July, 1992)

ALWAOSIEP
AuesCotkineis

Recommended
Components

ing, and press the remote's play/record
buttons. When the deck starts getting pow-

A UNIQUE VOI

er from the timer, it should begin to

E
THE CF=1111t

.4 4 '4444

For your nearest PSB dealer cal TOLL FREE 1-800-263-4641
Enter No. 28 on Reader Service Card

record.
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The old piano -key decks can also be

pole as a separate switch, for ease of discus-

used this way. However, leaving the idlers
and capstan roller engaged while waiting

sion here, but we'll just talk about SW1
and SW2, for the left channel; you need

for the timer to start can create flat spots
on the idler, causing wow and flutter. It's

simply to duplicate this wiring for the right
channel.
The center terminal of SW1 is connected
to the pre out cable. The center terminal of
SW2 is connected to main in. Position A of
SW1 is wired to position A of SW2. Position B of SW1 is wired to crossover in. Position B of SW2 is wired to crossover out. A
1-megohm, 1/4 -watt resistor is wired between pre out and ground. A second such

best only to use this trick for short periods.
The pads or soft -touch buttons on decks

with all -electronic control do not remain
depressed. I once got around this difficulty
by wedging the desired buttons so that they

could not pop out. When powered, the
deck immediately went into its record
mode. This may not work with all machines, and problems might arise if the
buttons are still jammed down when the

resistor is wired between crossover out and
ground. (The resistors are used to remove
the possibility of a transient click when the

switch is moved from one position to the
other.)
When the switch is moved to position A,

the pre out is directly wired to main in.
This permits either full -range satellite or
headphone listening. When the switch is
moved to position B, pre out is wired to
crossover in; main in is wired to crossover

out. The subwoofer will then be placed
in service.

A

tape comes to an end.

Headphones vs. Subwoofers
QMy powered subwoofer is connected,

as recommended, between my integrated amplifier's pre out and main in ports.
This puts the subwoofer's crossover in the

DUCTION
OF THE WORLD'S MOST MUEICA_
TUBE COMPONENTS

path to the headphone outlet. Therefore,
when I listen through headphones, I get no
bass below perhaps 90 Hz, the subwoofer's
crossover point. My attempt to bypass the
subwoofer, using two four -pole double -throw
switches, worked but gives me a lot of hum.

What else can I do?-Robert A. Keeler,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
AYou have already partially solved the
problem. Actually, the switching can

be done with just one four -pole double throw switch. The switch and its associated

tie points and/or connectors should be
mounted in a metal project box. The metal
will act as a shield.

To minimize the number of phono
plugs, I suggest that all wiring to and from
the box be "captive cables." In other words,
do not mount any connectors on the box.
(You could, but I don't recommend it.) Cables will exit the box, and they should be
marked as to where they are to be connect-

ed: Pre out, main in, crossover in, and
crossover out (this last is for the satellites).

Of course, you duplicate these cables for

the second channel. Be sure to run all
grounds through, or you won't have a sig-

nal path; you will not be switching
grounds. (Your use of the second switch
suggests to me that you did just that.) If
hum persists, you might try breaking the
ground path for one channel.

Use two poles per channel (thus, the
four -pole switch). We will consider each
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1995
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Build

a
100 -Watt
dr. norman e. thagard

Mono
L
Continuing this article on betiding
high -end Class -A amplifier (100 wart,; into
8 ohms, 0.1°A) or less TIM], l will describe

the power supply and output stage part
covered the low-level stages and
and philosophy behind the design.

I

story

I) ()wt.!. Sup F.,
Nelson Pass, a designer of hiA -crui au-

dio equipment v..ho helped me with this
amplifier, was concerned that the local
feedback scheme might inject lois,: into
the amplifier. He indicated that this objection would he removed if the driver stage

were operated from a separate regulated
supply. This was good news, becausr the
intent from the heginn ng was to do this,
albeit for another reason: The MOS-FETs
used here are all enhancement -mode devices, which means that a gate to -source

PART
II
1 * ******* a *

amplifier front -ends have current -e:uirements well within that capability. The alriaative to the doubler would be al ndevoltage of 5 V or so is required to saturate pendent supply requ ring either a se.rarate
them. If the di iver stage were operated power transformer or additions -n.indings
from the same supply as the output, the on the main power transformer la riy ex output swing co-ukt never be closer than -5- --pe-knee, single tiamfoimeis with the de V to the output -rail voltage,which would sired additional windings are impossible to
signia:antly reduce the amplifier's rated come by, and it is difficult to physically lopower output. This is evtm more onerous cate a second power transformer in the
for a (lass -A amp, where the already high usual cramped chassis.
quiescent power dissipation would be unThe emphasis of this article is on the signecensArilv raised and Guise even grouter nal circuitry. Even so, I would be remiss to
inefficiencies.

The 55-V driver rails allow the output to
swing almost the whole 100-V (+50 to -50
V) output power -supply differential. All of
my amplifier designs have used half -wave
voltage doublers, 1011ovve,d by voltage regu-

lator., to power the front -ends. Such doublers have limited current' capability, but
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ignore the design of
doubler/regulators. I use

the

voltage

Norman E. Thaga-d, M.D., is a NASA

astronaut who has Seen selectee a; the
rime crew member for a thr.?.e-r-n:;nth
;light on the Russian ;pace statian Mir this
:pring.

DOUBLER
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Transistor Q107 is the shunt, while Q109 is
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a 7-V reference. Output voltage is deter-
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will cause the output to drop below 20 V.
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not be exceeded. Too high a value for R113
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FIG.

2-Power-supply schematic.
Here, The 0.7 V of the formula is the Vbe of
Q107.

Seven -volt zeners can be substituted for
transistors Q105, Q106, Q109, and Q110.
Precision 5-V references are also available,
but their use will require changes in the re-
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FIG.

3-Grounding scheme.

L_

OUTPUT

_J

The grounding scheme (Fig. 3) is worth

-

from my 30 -year -old electrical engineering

text for the doubler design. A description
of the positive supplies follows; the negative supplies perform similarly, as can be
inferred from Fig. 2.
Initially, C105 will charge through D101
to a level approaching the a.c. peak voltage

of the power transformer's secondary, i.e.,
about 50 V. The D101 anode voltage will
drop below cathode voltage as the cycle
continues, cutting off D101 and preventing
C105 from discharging through that diode.
During the next cycle, the positive terminal

a quick comment. The star ground techensure proper operation of zener Z102. If I nique, in which a single ground point exyou measure less than 85 V here, reduce I ists, is employed; all system grounds are rethe value of R103. Clearly, C107 needs to turned to this point. I used heavy gauge
have a voltage rating significantly greater brass bus bars to connect the ground terthan 85 V.
minals of the main power -supply elecThe R105/Z102/R107 scheme is some- I trolytic capacitors, C103 and C104. This is
times called preregulation. Its use should I the system ground. The ground trace on
improve performance of the downstream the doubler/regulator p.c. board is intenregulators. A simple discrete series voltage tionally broken, that is, the board's input
regulator is formed by Q101/Q103, for I ground is not continuous with its output
which Q105 is a stable 7-V reference. Out- I ground. Instead, the wire lead from the
1
put voltage is set by the formula:
output ground trace goes directly to the
front -end's p.c. board ground connection
1
1

terminal will rise to the transformer secondary voltage (remember, the voltage
across a capacitor cannot change instanta-

age at the doubler output (D103/C107
junction) somewhat less than it would otherwise be. You can increase R103 at the expense of that voltage, but the doubler out-

put voltage needs to be 85 V or more to

I

1

of C105 will approach 100 V, as its negative

neously, and C105 was previously charged
to 50 V). Because the required voltage rating of C105 is thus seen to be at least 50 V,
use a 63-V capacitor. Capacitor C107 will
charge through R103/D103 to a level less
than twice the peak secondary voltage. Resistor R103 will lessen the charging current
pulse amplitude, which will make the volt-

rOther Circuitry.

Ril
+017/

+8109) =
\R111

1

and from there is routed back to the system

1

ground point. This part of the grounding

1

scheme keeps voltage spikes from the halfwave doubler out of the ground bus for the
regulators, which results in a cleaner regulated supply rail.
To prevent ground loops, the signal in-

1

put ground is not continuous with the

1
1

(7.7
7,680

)

1

(55,180) = 55 V.

1
1

The 0.7 V in the formula is the Vbe for
Q103.

1

The 55-V regulated output is then further regulated down to 20 V by a simple,

front -end's p.c. board ground discussed in
the preceding paragraph. Instead, only the
input components C2/R2 and the feedback
resistor R34 have their grounds connected

discrete shunt regulator. This regulator behaves somewhat like a zener in that it will 1 to the ground terminal of the input RCA

conduct whatever current is required to
maintain 20 V at the output. Thus, the
function of R113 is to limit that current so
that regulator component limitations will
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1995
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jack. The jack's ground terminal is connected to the chassis through a 10 -ohm resistor. The chassis itself is connected to the
system ground from one point only, with a

heavy gauge wire. I have used well -shielded
audio cable to connect the RCA jack to the

front -end's p.c. board, but this is probably
not required.
But I digress, and shall now return to the
circuit description. The output MOS-FETs
do require biasing for linear operation, so

The mo t important
eration
con

FO

LASS -A

mp

Q21 is at the heart of a variable voltage
source that provides the 10 or 11 V from
the p- to the n -channel gate. Used as a V,
multiplier, Q21 has a collector -to -emitter
voltage adjustable by trimpot P2. While a

potentiometer could be used directly to
provide the gate -spreading voltage, it is not

prudent to run much current through one.

Therefore, the circuit here-the one used
in all but the simplest amplifiers-is de-

level

THE

AL

TA

fers some noise suppression and lowers a.c.
impedance at higher frequencies.

I mentioned in Part I that no global

work to avoid the cost and trouble of re-

fully turn on the output transistors. This

arrangement should be a d.c. voltage
source and an a.c. short. Capacitor C7 of-

feedback is used. That is true for the complete amplifier, but the front-end does incorporate feedback from driver to input.
Driver output is sampled and fed back to
the input via R31 through R34. The closed
loop gain is set by the ratio:
( R31 x R32 )

+ R33 + R34

( R31 + R32 )
R34

placing the MOS-FETs.

Transistors Q22 and Q23 are constant -

current sources. Without them, bipolar
power transistors Q36 through Q47 would
run out of base -current drive as the output
voltage approached the supply rails. This,
then, is another case where the amp's power rating would be unnecessarily limited if
appropriate countermeasures were not taken. As a rule of thumb, I use a bias current

that is about 10% of the output bias current, which is almost always sufficient to

5k + 16.9k + 1.0k

22.9k

1.0k

1.0k

= 22.9

and is about 20. This sets the amplifier's
sensitivity to a fairly typical value. Capaci-

tor C8 is another form of compensation
and was used here to shape the square wave response [5]. The value of 5 pF gave a
very slightly overdamped response, which
looks very good on an oscilloscope.

In the output stage, Z3/D4 and Z4/D5
form a protection network to safeguard the
gates of Q24 through Q35 from damaging
overvoltages. With the use of global feed-

back, a reactive load that lags the output
will cause drive voltage to increase as the

far less power than if they had the entire
supply voltage across them.

The most important consideration for a
Class -A power -output stage at this power
level is its thermal stability. If biased by a
constant -voltage source, a bipolar transistor will exhibit a negative thermal coeffi-

cient. Some authors choose to call this a
positive coefficient. I use the convention in
the International Rectifier MOS-FET Data

Book, which refers to the effective resistance of the device. As it heats up, the effective resistance of the channel decreases,
which results in more current, which results in more heat, and so on. Self-destruc-

tion can be the outcome. The output in

feedback loop attempts to force the output
to follow the (amplified) version of the input. This can easily produce gate -to -source
voltages which imperil the output MOSFETs. While this open -loop amplifier will
have no such tendency, it is still wise to incorporate this inexpensive protective net-

signed to give some protection against inadvertent high biases or failures that might

improves performance since they dissipate

fully drive the output while not so excessive

as to place unreasonable burdens on Q22
and Q23. Since R37 and R38 are 3.9 -ohm
resistors, bias current is 0.23 ampere (0.9
divided by 3.9), which is about 10% of the
2.5 -amp output bias. (The 0.9 in the equation is, of course, the voltage drop across

the series diodes D6 and D7, which is
about 1.5 V, less the 0.6-V Vbe of Q22.)
Since the 0.23 ampere flows through R66

(R67), base voltage of the output bipolars
is 6.2 V (0.23 times 27), which means a little less than 5.6 V (6.2 minus 0.6) is across
the output MOS-FET channels. This is another advantage of cascoding: Devices with
lower power and voltage ratings may be
used in a critical application. These MOSFETs are responsible for the thermal behavior of the output, and cascoding them
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1995
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this design is biased by a constant -voltage

source, namely the Vbe multiplier, Q21.
However, no tendency to thermal runaway
occurs, because it is the MOS-FETs, not the
bipolars, which are so biased.

Now, in spite of what you may have
heard about positive thermal coefficients of
MOS-FETs, in a linear application such as

this, MOS-FETs will also conduct a little
more current as they warm up. This happens because the positive thermal coefficient of the channel is more than offset by
the thermal behavior of the gate -to -source

voltage [6]. For a given drain current, the
required Vg5 drops with increasing temper-

ature. At the high drain currents seen in
switching applications, the channel characteristics predominate and the often touted
thermal advantages of MOS-FETs do, indeed, exist.
There is no need for alarm. Even in the

present application, this increase in drain
current with increasing temperature is self -

limited, so that thermal runaway will not
occur. As a matter of fact, Q21, which is a
medium -power bipolar transistor, will experience a drop in its V, as it warms up.
Since it functions as a V multiplier, output MOS-FET bias will drop. The overall
thermal characteristic of this amplifier is
the desirable one, that is, output bias will
tend to fall somewhat as it warms up. Obviously, then, Q21 should be mounted on a
heat -sink. Even though a heat -sink is not
required for its modest power dissipation,
it is required to keep the output bias from
sagging excessively. (Otherwise, this Class A amp will degrade to high -bias AB as it
warms up.)

I did not match either the MOS-FET or
the bipolar output transistors. Nonetheless
it is important that the MOS-FETs be rea-

The amping

equally share the output bias current. For
the reason given above, inequalities in current sharing will actually be aggravated as

VARY

H WITH

Fuse F1 protects the amplifier from inadvertent output shorts and the load from

II G

o this

amplifier failures or problems in signal

tion resistors R52 through R63 will improve the current sharing and improve

wise be difficult to determine the performance of a particular leg of the paralleled

clamp the output voltage to a magnitude
no greater than one diode drop above the
rail voltage.

the MOS-FETs warm up. Source -degenera-

output linearity; they could be increased to
1 ohm at the expense of lowering damping
factor. With carefully matched MOS-FETs,
these resistors could also be eliminated, but
I like to use them because it would other-

oesn't

fac

sonably well matched, or they will not

hold the output well above virtual ground,
leading to the polarity reversal. The diodes

I

mp

sources connected to the amp. All amplifiers have failure modes that can result in
the output heading straight to the supply
rails. To deliver 100 watts into an 8 -ohm

ARLY

IDEAL

AGE

CE

load, F1 must be rated at 4 amperes or
more. In Pass' experience, fuses smaller
than 6 amperes sometimes have adverse

output. MOS-FETs from the same lot

problems, since the power supply should

auditory effects. A 6 -ampere fuse may or
may not blow if a fault occurs, thus placing
the amplifier or its load at risk. You must

would likely be adequately matched. Pur-

ideally be an a.c. short circuit. There can be

be the judge of the efficacy of Fl.

chasing all of the MOS-FETs from the same

enough inductance in the wire carrying

vendor at the same time usually gives you
transistors from the same lot, which was
certainly my experience with this amplifier.
The 250 -watt bipolar output devices have
no choice but to conduct whatever current

Some argue that output fuses lower an
amplifier's damping factor. Indeed, output
fuses can do so, because they increase the
output impedance by the amount of their
own impedance. In a feedback amplifier,
the fuse impedance can be the major contributor to output impedance. That is less

Since power output = (rms current)2 x
load impedance, then the rms current =

power from the supply to the p.c. board to
cause onboard problems. Thus, the frontend board in this design allows for power supply bypassing. Although keeping lead
lengths short is desirable, a 100 -watt Class A amplifier has massive heat -sinks, so it is
impossible to keep all lead lengths short.
The prototypes were built with no concern
for layout other than a reasonable separa-

4power/8 = .4113 = 3.5 amperes. Peak

tion between the input and output por-

current = rms current x -42 = 3.5 x 1.4 = 5

tions of the circuit. Nonetheless, the ampli-

amperes. At 100 watts, current will vary
from near zero up to the peak of 5 amperes. For Class -A operation, the current

fier has no detectable oscillations; the

their cascode partner sends them, so
matching the bipolars is unnecessary.

must never go to zero (output devices must
conduct throughout the cycle), so the output bias must be set to at least 2.5 amperes.
Paralleled MOS-FETs can self -oscillate
due to parasitic device reactances. Gate re-

sistors R40 through R51 should prevent
such oscillations. Not enough is said about
oscillations in power amplifiers; even some
commercial amps have had such problems.
This was my third scratch -built amplifier,
and all three initially had oscillations. (Let

me add that the first two scratch -built
amps that oscillated were not of my design.) Stray coupling can be the culprit.
Keeping input separated from output can
help with this, as can ground -plane con-

likely in this open -loop amplifier, since
output impedance is inherently higher.
(Feedback has several effects; in addition to

lowering THD, it also reduces output impedance by the amount of the feedback).
In the rush to extremely high damping factors, the already low absolute value of the
output impedance is often overlooked. Of
more importance, I think, is the frequency
dependence of the damping factor. I mea-

open -loop topology no doubt contributes
to this stability. No series output inductor,
of the kind frequently used in power amplifiers to isolate the output from reactive
loads, is needed, and the amp has driven

sured 45 at 1 kHz, 40 at 10 kHz, and

capacitive loads with no apparent prob-

greater than 35 at 20 kHz. Since damping

lems. In this regard, it is an excellent project for those who would like to have assurance that the outcome of their efforts will

factor is the ratio of load impedance to

be successful.
The RC output filter formed by C13/R39

kHz is 0.23 ohm (8 divided by 35). Looking at this from another perspective, we are
less than 0.25 ohm from a perfect voltage

is ubiquitous in power amps. Although I
detect no difference in bench tests of performance with or without the filter, Pass
assures me there is a load lurking out there

that will require it. The values used for

amp output impedance, the output imped-

ance for the standard 8 -ohm load at 20

source, which is the ideal.

A few words are due concerning the
main power supply. If rated output is to be
realized, the rail voltage must drop no lower than 46 V in operation. The current re-

struction of p.c. boards and grounding

C13/R39 are the most typical.
Diodes D10 and DI I protect the amplifier output from reactive loads which could

heat -sinks (I have seen stray coupling to
transistors mounted to ungrounded heat -

induce EMFs high enough to reverse the
polarity across the output transistors. This

yields a power dissipation of 300 watts. The
power transformer, T1, must be capable of

sinks). I routinely do these things, as is evidenced in this design. Inadequate bypass-

could even happen with lower EMFs in this
Class -A amplifier, because rail voltage falls
rapidly at power off. A reactive load could

providing this kind of power, and a good

ing of power -supply runs can cause
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quired from the supply will be around 3

amperes at that voltage. Rounding off

rule of thumb would be a VA rating of
about twice the 300 watts. Since the 300

watts is somewhat conservative, a 500 -watt

transformer is probably adequate if the
amplifier is properly ventilated. A toroid is
preferred but not essential.

SUPPORT

It Works Wonders.

There is no need to regulate the main
power supply, but it must be adequately fil-

American

tered. I recommend that filter capacitors

Heart
Association

C103 and C104 be at least 15,000 µF. Their
voltage rating should be at least 63 V.
Large filter capacitors will result in weld-

ed contacts unless the power switch has a
very high current rating or in -rush current
limiting is provided. The relay/thermistor
arrangement of RL1, TM1, and TM2 used
here works well. At power on, the filter capacitors look like a short circuit. The transformer/rectifier doesn't see this short, because the 10 -ohm cold resistance of the
thermistors is interposed. As the filter capacitors charge toward the 50-V level, the

Introducing THIEL speakers

tailored for Home Theater

pull -in voltage of the relay is finally
reached, which bypasses supply current
around the thermistors. There is always a
chance that the relay contacts would not
close. Even if such a failure occurs, no hazard exists since the thermistors are rated to
carry the full supply current. There would
be an increase in power -supply output im-

pedance by the amount of the hot resistance of the thermistors, but this is less
than 1 ohm.
The final installment of this article will

cover construction methods and will include a complete Parts List plus circuit board patterns and board -stuffing diagrams.
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Switched -On Amps:
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

ower

-1-1

thse

witching amps have captured the

bipolar (positive and negative) power supply, the output stage can
be in only one of two states: Fully positive or fully negative.
over the past 20 to 30 years. The
Imagine that the output is switching between these two states at
siren song of this technology has a rate of 500 kHz. With no incoming audio input, the waveform
been-and still is-high efficiency, will be a 500 -kHz square wave with equal positive and negative
small size, and the potential for time intervals. As shown in Fig. 2, this produces a 50/50 duty cycle:
more linear
The waveform spends half of its time at the
operation (or
positive rail and the other half at the negaSWITCH! NG AMPS
at least a diftive rail. Under these conditions, the net avferent type of
erage (or d.c.) output is zero. Now, suppose
linearity) than
that the duty cycle were to be proportional
SING A SIREN SONG
that of con to the incoming audio signal's amplitude (a

imagination of many audio pioneers

ventional solid-state amps. Internally,
switching amps handle signals entirely as

OF HIGH EFFICIENCY,

on/off pulses, using pulse -duty -cycle modu-

lation (PDM), or pulse -width modulation
(PWM). Therefore, these amps are often re-

ferred to as "digital"; they are also sometimes described as Class -D amps. Their
downside is the considerable difficulty in

proper supposition, as that is the function
of the modula

tor block pre-

THIS SWITCHING

SMALL SIZE, AND

ceding the out-

put stage). As

AMP, USED IN

GREATER LINEARITY.

the incoming
audio wave-

BOSE CAR

form goes pos-

keeping r.f. generated by the switching
action from radiating out of the amplifier and interfering with
one's FM tuner, TV set, and possibly other electronic equipment.
How do switching amplifiers work? Fundamentally, they consist
of three main blocks: An analog input -to -duty -cycle modulator, a
switching output stage, and a power supply (Fig. 1). Assuming a

itive, the duty
cycle changes so that the time spent
positive is correspondingly greater
and the time spent negative is correspondingly less, which produces a
net positive output voltage. When the
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SYSTEMS,

DELIVERS

100 WATTS INTO

A 0.5 -OHM
LOAD.

Photo enhancement: David Hamsley

ABOVE, THE
ORIGINAL INFINITY
SWITCHING AMP.

incoming audio waveform goes negative, a similar effect takes place, producing a net negative output voltage.
Of course, with real audio signals, all
this takes place on an ongoing basis,

ers of this circuit originally thought
that it could be small and light, with
virtually no heat -sinking. Over time,
they learned this really wasn't so, and

BELOW,

the final product ended up with a very

A 300 -WATT

considerable bulk of extruded aluminum heat -sinks on the rear of the

ARNOUX AMP.

unit. The nemesis of Infinity's Swamp
was a propensity for failure that was
not consistent from unit to unit. Some

THE BOSE CAR

making the average output of the

units would be quite robust, while
others would fail at the blink of an

A SWITCHING

switching output stage an amplified
replica of the incoming analog audio

eye. This characteristic persisted despite considerable and ongoing efforts

DESIGN KEEPS

waveform. It is necessary to remove the

by the designers (I was later one of

INFINITY'S CAR

500 -kHz switching components, so

them) to improve reliability.

AMPS, ABOVE
COMPACT

AND EFFICIENT.

they will not get into the actual output
to the outside world; this is the job of a
high-level, LCR low-pass filter. The
cutoff frequency of these filters is typically around 50 kHz.
Another way of thinking of all this is

as a sampled data system with a 500 kHz sampling frequency. This is a simplified explanation, of course. In actuality, most designs allow the
switching frequency to come down for the signal peaks of each polarity as the signal modulation approaches full scale, so as to more

effectively allow the duty cycle to approach 0% and 100%. Furthermore, audio -frequency negative feedback is inherent in the
operation of most designs, helping to maintain overall input/output linearity.

Historically, I believe Infinity Systems had the first actual
switching amp on the market, back in 1976. This unit, informally
called the Swamp (for switching amp), had some very impressive
characteristics-among them some 300 watts per channel into 8 ohm loads, a switching frequency of 500 kHz, use of a switching

regulated power supply, and the use of one pair of fast bipolar
transistors per channel in the switching output stage. The designAUDIO/FEBRUARY 1995
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AMPS, BOTTOM ,

CAN BE MOUNTED
IN THE SPEAKER
ENCLOSURE.

Infinity came up with a new design, nicknamed
Swamp 2, whose audio circuitry was similar to the

SUPPLY

FIG. I -

original Swamp's but which had a nonswitching power supply. Only a few, if any, of these units were sold.
Infinity shortly got out of the switching -amp business.

BLOCK DIAGRAM

Around the time Infinity was working on the
Swamp 2 (1977 to 1978), Sony came out with a

SWITCHING AMP.

ANALOG

INPUT

LOWANALOG -TO -POP LEVEL
MOCULATOR
FOR

HIGH-LEVEL
POWER

SWITCHES

HIGHLEVEL LOW-PASS
FILTER
POM

AUDIO
OUTPUT
POWER

INTO
LOAD

OF A TYPICAL
- SUPPLY

FEEDBACK H
CIRCUIT

twitching amp, the TA -N88, which used twn pain of
V-FET devices for the switching output stage. This design also used a switching, regulated power supply. It
DUTY
PWM
50%
DUTY
ANALOG
was a nicely made unit and sounded pretty good, but
DUTY
CYCLE
CYCLE
DIGITAL
AUDIO
FIG. 2 SIGNAL
CYCLE INCREASES
DECREASES
SIGNAL
it was on the market for only a year or two.
+35V
In car audio, there have been a number of switching
PULSE -DUTY power amplifiers. Around the early to mid -1980s, a
CYCLE
deluxe sound system for the more expensive GM cars
MODULATION.
appeared. These systems, designed and built by Bose,
utilized a switching design for the power amplifiers.
The amplifiers didn't use a power converter to gener
ate a higher bipolar supply for the output stage; instead, they used
a full bridge output stage operated directly off of the battery voltage. This, in conjunction with nominal 2 -ohm speakers, produced
/
some 25 watts of power per speaker position. (Today's Bose car
-35V
amps feed 0.5 -ohm loads, to deliver 100 watts apiece.) I have
heard that Alpine has also used a similar approach in some of the Currently, Peavey and others have switch ng amp ifiers intended
name -brand car systems that they have been involved with. Yamafor this market.
ha also had a switching amp for cars on the market for a while, in
Infinity Systems has recently gotten back into the switching the late '80s.
amp business, this time with aftermarket amplifiers for car sysIn the sound -reinforcement field, I understand that a few tems. These products have been designed by my good friend and
switching amplifier designs have come and gone over the years. mentor, W. M. (Mack) Turner of Arnoux Corp. I have known
about the development of these amplifiers from before Mr. Turner's relationship with Infinity was established. He calls his design
"past stable," which really defines a topology whereby the circuit,
from a linear systems feedback point of view, is unstable at high
frequencies and thus oscillates. Oscillate it does, at about 500 kHz,
producing an overall pulse -duty -cycle, frequency -modulation
scheme that produces a highly linear overall input -to -output rela_./Nosaiii.
tionship. Infinity is currently selling these car amplifiers in various power levels and configurations.
As a separate effort, Arnoux is readying two models for home
ALTHOUGH THE
hi-fi use, under its own name: The Model 7B, a 60-watt/channel
stereo unit, and the MB -300A, a 300 -watt mono piece. I have had
CONCEPT IS SIMPLE
a lot of listening experience with various versions of the smaller
stereo amp, and I must say they sound very natural and satisfactory. One thing I like about the 7B is that it consumes so little operMAKING SWITCHING
ating power, some 7 to 8 watts; I happily leave it on all the time so
that it always sounds its best when I use it in my system. The largAMPS WORK HAS
er MB-300As have an obviously more powerful sound and rival
some of the best linear designs in overall reality of sound reproduction. Look for these amps at selected dealers soon (and possiPROVEN DIFFICULT.
bly direct from the factory in Santa Barbara, California).
I wouldn't be surprised to see more activity in switching amps
in the near future. Their newfound reliability makes them practical, and their high efficiency has strong appeal in this energy conscious era.
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

ACURUS 200X3
THREE -CHANNEL AMP

but performance in bridged operation will invariably be somewhat worse
than with unbridged operation. That's the
does

logic behind the Acurus 200X3.

Design and Construction
Although I was not provided a schematic with which to confirm my analysis, I'm
pretty sure that the Acurus 200X3 is a traditional Class -AB amplifier. That's how it

any articles have been written
suggesting that the easiest way
to "expand" an existing stereo
system for home theater use is
to buy a top-quality Dolby Pro

M

Logic processor, use your exist-

ing stereo amplifier for the rear channels,
and buy a three -channel power amp for
the front. Sounds logical, until you peruse

Audio's Annual Equipment Directory
looking for three -channel power amps. In
last October's issue, I could find only three
of them listed. The first in the alphabetical list is the Acurus 200X3, the subject of
this review.

Yes, I know there are plenty of multichannel amps in the Audio "bible," many
of which can be bridged for three-, four-,
or five -channel operation. However, bridg-

SPECS
FTC Power Rating: 200 watts/
channel, three channels driven

into 8 ohms at no more than
0.06% THD, 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

Output Power: 250 watts/channel

continuous, three channels
driven into 4 ohms, 20 Hz to 20
kHz.
S/N: 110 dB, A -weighted.

Input Sensitivity: 1.1 V for full
output.
Input Impedance: 20 kilohms.

Dimensions: 17 in. W x 7 in. H x
15 in. D (43.2 cm x 17.8 cm x
38.1 cm); 19 -in. (48.3 -cm) front
panel optional.
Weight: 45 lbs. (20.5 kg).
Price: $1,295.

Company Address: do Mondial, 20
Livingstone Ave., Dobbs Ferry,
N.Y. 10522.

For literature, circle No. 93

ing is a mixed blessing, as Mondial, the
manufacturer of the Acurus 200X3, correctly points out. When an amplifier is
bridged, each half (i.e., each original amplifier channel) sees an impedance equal to
half the total. As far as the amplifier is concerned, 8 -ohm speakers look like 4 -ohm
systems, 4 -ohm speakers look like 2 -ohm
models, etc. Under these conditions, each
amplifier works harder and typically generates more distortion. Furthermore, when
two amplifiers drive the same load, the frequency response anomalies of each combine, as does noise power. Amplifier out-

looks, based on a visual inspection of the
layout, and that's how it tests. The recent
rash of esoteric amplifier topologies might
give one cause to question whether Class
AB isn't passé. Hardly! There's nothing
wrong with a well -executed Class -AB de-

sign. In fact, Class H and its ilk were not
developed to improve on Class AB's sound

quality but to improve on its operational
efficiency. Class AB may win no honors
here, but its performance is usually more

predictable, i.e., without the weirdly
shaped distortion curves that characterize
many of the newer designs.

put impedance doubles too. When an

From a layout point of view, the three

amplifier drives a frequency -dependent
load-and all speakers present a frequen-

channels of the Acurus 200X3 are identical.
The components for each channel, includ-

cy -dependent load to some extent-

ing clip -mounted fuses for each polarity
of the power supply, occupy one of three
single -sided glass -epoxy circuit boards

nonuniformity in output impedance can
play havoc with overall system response.
It's not that bridging doesn't "work"-it
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1995
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that make up the system. Four pairs of

freouency Peso.. at

1

- Amp, we,

watt

vs Fre° OAr,

Ap
0

on the rear ledge, on the far right as you

transistors (eight transistors per

face the front of the amplifier and as far re-

channel) and their drivers are soldered directly to the board and are

2

w

complementary -symmetry output

3

100

10

100k 200k

10k

1k

FREQUENCY - Hz

1/3-Octaws Noses UMW,

Ouenc

wS

38 -fin heat -sink. Each board

cable. The binding posts are on standard

mounts to its respective heat -sink

centers, so GR-type dual banana plugs can
be used; the wiring hole is equally "standard," i.e., will not accommodate heavy -

90

Apt

110

7
120

C

-130
-140
100

gauge wire.

with 1 -inch fins. The three heat -

012,

100

20

physically mounted to a good-sized,

with screws and spacers.
Each black -anodized heat -sink is
113/4 inches long and 4 inches high,

Fig. 1-Frequency response,
channel 2.

moved from the power cable as possible.
Three sets of gold-plated multiway binding
posts lie between the inputs and the power

100k

10k

FREQUENCY-. Hz

Fig. 2-Noise spectrum,
channel 2.

sinks form the two sides and rear of
the 200X3's enclosure, with the rear

Measurements

sink tied to those on the sides via

each channel with both 8- and 4 -ohm

bent metal pieces and the two sides
tied to the front panel. A perforated
metal plate ties the sinks together at
the top; a bent -metal tray forms the
main chassis and ties them together
at the bottom. It's a sensible layout
that's efficient to manufacture (am-

loads. Although each of the three channels

I ran my usual series of bench tests on

plifier channels can be built and
curus

Cnenols

00X3 - C osstlie 1061 .........c. 0.1.1

--,

I-

tested individually and later assem-

k

60

bled into final products) and easy
to service by replacing an entire

-70

module.

90

The design is discrete (no ICs)
and seems to use top-quality components (1% metal -film resistors,
metallized -polypropylene capacitors, etc.). There was no evidence of
output protection chokes, so apparently Mondial considers the system

A GREAT -SOUNDING AMP:

stable for unusual loads without

performed similarly, channel 2 was margin-

sound -compromising series induc-

ally the least capable of the set vis-a-vis
noise and distortion, so I've used it as the
basis for most of the data. Except for fre-

-100
110

-120
20

lk

100

100k

10k
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Fig. 3-Crosstalk, best and
worst directions.
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tors. Board layout is neat, and the
soldering looks to be excellent.

FULL, RICH, AND
WELL BEHAVED.

Although each channel is physically independent of the others, the
three share a common power supply

quency response, channels 1 and 3 were almost identical twins on my sample. I've oc-

based on a toroidal power transformer, a bridge rectifier, and one

channel 1 for comparison with the "worst case" channel 2 data.

casionally plotted the performance of

A

pair of electrolytic filter capacitors. I

Whether one uses the data taken on

B

guess that rules out calling the

channel 1, 2, or 3, there's nothing to complain of vis-a-vis frequency response. In
this respect, channels 2 and 3 matched perfectly. Response for channel 2 (Fig. 1), taken at 1 watt with 8 -ohm loads, is within
+0.0, -0.1 dB from below 10 Hz to 50 kHz.

AOUous 200s

-

71,00.415,1

vs Offal] Dix

Of Cosomel
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Of

Orlwen.

0 onm, lose

-

051.

0.1
I
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001
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0001
20

lk

100
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Fig. 4-THD + N vs.
frequency with 8 -ohm loads
for channel 2 (A) and
channel 1 (B).

10k

20k

200X3 a "tri-mono" design, but the
commonality seemed to have negligible effect on channel separation in
my bench measurements.
The front panel is bare save for a
single illuminated power rocker at
the lower left. A three -wire detachable power cord and line fuse -holder are on the rear lip of the chassis,

directly behind the power switch.
Three gold-plated RCA input jacks,
each insulated from the chassis, are
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Response is down 1 dB at 140 kHz and
down 2.3 dB at 200 kHz. I trust I needn't
point out that this is "wideband" performance indeed! The frequency response of
channel 1 was even better: +0.0, -1 dB to
57 kHz, -1 dB at 180 kHz, and -1.3 dB at
200 kHz.
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(Jive) 05972

If 1 Were A Carpenter
(A&M) 06048

Mark Chesnutt: What
A Way To Live
(Dacca) 06124

The Judds: The Essential
Collection Of Number One
Na(ee: Share My World
(EMI) 06141

(Chrysalis) 05979

Anita Baker: Rhythm 01

(Island) 80023

Love (Elektra) 05980

Clint Black: One Emotion

Nand Griffith: Flyer

(RCA) 06155

(Elektra) 05982

Bon Jovi:
Keep The Faith

Barry White:
All -Time Greatest Hits

Gerald Leven: Groove On
(East West) 05986

(Mercury) 05866

Barry Manilow:
With The Big Bands

Big Head Todd & The
Monsters: Stratagem

Public Enemy:
Muse Sick -N -Hour
Message
(Def Jam) 05873 *

Jade: Mind, Body & Song

Vo1.111 (RCA) 05996

(Giant) 06162

Canadian residents marl reply to.
BMG Music Service
2560 Sheppard Ave.. Box 280

Mississauga "A' Unit 6
Mississauga ON LOA 3A1

(Liberty) 93710

The George Benson
Collection
(Warner Bros.) 01858 rr

Madonna: The Immaculate
Collection (Sire) 54164
Prince: The Hits 1
(WBiPaisley Park) 022281
Aaron Hall: The Truth
(Silas/MCA) 13469

Larry Carlton: Collection
(GRP) 00838

Bon Joel: Keep The Faith
(Mercury) 00868

The Best Of Jennifer

Bruce Hornsby & The
Range: The Way It Is

Arrested Development:
3 Years, 5 Months And 2
Days In The Life 01...

(RCA) 63918

(Chrysalis) 25357

The Best Of Miles Davis:
The Capitol, Blue Note
Years (Blue Note) 11000

Jackson Browne: Running
On Empty (Elektra) 11056

Peter Gabriel: Shaking
The Tree -16 Golden
Greats (Geffen) 11069

Warned (Arista) 02156

Mike Oldfield: The Best Of
Elements (Virgin) 03048

Alan Jackson: Who I Am
(Arista) 34793

HERE'S HOW YOUR CLUB WORKS:

Fourplay: Between The
Sheets Warner Bros) 35074

Start with our 7.1-2 Formula to introduce you to the
Club...and to your sayings!
CHOOSE THE MUSZ YOU LOVE.

Enya: Watermark

Pick 7 FREE CDs right now from the many great
choices in tiffs ac.
Buy fust 1 CD at the regular Club price (currently
$14.98 to $15.98) within a year,
Then choos3 2 More FREE CDs. That's 10 for the

(Reprise) 43249

Start with

7

FREE CDs now

Buy only

1

at the regular Club price
within a year

2

more CDs of your choice,

price ol 1 (flux siring and handling for each
selection) with nett ng more to buy. ever!
LISTEN WITH NO lBS a .

You may We 10 dvys to listen to your introductory
selections ane look ever the accompanying terms of

FREE

Nothing more to buy, ever!

(Indicate by number).

Club menterthip.
If you're not con olrely satisfied, simply return
your selecticns at ot r expense-with no further
obligation.
SHOP FROM ME ONFORT OF NOME.

Discover how cowsrtbnt it is to shop with BMG
Music Sevice.
You'll get ear exclus.ve Club Catalog about every
three weeks ;19 stepping opportunities a year),
filled with hund'eds 3 choices in a variety of
music categories, pies music news, artist inter-

views and rcorrneidations from our experts.
So easy Every slue offers a Featured Selection in
your preferred music category. If you want the
n't do a thing-you'll receive
Featured Selectior,
it automaticaly.
Your choice! If yoe want other hits from the

Catalcg -o mole a all - just return the
Notificat on Card pre.ided by the specified date.
You'll have at least 10 days to decide.
No pressure! If ycu should have fewer than 10
days In reply and racsive an unwanted Featured

A 2 -CD set (-..;) counts as 2 selections.

@

I am always free to choose from any category, but I am most interested in the music category checked here
(check one only):

The BMG

From day one,
every time you buy
a CD at the regular
Club price, you're
entitled to buy another
of equal or lesser
value at half price.
With other clubs,
usually you must buy
6 or more at full price
to qualify for
bonus savings.

Garth Brooks: In Pieces

Bryan Adams: So Far So
Good (A&M) 34771

Guitar (A&M) 10306

el RUSH ME THESE 7 CDs NOW

50% -OFF
Music Service
Difference

R. Kelly: 12 -Play (Jive) 83815

John Hiatt: Perfectly Good

WI&

BONUS

(MCA) 83394

(Private Music) 63900

O Please accept my membership in the BMG Music Service and send my 7 FREE CDs as indicated. Under the terms of
this offer, I agree to buy lust 1 CD at the regular Club price ($14.98 to $15.98) within a year. I will then receive 2 more
choices FREE! That's 10 for the price oil. With nothing more to Dm ever! I understand that a shipping and handling
charge will be billed for each selection.

INSTANT

Frank Sinatra: Sinatra
Reprise: The Very Good

(MCA) 34700

START SAVING! MAIL THIS POSTAGE -PAID CARD TODAY.

ILA III&
AM Y P
'SERVICE=

(Malaco) 73458

Joan Jeff & The
Blackheart': Pure And
Simple (Warner Bros.) 74685

B.B. King: Blues Summit

A shipping and handling charge isadded to each selection.

(Giant) 06161

Bobby Blue Bland:
Portrait Of The Blues

Yannl: In My Time

Air Supply: Greatest Hits

Enjoy10 CDs for the price of 1

(Arista) 05989

Blind Melon (Capitol) 54234

Love (A&M) 06185

Then get

Alabama: Greatest Hits,

(EMI) 54452

Nation 1814 (A&M) 72386

(Arista) 34424

(Mercury) 00868

The Notorious B.1.G.:
Ready To Die
(Bad Boy/Arista) 06160

The Eagles: Hotel
California (Asylum) 30030

George Thorogood
& The Destroyers: Live

(Warner Bros.) 64585

Janet Jackson's Rhythm

En Vogue: Funky Divan
(East West) 61717

Barry White: The icon is

The Cranberries:
Everybody Else is Doing
It, So Why Can't We?

Joe Sample And The Soul
Committee: Did You Feel
That? (Warner Bros.) 05984

Karen White:
Make Him Do Right
(Warner Bros.) 06166

Jeff Foxworthy:
You Might Be A Redneck
If,.. (Warner Bros) 06173

Hits (RCA) 06137

HI -Five: Greatest Hits

Sinead O'Connor:
Universal Mother

Paul Rodgers:
The Hendrix Set

Hiroshima: LA.

Clay Walker: if I Could
Make A Living (Giant) 08165

(Reprise: 64125

Van Morrison: Moondance

Meat Puppets: Too High
To Die (London) 12069

Soundgarden:
Superunknown

Warren G:
Regulate...G Funk Era
(Violator/Rush) 05796*

Yes I Am (Island) 35501

LIGHT SOUNDS
Bette Mdler
Frank Sinatra

5. 0 CI asses( (11

2. 0 COUNTRY

3. 0 HARD ROCK

Nan Jackson
Vince Gill

6. Cl JAZZ

7. 0 METAL

NEW!

Apt.

From day one, for e.ri selection you buy at the
regular Club prce, rou may choose another of equal
or lesser value at 50% off. But that's not all,
The loner ycu maul a BMG Music Service
member, the nors yo .1 save - up to 50%, 60%,
even 70% - with or special sales and discounts.
We're sure you II eni4 your exclusive Club benefits.
But if ycu ever want tc cancel, just write and tell us,
It's your choice arrytene-after you buy your one
regular-Club-prce selection. Why wait? Join BMG
Music Senta sow and start saving.

Lip

If the reply car Is nixing, please write to:
BMG Music Service

Ekon John
Sting

9.0 ALTERNATIVE

8. 0 R&B/DANCE

Luciano Pavarotti

David Sarbom

Pantera

Ithak Perlman

Earl Klugh

Motley Gila

Selectior, simply rstrn it at our expense.
SAVE AGAIN AIM AGAR.

4 0 SOFT ROCK & POP

Aercemith
Boston

Momssey
Nine Inch Nails

R. Kelly
Keith Sweat

O Mr.

Mrs.

0 ms.

(PLEASE PRINT)

First Name

Initial

Address

City

State

Last Name

P.O. Box 9130C

Indianapolis, IN 4E291-3300
Phone

Area code

* Parental Aiveory-sortie eq-licit lyrics and/or artwork.
2 -CD set :cant as 2 selentimel.
Dog and horn ate hadernarIG ff.kneral Electric Company.
USA. The BMG log( is 3 traceem 1 of BMG Music.
Other trademarks wee in tie alwrtisement are

Signature
(11 Members who choose CLASSICAL as their listening interest will be serviced by the RAG Classical Music Service.

We reserve the right to request additional information, reject any application or cancel any membership. Limned to
new members. Local taxes. if any, will be added Otter available in continental USA and under special arrangerren'
in Alaska and Hawaii. Over not available In Puerto Rico, APO or FPC Offer may vary in Canada

the property of Arieustracceran winers.
BMG Music iervice. 6e.50 0.27tt

EBDCC

LG

Indianapolis IN .6219-1194
©1995 BMG Di -ect

Channel balance was superb-within
±0.03 dB between any two channels-and
sensitivity was, if anything, a trifle higher
than is typical for a 200 -watt power ampli-

taken with 4 -ohm loads and with
the curve at highest power at 250

watts, the 4 -ohm power rating,
rather than at 200 watts, the 8 -

EMENNHOMIllliummu
01

0

fier. The Acurus 200X3 delivered 1 watt
into 8 ohms with an 89 -mV input and developed rated power (200 watts) with a
1.26-V input. Input impedance (18.6 kil-

ohm rating. As mentioned, channel 2 proved the least able, vis-a-

ohms) should not tax any decent preamp.
The noise floor was surprisingly low, especially considering this amp's high output
power, high sensitivity, and relatively high

0.06% spec (8 -ohm load) above 10

input impedance. Many high-powered
amps claim a seemingly great signal-to-

made with a shorted input, which may not
be representative of actual use.

and 5B. Channel 3 performed just
a tad worse than channel 1 (results
not shown).
Figures 6 and 7 show THD + N
versus output power at three frequencies. The curves in Fig. 6 were
taken with 8 -ohm loads and those
in Fig. 7 with 4 -ohm loads; in each
case, all channels were driven. Al-

I measured the noise of the Acurus

though output power at clipping

200X3 using the IHF Standard input termination (1,000 ohms). On an A -weighted

(which I defined to be 1% THD at
1 kHz) is safely above the continu-

basis, it came in at -99.3 dBW, which

ous power rating on all channels

yields an S/N of 122.3 dB referenced to rat-

with either load, it's probably

ed power. The noise spectrum (Fig. 2) is
remarkably free of power -line hum components, which, being coherent, can be

higher than the data would indi-

more audible than A -weighted noise measurements would indicate. The noise spec-

above the 200 -watt (23.0-dBW)

trum shown is for channel 2, in which

THD occurs at 300 watts, 0.8 dB

A

there's just barely a hint of hum at 60, 120,
and 180 Hz. Channels 1 and 3 had slightly

above the 250 -watt (24.0-dBW) 4 -

B

noise ratio when the noise is referenced to
rated output. Yet the great S/N often comes

about because of the high power rating,
not from a low noise floor. Furthermore,
many specs are based on measurements

more defined peaks but only because the
background noise in the region was otherwise lower than appears on the channel 2

in fact, did not quite meet its
kHz. For comparison, the data
taken on channel 1 (which did

lk
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10k

20k
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A
B

meet spec) is shown in Figs. 4B
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rating. With 4 -ohm loads, 1%

ohm rating. In both cases, all
channels clipped at the same

graph.

Despite the common power supply, interchannel crosstalk was very good. Inter-

Therein lies the rub. With all
channels driven, the power line

estingly, this was especially true in the low frequency region, where a common supply
is more likely to cause problems. Best- and
worst -case conditions are shown in Fig. 3.

had sagged to 114 V with 8 -ohm
loading and to 103 V when 4 -ohm
loads were used. Had a 120-V line

been maintained, I calculate that
clipping would not have occurred

until the 260 -watt level (24.2

channel 1 to channel 2 but is still under

dBW) with 8 -ohm loads and until
405 watts (26.1 dBW) with 4 -ohm
loads. To double-check that, I ran

-70 dB to 7 kHz and better than -61 dB at

a clipping test with one channel

20 kHz.

driven, so I could maintain a 120V line. Admittedly this is easier on

Figure 4A shows channel 2's THD + N
as a function of frequency at four power
levels (1, 10, 100, and 200 watts); the data
was taken with all channels driven into 8 ohm loads. Figure 5A shows similar data,

20

vis high -frequency distortion, and,

point, suggesting that the limiting
factor was the power -supply rails
and not the output stage.

Crosstalk is best going from channel 3 to
channel 1 and remains below -90 dB from
20 Hz to 12 kHz. Crosstalk at the middle
and higher frequencies is worst going from

;;;;;:11:11r111111111111:11:

001

the power supply than when all

channels are driven, but the
data -315 watts (25.0 dBW) with
an 8 -ohm load and 515 watts (27.1
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Fig. 6-THD + N vs. 8 -ohm
output power for channel 2
(A) and channel 1

(B).
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A

further confirms my supposition.
With 8 -ohm loads, I measured a
maximum output of 315 watts per
channel using the IHF tone burst
and, with 4 -ohm loads, 500 watts
per channel. Dynamic headroom,
therefore, was 2.0 dB above the

Use and Listening Tests

8 -ohm rating of 23.0 dBW and

spectrum. This makes a good bit of technical sense, in that high and/or nonuniform
output impedance is likely to result in re-

3.0 dB above the 4 -ohm rating of
24.0 dBW.

B
200X3 - TH0.110 vs Outo [MI,

of C nnnnn

1

- All Orly*

.

on

-05L

1;;;;;ImmEa
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02

10

100
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Fig. 7-THD + N vs. 4 -ohm
output power for channel 2
(A) and channel 1 (B).

dBW) with a 4 -ohm load-tends to justify
the validity of the calculations cited above.

Dynamic power (again tested with all
channels driven, and using a 120-V line)

500

equivalent power, response, and distortion

has seemed to me to be a low, uniform
output impedance across the full audio

Output impedance data testifies
to the absence of output inductors

sponse anomalies when the amp drives a

in the Acurus 200X3. Low -fre-

sponse anomalies are arguably more audible than, say, the difference between 0.05%

quency damping factor (at 50 Hz)

0.01

Over the years, the one characteristic
that seems to have distinguished better
sounding power amps from also-rans of

was 760, which is an admirable re sult but certainly no big deal these
days. What I look for is low output

speaker rather than a test resistor. (Re-

and 0.1% THD at 20 kHz.) The Acurus
200X3, which is characterized by extremely

low and unusually uniform impedance,

impedance across the entire frequency spectrum, and the Acurus
amp sure cuts the mustard in this
regard. Output impedance measured 11 milliohms at 1 kHz, 14
milliohms at 5 kHz, 20 milliohms at 10
kHz, and only 28 milliohms at 20 kHz.
That's probably an order of magnitude

confirms my past experience.

better than is typical!

for music.

This amp is great-sounding-full, rich,

and well behaved; I heard no strident
strings, no ear -piercing winds. And it has
great definition, image depth, and solidity.
It's very smooth, very civilized-and very
quiet! The 200X3 is an amp that's easy to

recommend-for home theater as well as
Edward J. Foster

the ultimate
surround sound
Life is stressful. You could spend a few

thousand dollars rushing to a weekend getaway

HD 340
HD 320

at a rejuvenating retreat. You could mortgage
HD z5o II

your home for one of those "quiet as a

HD 25 SP

recording studio" motor cars you've seen on
television. Or you can keep the family fortune
and relax in the sanctity of your own home

HD 5zo II
HD 540 II
HD 56o II

with a pair of 5,ennheiser headphones.
Discover the ultimate in surround sound...

HD 58o

at a budget you can easily afford.
HE 6o
HEV 7o

SENNINIFIIIEFR
6 VISTA DRIVE, P.O. BOX 98;, OLD prior,
IN CANADA: 221 LABROSSE AVE, POINTE-CLAIRE, PQ H9R 1A

34.9190 FAX: 203.434.1759
L: 514.426.3013 FAX: 514.426.2979

Enr No. 30 on Reader Service Carc
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NTRODUCING
DS PRO BASIC III
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR
The Future is Here: Theta's new DS Pro Basic II: is an evo utionary leap in performance and value,

closer than anything near its price to the sound of the critizally acclaimed Theta Gene:ation V.
Tne Basic III offers a gripping sense ofemotional invo_vernent in the mus_c, unprecedert.tc in a popularly priced D to A converter. It's excitEng tc listen tc inc:edibly dynamic, engagingly dirrensional
The Basic III has the same balanced col-List:ration as the (=eneratiosi V: bLlaiiced in both analog
AND digital domains, and it aas Theta's ingenious balance--l-to-single-endr.-A surrinaingr_enwork.

What About Later? For the last eight years, Theta owners have beer_ able to stay airrer t because we

have always made deign improvements available Currently, any DS Pro Basic can be upda:ed to tFe
latest incarnation. Will endeavor to keep your Basic III current well into the 21.q' Cenmry.
It's t me :0 !top waiti:ig.
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THETA DIGITAL CORPORATRM
DONE RIGHT
5330 Derry Avc, Suite R, Agoura Hills, CA 91301 (818)597-9195 Fait (318) 597-1079
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DANA AUDIO

MODEL 1 SPEAKER

mathematics teacher at Roane State Community College in Harriman, Tennessee.)
The woofer of the Model 1 is a high -excursion design sourced from KSC of California and manufactured in Mexico, while
the tweeter is a titanium -dome version of

an off -the -shelf Audax unit, made in
France. The Model l's crossover is a first order electrical design using driver -imped-

ance compensation on both the woofer
and the tweeter. The impedance compensation essentially flattens the system's im-

pedance throughout the whole audio
range, except for the system's closed -box

bass resonance below 100 Hz. The
crossover contains eight components
(three resistors, two inductors, and three

capacitors). All air -core inductors are
used, with good -quality capacitors. The

THE DANA MODEL 1

GIVES MUCH MUSICAL
ENJOYMENT, ENHANCED
BY ITS LOW COST.

parts are wired point to point and hot melted to a board that is mounted to the
bottom of the enclosure. All connections
are soldered. A pair of five -way double banana jacks mounted on the rear of the
cabinet accomplish the input connections;
bi-wiring is not supported. Large wire, up

to 5 mm (0.2 inch) in diameter, can be
accommodated.
The cabinet of the Model 1 is quite rigid
What costs only $199, weighs 24

reviewed here, I was sent a Sub -1, which I

pounds, and sounds pretty
darn good? Answer: A pair of

used in some of the listening tests. Early
this year, several new speakers will be

Dana Audio Model ls. The

added to Dana Audio's line.

Model 1 is a straightforward
two-way design using a small

Dana Audio was founded in 1989 by
John and Dana Fish to market the Model

metal -dome tweeter and a 61/2 -inch woofer

1. In 1992, they contracted with Prof.

mounted in a 0.4 -cubic -foot (11.3 -liter)

James Carroll, founder and owner of Ap-

sealed enclosure. Dana Audio sells the
Model is only by mail order through its

plied Physics Labs (a full -line speaker
manufacturer that has been around since

store in Knoxville, Tennessee (walk-ins are
allowed too). Dana Audio's whole speaker
line consists of just two products, the full -

This collaboration resulted in the Sub -1

range Model 1 and the Sub -1, a tubular style ported subwoofer that sells for only
$295. Although only the Model 1 system is

1972), to design an inexpensive subwoofer.

being added to the line in September 1992.
In May 1994, the company was purchased
by Carroll and is operated completely separately from APL. (Carroll is a physics and
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and constructed with 5/8 -inch medium density particleboard. No bracing is used
in the cabinet, which is small enough to be

rigid without it. The cabinet is available
only in a textured black laminate finish.
The grille, which is composed of black
cloth covering a 1/2 -inch -thick fiberboard

frame, attaches to the front panel with
four plastic projections that mate with
recesses in the front panel. The drivers
are surface -mounted on the front panel
of the cabinet. Speaker stands for the
Model is are available separately from
Dana Audio.
The bottom -ported subwoofer compan-

ion to the Model 1, the Sub -1, contains a
high -excursion 8 -inch driver mounted on

the top of a tube that is 38 inches high and

Hz, the response rolls off at the

10 inches in diameter. The subwoofer is

12-dB/octave rate exhibited by all

passive but requires that the power amplifi-

closed -box systems.

er output connect directly to the woofer,
with the Model 1 satellites in turn being

driven from output connections on the
woofer. The subwoofer contains 80 -Hz
low-pass filtering for itself and high-pass
filtering and a three -position level adjust-

100

The grille affects the response
only above 2 kHz, where response
deviations of only +1, -1.5 dB are

evidenced in narrow bands. The

ment for the satellites. The vented -box tun-

system can be critically listened to
with the grille on. Averaged from
250 Hz to 4 kHz, the sensitivity of

ing of the Sub -1 is a low 25 Hz, which

the Model 1 measures 85.5 dB,

qualifies it as a true subwoofer.

about 1.5 dB below Dana's 87 -dB

1k

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 1-One-meter, on -axis

frequency response.

rating. The right and left units
Measurements
The 1 -meter anechoic frequency response

were matched within a close ±1 dB

of the Model 1 is shown in Fig. 1, along

close between 900 Hz and 1.6 kHz,
where the response of one unit was

with the effect of the grille. Measurements
were taken at 1 meter on box axis (which is
very close to the woofer axis, the manufacturer's design point), with a signal voltage

1.0

above 1.6 kHz but were not as

TEF

0.5

80
GROUP DELAY

-380

0.0

mate's.

-540

-0.

of 2.83 V rms (1 watt into the rated 8

The phase and group -delay responses of the Model 1, referenced

-720

ohms). The curves are 10th -octave

to the tweeter's arrival time, are

smoothed. The response below 400 Hz was
derived from ground -plane measurements.
The overall curve, with grille off, fits a tight
5 -dB window (+1, -4 dB, referenced to 1
kHz) from 70 Hz to 20 kHz. Major features
include a moderate plateau between 400 Hz

shown in Fig. 2. The phase rotates
only an additional 206° between 1

and 1 kHz and a slight downward trend
above 1 kHz, with some roughness evi-

The large dip in the group delay at

denced by dips at 5 and 12 kHz. Below 80

effects of a minimum -phase dip in

about 1.5 to 2 dB higher than its

and 10 kHz. The group -delay

20

-1.0
100

10k

1k

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 2 -0n -axis phase
response and group delay.

curve above 800 Hz indicates that
the midrange lags the tweeter by

90

TEF

an insignificant 0.1 to 0.15 mS.
80

about 190 Hz corresponds to the

the frequency response in the

SPECS
Type: Two-way, acoustic -suspension,
bookshelf system.
Drivers: 61/2 -in. cone woofer and 3/4 in. titanium -dome tweeter.

Frequency Response: 63 Hz to 20
kHz, ±3 dB.

same frequency range. If equalized
flat in this range, this group -delay
dip would disappear.
The Model l's axial energy/time

response is shown in Fig. 3. The
test parameters emphasize the response from 1 to 10 kHz, which

5 00
2

4

Fig. 3-Ene-gy/time

main arrival, at 3 mS, is quite

response.

slender but widens significantly at
levels 15 dB below the peak. Additional peaks are noted, trailing the
main peak some 21 to 23 dB down.

Power Handling: 60 watts con-

Figure 4 shows the horizontal
"3-D" off -axis responses of the
Model 1; the bold curve at the rear

6

8

TIME - mS

includes the crossover region. The

Sensitivity: 87 dB at 1 meter, 2.83 V
rms applied.
Crossover Frequency: 3.15 kHz.
Impedance: 8 ohms, nominal.
tinuous, 100 watts peak.
Dimensions: 143/4 in. H x 83/4 in. W x
71/2 in. D (37.5 cm x 22.2 cm x 19.1
cm).
Weight: 12 lbs. (5.5 kg) each.
Price: $199 per pair.

60

81

10 dB

of the graph is the on -axis response. Because the on -axis response ripples are carried over into
the off -axis curves, the horizontal

180 REAR

200

2k
FREQUENCY - Hz

Company Address: 8807 Kingston

coverage is very good. The hori-

Pike, Knoxville, Tenn. 37923.
For literature, circle No. 94

zontal high -frequency coverage is

Fig. 4-Horizontal off -axis

particularly even because of the

frequency responses.

small size of the tweeter. Response
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20k

10

20k

is down only about 3 dB at 12 kHz
at 45° off axis.

-90 BELOW
405-RZNT

OAXFIFS-

DEGREES

90 ABOVE

200

2k

20k

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 5-Vertical off -axis

frequency responses.

The vertical "3-D" off -axis

dent at about 750 Hz. Above 113 Hz, all

curves of the Model 1 are shown in
Fig. 5. The bold curve in the center

the complex variation of impedance occurs
in a very small window ranging from 6.3 to

of the graph (front to rear) is on

8.4 ohms on the real axis, and -j5.6 to

axis. Excellent high -frequency coverage is evident above 5 kHz. Some

+j1.4 ohms on the imaginary axis!

narrowing of response is apparent
in the crossover range of 2.5 to 6
kHz. The 0° and ±5° curves are very

reached a maximum of +23° at 60 Hz and
a minimum of -44° at 100 Hz. Even if used
in parallel, Model is should be no problem

uniform, but for greater angles the

for any power amplifier or receiver.

response is depressed in the

The cabinet did not exhibit any significant wall vibrations when the system was
driven by a high-level sine -wave sweep.

crossover region (not clearly shown
100

in the graph). A broadening of response in the region from 1.5 to 2
kHz is evident from the off -axes

TEF
TOM

ridge at 1.8 kHz.
Figure 6 shows the Model l's im-

A 5 OHMS

10
1 OHMS

12 0

100

pedance from 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
Other than an impedance maxi-

01-01S

10k

1k

20k

FREQUENCY-Hz

Fig. 6-Impedance.

20

30

Fig. 7-Complex
impedance.

handle up to 20 V rms at any frequency in
the bass range without harm. There was no
dynamic offset evident at any input level or

50
20

100

1k

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 8-Three-meter room
response.

10k

20k

The 3 -meter room response of the Mod-

el 1, with both raw and sixth -octave
smoothed data, is shown in Fig. 8. The
speaker was in the right-hand stereo position, sitting on a 28 -inch stand that raised
the middle of the box to about 36 inches.
The system was aimed at the listening posiear height (36 inches), at the listener's position on the sofa. The speaker was driven

than 0.1 dB. For a typical run of

with a swept sine -wave signal of 2.83 V rms

about 10 feet, cable of 16 gauge or
larger should be used. However, if
only the response above 130 Hz is
important (which includes the important midrange), the impedance

(corresponding to 1 watt into the rated 8 ohm load). The direct sound and 13 mS of
the room's reverberation are included.
Excluding a dip at 330 Hz, the averaged
curve fits within a fairly tight, 9 -dB window. No major anomalies are evident in

tion, with the test microphone placed at

the averaged curve except for general
roughness over the whole range and a
raised response between 500 Hz and 1 kHz.

In this situation, very small cable,

Figure 9 shows the B1 (61.7 -Hz) bass
harmonic distortion spectrum of the Model 1 at input power levels from 0.05 to 50

in the range of 22 to 24 gauge,

watts (20 V rms into the rated 8 -ohm

could be used!

load). The second harmonic reached 8.1%,
while the third reached a high 24% at full
power. Higher harmonics were 2% fourth,
3.6% fifth, and 1.4% sixth. Uncharacteristically, both the third and fifth harmonics

the same 0.1 -dB response tolerance.
60

frequency.

Over the whole audible range,

1.35 to 1 (8.5 divided by 6.3). Cable
series resistance in this case can be
allowed to rise to the quite high level of 0.30 ohm (300 milliohms) for

TEF

with no bad sounds. The system could

the impedance has a max/min variation of about 4.2 to 1 (26.5 divided by 6.3). Cable series resistance
should be limited to a maximum of
about 0.10 ohm (100 milliohms) to
keep cable -drop effects from causing response peaks and dips greater

has a max/min variation of only
90

The 61/2 -inch woofer had a maximum
excursion capability of about 0.35 inch,
peak to peak. Higher input levels resulted

the impedance is very well behaved.

Hz, the impedance varies only from
a minimum of 6.3 ohms to a maximum of 8.5 ohms!

10

Some activity of the front and sides was evident at and near 350 Hz but did not cause
any consequential problems.

in increased third -harmonic distortion but

ohms occurs at 4 kHz. Above 130

RESISTANCE - OHMS

The impedance phase (not shown)

mum of 26.5 ohms at the closed box resonance frequency of 78 Hz,

A minimum impedance of 6.3

0

resonance at 78 Hz, where a single circular
loop is evident. A much smaller loop is evi-

Figure 7 shows the complex impedance of the Model 1, from 5 Hz
to 30 kHz. Most activity takes place
in the bass range, at the closed -box
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1995
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The purity of separates. From the passion of Carver.
The Carver name evokes an almost mystical
following among serious music lovers.
And justly so. Carver power amplifiers have

generated critical acclaim year after year
model after model, with one - the TFM-35 universally acknowledged as "one of the best
audio amplifier values in the world." Upgraded
to the TFM-35x, with high fidelity enhancements so advanced, it also exceeded the strict
specifications of THX® home theater.
One look, one listen, will confirm Carver's

passion for aural perfection. Gold plated
input jacks, 5 -way binding posts, dual analog
meters. Expansive headroom that faithfully -

no, stunningly - reproduces the dynamic
peaks of digital music and movie soundtracks.
Witness the superiority of Carver separates:
Flawless sound, low distortion, instant and
authoritative response to octave fluctuations in
the center channel. Note the abundance of

power: At 360 watts per channel @ 4 ohms
(triple that of a top receiver), merely one of
the most powerful audio amplifiers available
for both music and home theater.
With the infinite flexibility to accommodate
system upgrades for years to come.

Yet, this is but a preview. For a feature
length brochure, contact Carver today.

CARWR
Powerful Musical Accurate

CARVER CORPORATION, P.O.BOX 1237117,1MVOIX1, WA 98036 1206, 7751202
C. 1994 Carver Corporation
Distributed ,n Car.ada by Evolution Audio, Oakville, Ontario 14161 847.6888
THX is a reestwed trathentark af Laravilre LTD. all netts reserved

Enter No 8 on Rene( Service Card
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MAXIMUM POWER: 50 WATTS

z
0

3rd. 24%,

10 -

It

4th

output SPL of the system starts at 80 dB at

power range of about 0.05 to 5

5th. 3 6%
2

6th. 1.4%

1.0 -

122ddB

50 T

5.0 POWER WATTS

put at 61.7 Hz (B1), the system
100

400

300

200

reaches 96 dB SPL at 1 meter.

FREQUENCY -Hz

The higher frequency, B1, note

was chosen instead of the usual
lower E1 (41.2 Hz), due to the
small driver size of the Model 1

Fig. 9 -Harmonic distortion
for B1 (61.7 Hz).
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100

MAXIMUM POWER: 50 WATTS
10

3rd. 1.3%

third, 9% fourth, and 20% fifth

well with, and sometimes surpassed, a

harmonic.

number of other small systems I have listened to and tested. Although the Dana's
low -bass output was nil, it was not easily
overloaded even by material with lots of
low end. Even though the system did not
shake the walls on pipe -organ material, it

A2 (110 -

the second harmonic reached a

12 dB

1

-

°5
,
500

1.5k

1k

2k

2.5k

FREQUENCY -Hz

Figure 12 shows the Model l's
IM generated by tones of 440 Hz

(A4) and 61.7 Hz (B1) of equal
power, covering the range from
0.1 to 50 watts. The IM distor-

The Model l's short-term peak power input and output capabili-

Listening equipment included my

as references. The Model is were set up on

THIS $199/PAIR
SPEAKER OFTEN SOUNDED
NEARLY LIKE MY

$5,500/PAIR
REFERENCE.

ties are shown in Fig. 13 as a function of frequency, measured using

25

a 6.5 -cycle, third -octave bandwidth tone burst. The peak input

15

power was calculated by assuming

that the measured peak voltage
was applied across the speaker's

10
5
0

10

1

POWER - WATTS

Fig. 1 2 -IM distortion for
(440 Hz) and B1
(61.7 Hz).
A4

that of my reference B & W systems.

preamplifier and KSA-250 power amp,
and Straight Wire Maestro cabling plus
the B & W 801 Matrix Series 3 speakers

20

0.1

el l's sensitivity was essentially equal to

reached only 3% at full power,

50 watts.

30

a

still had a satisfying level of bass. The Mod-

Onkyo and Rotel CD players, Krell's KRC

tion reaches a high level of 27% at

Fig. 11 -Harmonic
distortion for A4 (440 Hz).

a well-balanced and smooth sound but

The second -harmonic distortion

1.3%, and the fifth at a low 0.8%.

5th, 0.8%

50 -

0.05

with a lightweight low end. However, the
low -end output of the system competed

with the third much lower, at

2nd, 3.0 52

systems.

sulted in very high distortion
values of 13.3% second, 90%

moderate 9%, while the remaining
harmonics are 1% or lower. With
50 watts input, the system reaches
a quite usable 100 dB SPL at 1 meter at 110 Hz. The A4 (440 -Hz)
harmonic data is shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. 10 -Harmonic
distortion for A2 (1 1 0 Hz).

the bottom third of the systems I have tested, but ahead of some other small -format

Use and Listening Tests
Initial listening to the Model 1 disclosed

Hz) harmonic data. At full power,

150

20 Hz, rises rapidly to the mid -110s between 100 and 315 Hz, and then increases
to the 120 -dB range above 400 Hz. In the
bass range with room gain, 110 dB is attained at about 90 Hz, and 120 dB is not
reached until 450 Hz. The peak output of
the Model 1 in the bass range places it in

and its reduced low -frequency capability. A test at the lower, El, frequency, with 50 watts applied, re-

Figure 10 shows the

0.5 0.05

5.0
POWER WATTS

watts. At this frequency, the system did not sound very clean at
any power level. With 50 watts in-

0.5 0.05

A

With room gain, the maximum peak

and maintained approximately the
same distortion values over a wide

3

O

0

started out at fairly high values

100

rated 8 -ohm impedance.
The peak power handling starts
out at about 17 watts at 20 Hz, ris-

es to 70 watts at 63 Hz, reaches a
plateau of 1,200 watts between 125
and 315 Hz, and then increases to
about 3,200 watts above 800 Hz.
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28 -inch -high stands, which placed the system's axis (the center of the box) about 36
inches high, and were aimed at my listening location. They were placed in my usual
locations, well away from the side and rear

walls of my listening room. The speakers
were separated by about 8 feet, and listening was done from my couch, 10 feet away.
Some listening was done with the systems
assisted by the Sub -1 subwoofer, which was
located midway between the Model is but

closer to the wall. With the subwoofer

A

INTRODUCING BREAKTHROUGH AMPLIFIER
TECHNOLOGY WHICH ACHIEVES VIRTUALLY NOTHING.

The consummate audio amplifier provides pure gain. Nothing else.
Nothing added to, nothing subtracted from, the delicate texture
of music.
Now a new amplifier from Carver Research achieves "nothing" to a
degree never before possible. It's called Lightstar, and when you audition
it, you will not hear it. You will hear nothing but transparent, effortless
reproduction of music precisely as presented by the source.
Most astonishingly, it will not matter which loudspeakers you use. Lightstar is
virtually immune to stress induced colorations caused by reactive loudspeaker
loads, thanks to three breakthroughs in amplifier design.

1. High Voltage Power Supply Storage with five to ten times the
usable energy reserves of most comparable amplifiers. Lightstar delivers
full rated power below 10Hz, with perfect doubling of power as impedance
is halved for unprecedented low frequency control regardless of speaker
impedance fluctuations.
2. A Digital TransformerTm which optimizes voltages delivered to the
output devices. Relieved of "fighting" its own power supply, Lightstar
converts voltage to output current with maximum efficiency.

3. High Current, Reactive Load -Independent Amplifier with
over 150 amperes of peak current capability. Revolutionary circuit topology
allows reactive currents "kicked back" from loudspeakers to circulate
freely without inducing stress, enabling Lightstar to track input signals
undisturbed by the vagaries of loudspeaker behavior.
The combined result is effortless, uncolored music reproduction. The
sound of nothing. Call (206)775-1202 to find out where you can audition
Lightstar. If you'd like more technical details, ask for our free White Paper.

CARVER RESEARCH
P.O. BOX 1237, LYNNWOOD WA 98046

(2061775-1202, FAX (2061778-9453
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installed, low -frequency power han-

ref Us

dling and output were much im-

Enka&
You!

proved. My usual speaker positions,

130
PEAK ACOUSTIC OUTPUT

far from the walls, are not con-

4
a. 110

ducive to getting all the available

a. 100

low end out of small systems such as
the Model 1. With the Danas placed

2

j

m

much closer to the rear wall, the
bass response improved, but this
was at the expense of imaging and
response smoothness, which were
directly affected by the higher level
reflections from surfaces immediately behind the speakers.

The operating instructions for

TEF
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Fig. 13-Maximum peak

input power and sound
output.

the Model 1 are on a very brief, sin-

gle 81/2 x 11 -inch page printed on both

on stand-up. Horizontal coverage on pink

sides. Speaker placement information consisted essentially of the sentence "All speakers, including the Model 1, will exhibit better imaging, soundstaging, and tighter bass
if mounted on stands at ear level and located away from the back and side walls." The

noise was excellent. Although the Model l's
pink -noise spectral balance was quite close
to the B & W's, the Model 1 speakers had
much less bass and some lower midrange
emphasis. Some tonality was also evident,

instruction sheet did mention that the

which indicates a non -smooth response.
On third -octave band -limited pink noise,
the Dana Audio systems generated no us-

When you're buying audio and video components,

Model 1 is not as cable -sensitive as most
loudspeakers, and suggested that the user
experiment with double runs (two positive,
two negative) of 20 -gauge, solid -core cable.
In my installation, the Straight Wire Maestro cables were significantly more expen-

its important to understand that it's not enough to

sive than the loudspeakers to which they

these speakers much closer to the rear

were connected!
First serious listening was done with the

wall significantly increased the low bass
output.

PARA Rome Theater Specialists

buy a good TV and VCR. Components must also be

chosen for how they sound together. PARA is a
professional association of independent specialty

audio/video stores who are committed to the highest standards in retailing.

PARA stores will take the time to ask about
what you already own and suggest home

theater components that will integrate into
your current system.
PARA home entertainment professionals are
educated to explain the newest technologies in
clear, friendly language, helping you get the
best value for your money.

Let us help you choose the system that's just
right for you.

CALL 1-800 4-PARA 94 to find the PARA

dealer nearest you!

Professional

AudioVideo

Retailers
Association

London Brass playing Spanish compositions from iViva Espana! (Teldec 903176990-2). Here, the CD did not have any
heavy bass (nor did the material require it),
and thus was well matched to the capabilities of the Model Is. On this program ma-

terial, the Model is did surprisingly well
compared with the B & W systems, pro-

able bass output from 20 to 31.5 Hz. Some

fundamental output was noted at 40 Hz,
with slightly more at 50 Hz. It was better
at 63 Hz, with full output only available
at the 100 -Hz band and higher. Placing

On wideband pop and rock material, the

Model is could be turned up quite loud
but sounded somewhat congested when
the material had any high-level bass. On
classical male and female vocal material,
such as Bach: Secular Cantatas (Dorian
DOR-90199), the Model is did quite well

and presented a clean, full-bodied but

ducing a quite realistic brass sound, at near
lifelike levels, coupled with a quite pleasing
overall balance. The sound of the percussion and castanets on track 2 was nearly in-

somewhat up -front sound. Mid/high bal-

distinguishable from the B & W's reproduction. The African drums and Indian
percussion sounds on the world music CD
The Goat Also Gallops, by Natraj (Doria

sidered as the main speakers in a low -bud-

Discovery DIS-80124, highly recommended for those into jazz with an African/Indian influence), were also rendered quite realistically by the Dana Audio speakers.

ance, however, was quite accurate and
quite close to that of the B & Ws.

The Model Is should seriously be con-

get situation or as a second system for a
bedroom, etc. With bass augmentation,
such as Dana Audio's Sub -1 or a good separate subwoofer or two, an excellent system

can be put together that competes well

On the pink -noise stand-up/sit-down

with much higher priced contenders. The
Model is provided much musical enjoyment, and considering their cost, the en-

test, the Model is did quite well and exhibited only moderate midrange tonal changes

joyment was much multiplied. Give them a
listen.
D. B. Keele, Jr.
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The purpose of audio and video equipment
is to reproduce a work of art. At AudioQuest
we strongly believe that it is not our place to
reinterpret any audio or video masterpiece.
We believe in the highest possible fidelity
to the original creation! Whether you are
reproducing a Chopin sonata, Jimi Hendrix's
guitar, or T2's audio and visual effects, they
a1 deserve to be reproduced faithfully.

audioquest.
EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE

As the audio world moved from mono
to stereo and now multi -channel stereo,
the term Hi -Fidelity seems to have been
forgotten. If you want to be trendy, you
could now call it UltraFidelity - but
watever you call it, AudioQuest audio,
video and digital cables will give you
mare of it!
P.O. Box 3060 San Clemente, CA 92674

Tel: 714 498 2770 Fax: 714 498 5112

sound, while the SRM-T1S has the correct

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

polarity.)

STAX SR -OMEGA
EARSPEAKERS AND

SRM-T1S DRIVE AMP

The SR -Omegas are larger than many

earphones I have tested, but they feel
rather light despite their 13.4 -ounce
weight; maybe it's because they are so very
comfortable. These earphones are designed

to be circumaural and open to outside
sounds. As I have mentioned in previous
reports, I prefer circumaural earcushions

that completely encircle the outer ear
rather than pressing against it. Pressure
against the outer ear is the main contributor to discomfort, even more so than earphone weight. That said, the large synthetic -leather earcushions on the SR -Omegas

SPECS
EARSPEAKERS
Transducer Design: Electrostatic.
Coupling to the Ear: Circumaural.

Frequency Response: 6 Hz to 41
kHz.
Impedance: 145 kilohms at 10 kHz.

Capacitance: 110 pF, including
cable.
Sensitivity: 99 dB SPL at 100 V rms.

was very interested in testing and

PC-OCC (Pure Crystal Ohno Continuous

Maximum Output: 120 dB SPL at

evaluating the Stax SR -Omega electrostatic earspeakers to find out how
they compare to the SR -Lambda Pros,

Casting) cable is 11/2 times wider, which reduces its resistance and capacitance.
As opposed to dynamic earphones, elec-

400 Hz.
Bias Voltage: 580 V d.c.
Cable Length: 8.2 ft. (2.5 m).

which I have been using for nearly

my listening panel judge the sonic qualities
of earphones I am testing. (To avoid confu-

trostatic earphones require no voice -coil.
(The motion of the diaphragm is caused
directly by electrostatic force.) This makes
the diaphragm lighter, which usually improves transient performance and extends

sion, I must explain that "earspeakers" is

high -frequency response. Electrostatic ear-

Frequency Response: 0 Hz to 44

the name Stax calls its earphones. I use the

phones require a high source impedance,
high a.c. signal voltage, and high d.c. volt-

kHz, +0, -1.5 dB.
Gain: 60 dB.

phones" because it covers all types, including those you wear on your head as well as
those you place in your ears.) Correlating

age bias. Accordingly, they cannot be oper-

THD: 0.02% at 1 kHz for 100 V rms
with earphone load.

the comments of panel members with the

routed through a drive amplifier that meets
their special requirements. I used the SR -

four years (see "Auricle," April 1991)

as the reference when I have members of

term "earphones" rather than "head-

measured performance of earphones is

ated directly from the earphone jacks on

audio components but instead must be

diophiles to be among the best earphones

Omega earspeakers to compare two Stax
earphone amplifiers, the hybrid (FET and
tube) SRM-T1S and the older, solid-state

available, the task is made easier.

SRM-1/MK2. The former has a slight edge

Stax feels that the SR -Omegas improve
upon the SR -Lambda Pros in three ways.

in clarity and detail, so I used it for the

very challenging. With the Stax SR -Lambda Pros, which are considered by many au-

The diaphragm has been enlarged and
made circular, rather than rectangular. The

fixed, gold-plated electrodes are more
transparent to sound. And the six -strand,

technical measurements and listening panel evaluations of the earspeakers. (I must

caution anyone who might want to make
the same comparison of amps: The SRM1/MK2 inverts the absolute polarity of the
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1995
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Weight: 13.4 oz. (380 grams)
without cable.
Price: $2,999.95.

DRIVE AMPLIFIER

Input Impedance: Unbalanced, 50
kilohms; balanced, 100 kilohms.
Output Level: 300 V maximum a.c.
signal output at 1 kHz.
Dimensions: 75/8 in. W x 4 in. H x
143/4 in. D (19.4 cm x 10.2 cm x
37.5 cm).
Weight: 71/2 lbs. (3.4 kg).
Price: $1,599.95.

Company Address: 16920 Halldale
Ave., Gardena, Cal. 90247.
For literature, circle No. 91

Movie Theatre Performance with Flexibility
The Bryston 8B THX® Amplifier

8B THX

Bryston is pleased to announce our new 8B THX
four channel audio power amplifier. With today's interest in
quality home theatre the 8B THX amplifier provides state-of-the-art performance with the

unquestioned quality, value and Reliability for which Bryston has gained an international

reputation. All Lucasfilm Home THX certification parameters are easily met for its'
intended use within a multi -channel audio/video installation. The 8B THX is an extreme-

ly versatile and flexible amplifier designed for all Your THX theatre installations. The
amplifier can be instantly connected to provide 2 channel, (400 watt output), 3 channel,
(two @ 120W plus 1 @ 400W), or 4 channels at 120 watts output. This provides extreme
ease in integrating the power requirements for any THX Home Theatre system. The THX

stipulation for separate center channel, left and right main speakers, decorrolated dipole
surround channels and one or two subwoofers, is provided in a Simple elegant package.

Among the 8B's notable features is the use of four independent power supplies, one for
each channel, to prevent any signal interaction among the individual channels. This provides a sonic soundstage with images locked in position with an almost holographic effect.

Other features include both balanced XLR, 1/4" and unbalanced RCA input connectors to
allow for flexibility in a wide variety of installations. All connectors throughout the amplifier are gold plated to provide freedom from corrosion, assuring perfect signal integrity for

many years to come. Tri-colored LEDs glow green for power -on, yellow for short-term
transient clipping and red to indicate continuous overload or any departure from linearity,

including shortened -output or strong out -of -band information like RF or DC.
Obviously, the goal of all this technology is to transport you to the scene of the movie.

Experiencing all the drama, excitement and emotions as if you were right there in the
show. We feel we have accomplished this with all the New Bryston THX amplifiers.
Experience the movie as intended and audition the Bryston 8B THX today.

For more information contact:
57 Westmore Dr., Rexdale, Ontario, Canada M9V 3Y6
Tel: (416) 746-1800 Fax: (416) 746-0308
Enter No 4 on Reader Service Card
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EALLONG ASSOCIATES
STAR SR -0 EARSPEAKERS
20 KNZ COSINE PULSE
INPUT
IF

not cause loading problems with any program sources. The SRM-T1S has plenty of
output and can drive the SR -Omegas to

The amp has two pairs of gold-plated

Owing to their diffuse -field characteristic, the SR -Omegas have a more recessed
sound than the SR -Lambda Pros do, which
enhances the sense of space and depth. On
the Strauss Violin Sonata in E -flat from

phono-input jacks and a pair of XLR three pin balanced inputs. Three earspeaker out-

Strauss & Dvorak (Sheffield Lab 10039-2F),
the Omegas place the violin and piano back

puts are on the front panel; two are five -

in the acoustic environment; the Lambda
Pros bring the instruments more forward.
The percussion instruments on "0 Grande
Amor" from Double Image's Open Hand

very loud levels.

OUTPUT

pin outputs for the Pro Series, which
Fig. 1-Cosine-pulse test.

are among the best I have ever used. They
not only encircle the outer ear completely
but are very comfortable for long-term listening. Because the SR -Omegas don't ex-

clude outside sounds, they might not be
suitable in noisy locations or for monitoring recordings when you have to be in the
same room with the musicians.
The earcups are 43/4 inches in diameter,

and the earcushions are deep enough to
keep the cloth barrier that covers the trans-

ducer from touching your outer ear. A
metal screen protects the outer side of the
earphones (as opposed to the plastic grille
of the SR -Lambda Pros). The chamois -like

headband is anchored by plastic sliders
that move up and down in a plastic yoke;

unlike some other earphones, the SR Omegas have a continuous adjustment,

includes the SR -Omegas, and one is a sixpin output for other Stax models. The volume control, configured with four poten-

tiometers on a dual shaft, sets the signal
levels for each channel; the concentric
knobs are friction -coupled and can be
turned separately to adjust channel balance.
The acoustical design of the SR -Lambda

which verifies the excellent high -frequency

polarity is positive (whereas the polarity of

the SR -Omegas, I spent some time listen-

tube output provides an ideal, high a.c. signal voltage and a high impedance to drive

the electrostatics. The balanced 100-kilohm and unbalanced 50-kilohm input impedances are high enough that they will

House RHR CD 55; phone, 415/457-9052).
The SR -Omegas did an excellent job with

this binaural recording, which was made

using an Aachen Head. The vocalist is
placed back in a realistic space, and the
sound of the strings is smooth and articulate. The final test was "Salve Regina" from
a new recording of Gregorian chants, Angelic Voices (Renaissance Endeavors CD102; phone, 800/747-7486) by The Daugh-

ters of Mary. The SR -Omegas place the
choir back in a reverberant environment
while still bringing out the clarity of the
voices; this is often an impossible combination to achieve, and its success here is a

ing to them using both the new and old
earphone amps. I was quickly convinced

tribute to the SR -Omegas and the good articulation of the choir.
I recommend the Stax SR -Omega ear -

that the SR -Omegas are superior to most

speakers to anyone who is serious about

earphones in just about every category.

earphone listening.

placement of the cable.

topology that is balanced from input to
output; there are no capacitors or transformers in the signal path. The vacuum -

velous, with a great sense of acoustic space.

I also had panel members listen to

the SR -Lambda Pros is negative).
Before I had the panel members listen to

vacuum tubes in a direct -coupled circuit

(Koss Classics KC -1013) sounds mar-

"Time Alone" by Freyda & Acoustic AttaTude on Midnight at Cabell Hall (Red

contribute to easy adjustment and good fit.
The wide ribbon cable has six conductors that run 7 feet from the special amp input plug to a plastic clamp, which sepa-

sign uses dual FETs and twin -triode 6FQ7

music played by Gillian Weir on Scherzo

achieve a diffuse -field characteristic; the
SR -Omegas appear to have a diffuse -field
characteristic without separate electronics.
My measurements of frequency response
tended to verify this; the response was very
smooth and extended beyond 20 kHz, except for a sharp dip at 6 kHz and a corresponding phase glitch. The output versus
time response of the SR -Omegas (Fig. 1)
shows a delayed response that may be the
cause of the 6 -kHz dip. The main output
pulse is almost identical to the input pulse,

response; it also shows that the absolute

The SRM-T1S earphone amp can drive
any of the Stax electrostatic earspeakers,
supplying the necessary 580 V d.c. for the
Pro Series earspeakers and 230 V d.c. for
the standard models. The amp's hybrid de-

the transients of the mallet hits. Organ

Pros requires separate electronics to

with no detents. The thin metal bails and
the swivels on the bottom of the yoke also

rates the cable into two three -conductor
cables, each 15 inches long. A connector
plugs into each earcup, allowing for re-

(dmp CD -503) have a more pleasing sound
when they are placed back, while retaining

Edward M. Long

EARPHONE EVALUATION
PARAMETER

RATING

COMMENTS

Overall Sound

Excellent
Excellent
Very good

"Excellent bass," "Very smooth," and "Spacious"
"Deep and full" and "Good timbre"
"Slightly recessed" and "Very good articulation
on voice"
"Very extended" and "Very dear"
"Outside sounds are easily heard"
"Low sounds are easy to hear"
"Conversation is easy"
"Some reduction of treble sounds"
"Very light feeling" and "Easy to adjust"
"Top quality at a high price"

Bass

Midrange
Treble

Comfort

Excellent
Low
Low
Low
Fair
Excellent

Value

Good

Overall Isolation
Bass

Midrange
Treble

GENERAL COMMENTS: Excellent sense of spaciousness. Very good with binaural and conventional stereo recordings. Excellent bass. Clear and articulate on voice. Good value.
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A speaker good enough to be appreciated by almost no one.
The new Infinity Reference

Standard Epsilon is designed to
appeal to an exceedingly small

segment of the population:

the impossible to pease, highly
critical, uncompromising
listener. Revolutionary in design,

Epsilon performs in a league
previously occupied only by the

most exotic, and much larger,
multi -enclosure systems.

An entirely new generation of
Infinity's unique EMIM7 EMIT;

and L-EMIM' planar drivers
respond instantaneously to even
the most complex musical
passages. And Epsilon's new
Servo -Controlled IMG woofer,

acoustically isolated within the
enclosure, delivers exceptional
low -frequency response. For a

personal demonstration,
visit your Epsilon dealer or call
1-800-8EPSILON.

k Infinity
The R S Epsilons

ccilabOrationbelweenlindy and Christie DeSign.

H ^Harread Intern dienal Comedy

Enter No. 15 on Reader Sery ce Card

the frequency domain with the use of a

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

spectrum analyzer.

In a CD playback system using a CD

AUDIO ALCHEMY

DTIPRO

transport and separate D/A converter, jitter
can be generated in the CD transport itself,

in the cabling between the transport and
D/A converter, in the D/A converter's in-

JITTER REDUCER
AND RESOLUTION
ENHANCER

put receiver, or in the circuitry between the

input receiver's decoded outputs and the
input to the DAC chip inside the D/A converter unit. Of the three or four signals that
feed the DAC-the digital audio data itself,

the master clock, the bit clock, and the
left/right, or "word," clock-it is the word
clock whose jitter affects the converted audio signal. Error in either the timing of the

conversion (caused by jitter on the word
clock) or the amplitude of the digital words
going into the DAC can have the same effect on the recovered audio: An error in the

audio output amplitude for that particular
sample time.
It seems obvious that delivering a jitter free signal to the DAC requires an input receiver with both low intrinsic jitter -generation characteristics and the ability to reject

AUDIO ALCHEMY'S
DTIPRO IS
AN IMPROVED VERSION
OF THE ORIGINAL DTI
JITTER REDUCER.

the incoming jitter. These go together with
careful circuit design and layout in the circuitry which follows the input receiver.

Audio Alchemy's original DTI took in
an S/P DIF signal (from a CD transport,
DAT, or satellite receiver) and fed it into a

low -jitter interface receiver, a Crystal
CS8412. The digital outputs of the receiver
were fed into a Crystal CS8402 transmitter
chip and back out as an S/P DIF signal to

I

n the continuing quest to reduce the
dreaded jitter in digital playback systems, Audio Alchemy has introduced

nal's edge transitions. It is measured in the
time domain, either peak to peak or rms,

a new jitter -reducing device, the

nanoseconds (nS). However, the time mea-

DTIPRO, an improved version of its
trend -setting DTI (which stands for

sure of jitter doesn't tell about the jitter's
frequency content (whether it's random or
periodic, what the jitter frequencies are,
and so forth), which can be looked at in

Digital Transmission Interface). Jitter is in-

consistency in the timing of a digital sig-

and is expressed in picoseconds (pS) or
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pass on to one's D/A converter. The idea
was to reduce incoming jitter by using the
receiver device with the lowest jitter then
available. The overall result could, in theory, be better than going straight into a D/A
unit whose receiver had poorer jitter rejec-

tion than the Crystal CS8412 in the DTI.

One problem, however, was that the
CS8412's jitter -reduction corner frequency
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Jazz Music.
The sultry, smooth sound of today's jazz has
many faces. From the heart -stopping wail
of the blues to the frenetic beat of world
music to the sidestreet swing of hip hop,
this is the music that has the power to
transform and capture the spirit. Now
there's an easy, one -of -a -kind way for you
to stay on top of what's happening in Jazz
and keep up with your favorite artists and

their latest recordings-it's called JAllIZ
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is about 25 kHz-that is, it will only attenuate jitter frequencies higher than 25 kHz.
As is now well known, many jitter -modulation frequencies are related to, and in
many cases the same as, the audio frequencies encoded as the digital data.

quency, should seriously reduce jitter in
the incoming S/P DIF signal over most of
the audio frequency range. The second dif-

that could make digital sources sound even
better than they do.
Thanks to an external power supply, the

Power Station 4, the DTIPRO is small
enough to sit atop a CD transport or to be
tucked away behind other equipment. The
interconnecting cable on the Power Station

Nonetheless, many users reported

sonic improvements, or at least
sonic changes that were considered
improvements, when using the original
DTI; some even went so far as to say that
without it.
Enter the DTIPRO. This device, like the
original DTI, acts as an in -line jitter reducer. However, its action is different in two
major ways. First, its clock recovery system

the resolution gains in the low and middle
frequencies to be realized, which, in itself,

is a potentially significant improvement

Therefore, a 25 -kHz jitter -reduction
corner frequency is not low enough.

they could not stand to listen to digital

adaptive nature of the algorithm permits

4 is long enough to place the contained

THE DTIPRO'S
ENHANCED RESOLUTION
COULD MAKE DIGITAL
SOURCES SOUND

power transformer away from any components sensitive to transformer hum.
Control Layout
Looking at the rear panel first, we find

optical, coax, and AES/EBU inputs and

enced, phase -locked loop (the first PLL is

outputs. The AES/EBU connections are via
XLR jacks, and the coaxial jacks are BNCs,
with adaptors provided for the more com-

in the CS8412 receiver chip), utilizing a

mon phono-plug connections. The

precision voltage -controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO) with the very low jitter -cutoff
frequency of about 5 Hz. Great pains were

optical output is an AT&T (ST) type,
while the optical input is normally a
Toslink type, with AT&T optional.
An I'S output is also available for

is enhanced by a second, crystal -refer-

EVEN BETTER.

taken in the design to make sure that any
jitter added by this second PLL was ex-

connection to other current and
future Audio Alchemy products.

tremely low. This addition of a second
PLL, with a much lower jitter cutoff fre-

SPECS
Resolution: 24 -bit internal processing.

Jitter: Less than 25 picoseconds, rms,
broadband.

ference is that a resolution -enhancement
function has been added. This is a post process or stand-alone enhancement, not a
complement to some process preceding the

DTIPRO-such as High -Definition CD
(HDCD). The resolution -enhancement

circuit uses a Star Semiconductor
SPROC1400 DSP chip, running at 40

optical (Toslink standard, ST

MIPS (million instructions per second), to
run an intelligent adaptive interpolator algorithm. This is said to increase resolution

optional).
Outputs: Coaxial, AES/EBU, optical
(ST), and I'S.

by more than two bits. Program instructions for the DSP are contained in a socketed EPROM (erasable programmable

Power Supply: ±8 V and ±18 V,

read-only memory). This allows for possible user updates of the DSP program in the
future by installing a new EPROM chip.
How does this process work? How can

Inputs: Coaxial, AES/EBU, and

from external supply.
Dimensions: 81/2 in. W x 2 in. H x 6
in. D (21.6 cm x 5.1 cm x 15.2 cm).

Weight: 2 lbs. (0.9 kg), including
power supply.
Price: $1,295; with ST input, $1,445.

Company Address: 31133 Via
Colinas, Suite 111, Westlake
Village, Cal. 91362.
For literature, circle No. 92

you really get more meaningful bits out
than coming in? Audio Alchemy claims
that an analysis of a long sequence of time
samples can be used by the interpolator to
correctly predict the resolution removed at
the CD recording stage, i.e., the information lost by limiting the CD process to 16

bits. The catch is that this only works at
low to medium frequencies. However, the
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(At present, this jack can be used to
feed the DDE V3.0 and XDP D/A convert-

ers; connected this way, the DTIPRO
would function as a superior digital frontend to the converter.) The d.c. power input
is via a six -pin female DIN connector that
accepts the matching male connector on
the Power Station 4's interconnect cable.
The front panel has 10 LED indicators,
arranged in four vertical groups, plus two
momentary -contact pushbutton switches.
At the left side of the panel, red, yellow,
and green LEDs next to the input selector

indicate which input has been chosen.
Next are three red "Power" LEDs for the
unit's "Receive," "Transmit," and "DSP"
sections. Toward the right are two LEDs,
one green and one red, to indicate when
the "Primary" and "Secondary" PLLs are
locked. Finally, one red LED and one green

LED, next to the "Phase" button at the
right, show the relative signal polarity of
digital audio in the outgoing data stream.
If the "Phase" button is held in, pressing

the "Input" button sets the output word
length and dither (to 16 bits without added
dither or to 18 or 20 bits with appropriate
dither added).

k1

(01,S) vs

01,

- 70

steps, with the Audio Precision's
word length set to 16 bits and the

- 80

DTIPRO set to a 16 -bit output

I.

length on the DTIPRO had only a

receiver, I raised the external modulation
level until the time variation at the end of
the word -clock period was 100 nS, peak to
peak. This was done by using my oscilloscope's delayed sweep to magnify the end
of one period of the word clock, up to 100
nS per division. I then set my Soundtech
distortion meter to show the external mod-

small effect on the way the fre-

ulation level as 100%. When I dialled in ar-

quency response looked between 8

bitrary amounts of jitter at levels below

and 20 kHz (not shown). The

100 nS, the meter indications corresponded to jitter, in nanoseconds, which I could

word length. Since the DTIPRO's

-90 dB

-90

output is digital, response was
measured using a digital -domain

- 100
-110 dB

tracking bandpass filter.

-

-110

Changing the output word

- 120
- 130
20

1k

100

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 1-Frequency
response, measured in
the digital domain, vs.
signal level.

The whole interior of the DTIPRO is
taken up by a multilayer p.c. board, fully
populated with components. All of the
input/output connectors and front -panel
LEDs and switches are mounted to this p.c.
board, on which the Crystal CS8412 receiv-

er and CS8402 transmitter ICs are also
plainly visible. Eleven voltage regulators are

employed to effectively isolate the various
functions of the circuitry. All in all, this is a
nicely made unit.
The amount of power dissipation in all
this circuitry makes for rather hot running.
It is advisable to allow for good ventilation
around and above the DTIPRO when it is
in operation.

10k

20k

curves in Fig. 1 are interesting, in
that they show a mild aberration
in the range from 8 to 20 kHz as

the level drops below -80 dBfs.
Further, the response at -120 dBfs
is not flat, but rises with frequency.
I am not sure how these deviations in response, as such, would affect the sound of
a system with the DTIPRO in operation.
You might think of these curves as a source
of data on input/output linearity as a function of frequency.
I next resurrected a crude jitter generator that I had used in past investigations.
This device operates by frequency modu-

lating the voltage -controlled oscillator

THERE WAS A

NOTICEABLE IMPRESSION
OF INCREASED SPACE

AND RESOLUTION
Measurements
There are several ways to measure a device that operates in the S/P DIF signal domain, as Audio Alchemy's DTIPRO does.
One way is to measure various properties
of the device in the digital domain. Anoth-

WITH THE DTIPRO.

done in the digital domain. Digital signals
from my Audio Precision System One's S/P
DIF output were fed into the DTIPRO via
coax cable. Coax output of the DTIPRO

went into my Audio Precision System

high, but allows good jitter modulation

One's S/P DIF digital input. Figure 1 shows

near and above its jitter cutoff frequency.
For this jitter test, I used a jitter -modula-

converter, to see the device's effect on the
recovered analog audio output. I used both
of these methods during my bench tests.
I first looked at a fundamental property
of any audio component, its frequency re-

sponse, as a function of level. This was

a series of responses, at input levels from
-80 to -120 dB full-scale (dBfs) in 10 -dB

then read directly.
Figure 2 shows the effect of this generat-

ed jitter on the recovered analog output
from an inexpensive D/A converter. The
test used a full-scale, 1 -kHz digital signal
fed into the jitter modulator's S/P DIF input and a peak -to -peak equivalent period

deviation of 5 nS at 10 kHz in the jitter
modulator's word -clock output.
Figure 2A shows a spectral output of the

harmonic distortion residue from the test
D/A converter with the test signal's jitter
modulation set to zero. Not world -class,
perhaps, but not bad. The principal second
harmonic is at 0.0019%, and other harmonics are at or below 0.001%. Figure 2B
shows the result when jitter was increased
to 5 nS. The predominant effect is that 9-,
10-, and 11 -kHz frequencies now appear
that don't show with the jitter modulation
set to zero. Now for the good part. With
the DTIPRO interposed between the jitter
modulator's S/P DIF output and the test

D/A's S/P DIF input, glory begorrah!
(VCO) in a PLL circuit operating in conjunction with a Philips SAA7274A input
receiver. The I2S outputs of this receiver
are fed into a Crystal CS8402 transmitter
chip to be converted to an outgoing S/P
DIF signal. This arrangement permitted
me to pass an S/P DIF signal (either from
my Audio Precision digital generator's output or from a CD transport) through my
jitter modulator to add jitter to the signal
before feeding it to a D/A converter under
test. The PLL in my jitter modulator fights
the external modulation at low to medium
frequencies, where the PLL loop gain is

er is to feed the digital output to a D/A

word -clock output of the SAA7274A input

tion frequency of 10 kHz. Looking at the
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These artifacts are essentially eliminated, as
you can see in Fig. 2C.
I also used the jitter test signal to look at
several other D/A converters, including an

original PS Audio Digital Link, a Crystal
Semiconductor CDB4328 development
board, an Audio Alchemy DDE V1.1, and a
Sonic Frontiers SFD-2. All these converters

showed less effect from the injected jitter
than the converter used in Fig. 2B; with
some of the converters, I could increase the
jitter modulation to 50 nS, peak to peak,
and the DTIPRO would still eliminate the
jitter sidebands.

Admittedly, 5 nS may be a lot of jitter,
but for now, I think this sequence of tests
nicely illustrates the effect of jitter reduc-

tion from a device like the DTIPRO. It
would certainly be nice to check out all this

Sunfire

Imagine.
A muscular 600 watt amp with the soul of a 9 watt trio
Voltage output:

Current output:

O
O
Presenting the new Sunfire stereo amp by Bob Carver.
It's not a 9 watt triode of course, and we wouldn't want
it to be, but it does share a very important characteristic
with one. It incorporates the current -source (high output
impedance) properties of a triode. This enables you, when
you choose the current -source output connections for
your system, to have a sumptuous high end, together with a
midrange that positively glows.

At the same time, the new Sunfire amp, with its uncanny
tracking downconverter, has the ability to raise goose bumps
with its awesome power. Using 12 herculean International
Rectifier Hexfets, it can drive any load to any rationally
usable current or voltage level.

A choice of outputs.
You can connect most speakers to the voltage -source output,
with its near zero impedance, to experience the powerful
dynamics and tight bass you've always wanted more of.

Or let's say you own electrostatic, planar magnetic or ribbon
speakers, then connecting the higher impedance current -source

output can coax forth a sensuous, delicately detailed musical
voice associated with low powered classic tube amplifiers.

Or if you're able to bi-wire, you may just arrive at the best
possible interface: voltage output to woofer for incredible

bass whack, current output to midrange and treble for the
subtle cues of reality. Your options even include gold RCA
standard or XLR balanced inputs.

Each choice will reveal the delicate musical soul that complements this amp's astonishing muscle and control. And
each will lead to a multilayered soundstage so deep and
wide and three-dimensional it'll take your breath away.

Performance that's difficult
to believe.
The basis for all this is designer Bob Carver's versatility. He's
worked successfully with both tube and solid state designs, as
the path towards musical truth dictates.

For the new Sunfire, he insisted on an enormous 138 ampere
peak -to -peak output current capability with 600 watts rms
per channel continuously into 4 ohms* and 2400 watts rms
into one ohm on a time -limited basis. Courtesy of 24 massive
Motorola triple -diffused output devices, each capable of
20 amperes without taxing current reserves.

Imagine all that in a single amp. Or better yet, visit a
Sunfire dealer. That's where you'll hear for yourself how
it all comes together.

*F.T.C.: 300 watts continuous per channel, both channels driven into 8 ohms from 20 Hz to 20 kHz with no more than 0.5% THD

Price: $2,175.
Dealer inquires invited. (206) 335-4748 Ask for Bob Carver.

Sunfire Corporation
from the mind & soul of Bob Carver

For more information on the Sunfire, and especially the uncanny tracking
downconverter, use the reader service card or write to:
Sunfire Corporation,P0 Box 1589, Snohomish, WA 98290
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To see if noise levels were
somehow improved by going

Mat

- 80
03

through the DTI -PRO, I looked at
the spectrum of recovered signals,

-90

1

Z -100
B

using the Sonic Frontiers SFD-2
D/A converter. A 1 -kHz, 16 -bit
signal from my Audio Precision

-110

The a.c. line current drawn by the Audio

Alchemy DTI -PRO was about 200 mA.
While I was operating the unit with its cov-

er removed, I discovered that most of the
heat was coming from several of the larger
(TO -220) voltage regulators. One of these
regulators didn't have a heat -sink and, in

-120

was fed to the SFD-2 directly, and

my opinion, was too hot. The DSP chip got

-130

through the DTIPRO. I used
coax cable for the direct feed;

fairly hot in operation, too, although not

0
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12k

16k
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A
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From the measurements discussed

I used an ST cable from the

above, it appears that the DTI -PRO does
remove jitter from the data stream. However, I wasn't really able to demonstrate its

DTI -PRO's output to the ST input of the SFD-2. Figure 3 shows

(As)

- 80

excessively so.

when the DTI -PRO was in line,

the amplitude spectra of the SFD-

- 90

2's balanced outputs for a -100
dBfs, 1 -kHz signal fed straight

- 100

-110

4k

8k

12k

16k

20k

FREQUENCY - Hz

B
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(dBr) va

into the SFD-2 coaxial input and
through the DTI -PRO. The shape
of the noise spectrum was slightly
different for the different output
word lengths. The curves shown
are for 18- and 20 -bit words; the

THE DTIPRO MADE
MY OLD TRANSPORT
SOUND BETTER THAN
IT HAD A RIGHT TO.

curve for 16 -bit output words
(not shown) was similar to that

(11s)

-80

for 20 bits. However, the relative
levels of noise (measured from 10
Hz to 22 kHz by notching out the

- 100

fundamental with my test sys-

-110

tem's THD function) didn't show
any appreciable difference with

resolution -enhancement properties to my
satisfaction. To be thoroughly convinced
that the resolution was enhanced, I would
have to observe a less noisy low-level output signal in a measurement setup with the
DTIPRO connected ahead of a monitor-

the DTI -PRO in or out.

ing D/A converter.

- 90

- 120

I next wanted to see if the

ha

- 130
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16k
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C

Fig. 2-THD spectra for
1 -kHz signals at -90 dBfs
with jitter modulation at
zero (A), with 10 -kHz jitter

modulation at 5 nS, peak
to peak (B), and with 5-nS,
10 -kHz jitter and DTIPRO

between jitter modulator
and test D/A converter (C).

as a function of jitter -modulation frequency and check the effects of different jitter

amplitudes as well. I hope to acquire the
instrumentation to do these things and,
additionally, to measure the amount of jit-

ter directly in S/P DIF signals-and at
D/A converters' word -clock outputs-in
the near future.

20k

DTI -PRO's output word lengths

Use and Listening Tests

did indeed correspond to its

Digital equipment used during the review period included Counterpoint DA -

front -panel control settings. For
calibration purposes, I set up an
arrangement whereby my Audio
Precision's S/P DIF digital output
was coupled to the input of the
Crystal CDB4328 development
board. I then monitored the data
output of the onboard CS8412 input interface receiver to check for
data word length. When I varied

11A and PS Audio Lambda CD transports
feeding a Sonic Frontiers SFD-2, a Para sound DAC 1000, and other (experimental) D/A converters. Preamplifiers used included a unit from Quicksilver Audio and
a Forssell balanced, tube line driver. When

a D/A converter was fed directly into a
power amplifier with input level controls, I
used no preamp at all. Power amplifiers on

the word length coming out of the

hand were a Crown Macro Reference,

Audio Precision, it was easy to

Quicksilver M -135s, and a pair of Quicksil-

count bits and see perfect correla-

ver experimental 50 -watt triode units.

tion with the data word length. I then put
the DTIPRO between the signal source
and the CDB4328, set the Audio Precision's word length to 16 bits, and set the
DTIPRO's word length to 16, 18, and 20
bits. It was not quite as easy to count bits,
but the data word lengths seemed to agree
with the DTIPRO's settings.

Loudspeakers used were B & W 801 Matrix
Series 3s, augmented from 20 to 50 Hz by a
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pair of subwoofer systems, each using a
JBL 1400Nd driver in a 5 -cubic -foot ported enclosure.
I can remember listening to the original
DTI in my system about a year ago. At the
time, I remember thinking that it made the

And now,

for something
completely different
Introducing Linaeum®-design
mini speaker systems from
Optimus®. What makes them so
very different, in large part, is the

crystal-clear sound image. Think of
how a guitar or violin string vibrates
and you start to get the idea of how it

works. Wide -Angle Sound? Yes ...

the mid -range dropoff often found
in other 2 -way systems. Ported
enclosures and extra -long -throw
woofers produce surprisingly solid,

revolutionary Linaeum "True Line Source Driver""" tweeter. Unlike

180 degrees of horizontal dispersion in
the two monopole models and a full

deep bass. Affordable?

conventional cone or dome drivers,
this ferrofluid-cooled tweeter
employs a highly flexible, rectangular polyester diaphragm which
radiates a dramatic wide-open,

360 degrees in the top -of -the -line
dipole version. Highs to 25 kHz, without distortion. Exceptionally smooth

to $149.99 each. You simply

crossover between tweeter and woofer
provides seamless response, without

PT/A// LIS

Very affordable. From $99.99
can't find a better speaker system
for the money, anywhere. It's a
whole new way of listening ...
hear it for yourself today.

sm
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by LINAEUM®
Optimus PRO LX5 with 2 x 4" dipole tweeter
for 360° sound dispersion, and 5" polypropylene woofer. 10V2 high.

Optimus PRO LX4
with 3 x 31/2" monopole twe
for 180° sound dispersion,
and 4" woofer. 57." high.

Linaeum True Line -Source

Driver' dipole tweeter.
It's a whole new
way of listening,

Optimus PRO X77 ith 3 x 31/2" monopole
weeter for 180° sound dispersion,
and 5" woofer. 87." high.

Exclusively at
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What does this mean? You' I hear things you never heard before. Upgrade to Ultroclis: IITM.
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used a lot for S/P DIF interconnection) from the coax out of the
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DA -11A to the coax in of the SFD2. Oh! The imaging became flatter,
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ST cable between the DTIPRO
and the ST input of the SFD-2.
Ahh! The sound became more like

Fig. 3-Spectral response
of 1 kHz, -100 dBfs signal

the reference but not quite as
good. This suggests that the

without DTI -PRO and with

AES/EBU cable and connection

DTIPRO set for 18- and
20 -bit output.

are better than this coax cable and
that the DTIPRO is doing some-

thing to improve or isolate the
coax cable's sonic effects.

sound a little bit more palatable and
smooth-possibly more realistic in that
sense. However, after listening with it in
and out quite a bit, I finally decided that it
took a little too much definition away, and
opted not to use it.
In the case of the DTI -PRO, I first tried

it out using the Counterpoint DA -11A
transport in combination with the Sonic
Frontiers SFD-2 D/A converter. In this set-

up, I fed the DTIPRO with an AES/EBU
balanced cable from the transport and fed
the SFD-2 with an ST glass -fiber cable
from the ST output of either the DTI -PRO

I decided to try a few other combinations of CD transport and lesser grade D/A
converters, with and without the DTI -PRO
between the transport and D/A converter.
I first tried my old Magnavox 560 CD play-

er, which I formerly used as a transport.
Comparing what I heard with the above mentioned coax cable from the 560 directly to the SFD-2 and with the DTI -PRO

connected between that cable and the
SFD-2, I felt that the sound with the
DTI -PRO connected was better than it
had a right to be with that particular transport. Without the DTIPRO, well, the 560

goes back to the lab for use in testing,

THE SOUND BECAME MORE
EXCITING, DETAILED, AND

DIMENSIONAL WITH
THE DTIPRO IN LINE.

or the transport. This, in effect, put the
DTI -PRO in or out of the circuit. I used
various combinations of my favorite pre amps and power amps in these listening
sessions. There was a noticeable impression
of increased space and resolution with the

DTI -PRO in circuit. I could hear the
boundaries of the recorded space more
clearly, and the overall impression of instruments playing in space was improved.
The musical rhythm and pace seemed to be
more involving also.
With this as reference -grade reproduction, I connected a coaxial cable (that I've

Home Theater!

the DTI -PRO and again used the

DT I PRO,

- 150
0

FREE Video GWd

more irritating. I then plugged
this cable into the coax input of

-130

1 DTI PRO,
20 -BIT OUT

SURROUNDDifferen SOUND

You Won't Believe
the Difference

and the texture or tonality became

WITHOUT

DTI PRO
j. -

CRU CHFIELD

where it belongs.
Finally, I tried an Audio Alchemy DDE
V1.0 D/A converter with the Counterpoint
DA -11A transport. Again, I used the same
piece of coax cable from the transport out-

put into the D/A input or into the input of
the DTI -PRO. When the DTI -PRO was in
the line, I used another short piece of coax,
which I have used in the past with good re-

sults, to connect the output of the

FREE
Stereo
Catalog
Convenient shopping - over 100
full -color pages covering hundreds
of the latest stereos for your home
and car, plus video and telephones

II Quality you can count on - Sony,
Kenwood, Pioneer, JVC, Carver,
Polk, Advent, Infinity, Bose, NHT,
Panasonic, Mitsubishi, and more

The information you need including product descriptions,
consumer tips, specifications, and
our exclusive comparison charts

There's no other catalog like it!
Get yours on its way to you today

DTIPRO into the DDE V1.0 D/A. Without
the DTI -PRO, the sound was a bit unexcit-

Call Now!

ing (but palatable) and less dimensional,
with less detail and, paradoxically, with a

1-800-955-9009

bit of irritation. With the DTI -PRO in line,
the sound simply got better in all of these
regards.

In conclusion, Audio Alchemy's
DTI -PRO seems to do its thing with considerable effectiveness. I would heartily
recommend that you go get a demonstration and judge this device for yourself.
Bascom H. King
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able for license, and Bag End has obtained

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

a license to use it in subwoofer systems.
The patent is owned jointly by Ronald J.

BAG END D1OE ELF
SUBWOOFER AND

ELF -M INTEGRATOR

Wickersham, president of Alembic, famous

for its bass guitars, and Edward M. Long,
owner of E. M. Long Associates and a Se-

nior Editor of Audio. Long was not involved in the specific design of the Bag End

D10E or in the decision to review it; that
decision was mine.-E.P.)
The D1OE, a sealed box housing two 10 -

inch woofers, is the smallest of Bag End's
ELF series of subwoofers. The "Studio" fin-

ish on my review sample (D1OE-S) is a
matte black laminate on the subwoofer's
ends and bottom, with walnut veneer on
its top surface. The front is covered with a
perforated metal grille. It is attractive, but
perhaps not sufficiently housebroken for
every living room. Connection is via dou-

ble -banana binding posts on a recessed
panel on the back.
The ELF -M Integrator is the associated
signal processor that is patched in ahead of
the amplifiers. It feeds them high-pass sig-

nals and derives a mono sum feed for the
subwoofer amplifier. Any decent power
amplifier rated at 100 watts or more into 4
ohms should work fine. The ELF -M has a
sturdy little rack -mount chassis with a remote wall -plug power supply. For stacked
component systems, the ELF -M is too shal-

low to fit in, except on top. Front -panel
screwdriver -adjust controls are subwoofer

"ELF Gain" and "Concealment Threshold," an overexcursion protection circuit.
LED indicators show power on and activation of Concealment. Rear -panel connectors are professional XLR types.

The manual goes into some detail regarding the philosophy of the ELF system.
It seems to be based on achieving flat and

extended frequency response, low phase
shift, and freedom from resonance. That
ag End is the home of Bilbo Bag -

gins in J. R. Tolkien's book The
Hobbit. I do not know what this
has to do with speakers except
that, as a company name, Bag End
evokes a psychedelic -era, offbeat
image. This may be appropriate for several
reasons. First, all Bag End loudspeakers are
designed primarily for professional applications. Also, Ron Wickersham, who co developed the technology embodied in Bag

End subwoofers, designed a legendary

sound system for The Grateful Dead in the
'70s. Last, the designs of the Extended Low

Frequency (ELF) loudspeaker and
crossover are indeed somewhat unorthodox. In the case of the small D1OE sub woofer reviewed here, this approach results
in response claimed to be flat down to 1.8
Hz. (Editor's Note: The main difference be-

tween Bag End's and most other compa-

nies' subwoofer systems is the use of
patented ELF, or Extended Low Frequency
response, technology. The patent is avail-
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these lofty goals lead to the optimal design
for music reproduction is pretty much taken for granted. I don't wish to argue with

this, but things can stray pretty far from
theory in the real world. Essentially, the
D1OE's woofers are operated below their
resonance of 70 Hz in their sealed box.
This produces an expected 12-dB/octave
roll -off below this frequency, which Bag
End calls "dual differentiation." The ELF
technology supplies a dual integration to
the input signal, effectively cancelling the

Yours now for just $49.95!
It's true! The new XLO/PRO Type 150 interconnect, at just $49.95 for a one meter pair,
really CAN ADD $1000 OR MORE worth of better highs, cleaner bass, higher resolution,

tighter focus, and broader, deeper, vaster soundstage to virtually ANY system.
Try it yourself. Put XLO/PRO 150 up against ANYTHING AT ALL-f7om "peanut butter and

jelly," up to "the high-priced spread." The only cables you'll find that are any better are
XL0's own higher priced models.
XL0 really /S "The Best in the World!"

Visit your authorized
XLO/PRO dealer today!

29 cents FREE!
Mail in this completed coupon, and we'll send you
our latest XLO/PRO literature and a GENUINE U.S.
GOVERNMENT 29 CENT STAMP!

MO/PRO
9480 Utica Street, Suite 612
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Phone (909) 466-0382
FAX (909) 466-3662

Name

Address

Telephone
Only one coupon may be redeerned per customer. Offer is not valid outside the continental
United States, and expires December 31, 1995

low -frequency roll -off and continuing up
to replace a low-pass filter above 70 Hz. A
high-pass filter at 18 Hz keeps the low -frequency boost from continuing downward.
Certainly, this arrangement of filters is
unique, but the result is a system frequency
response similar to that of other electronically assisted systems. Examples are Allison

speakers with the Electronic Subwoofer
processor, KEF speakers with their KUBE

processor, M & K powered subwoofers,

and Velodyne servo subwoofers. This is a

highly pedigreed pack, with which any
manufacturer should be delighted to run.

An ELF system has no acoustic resonance near its cutoff frequency, which is 18

Hz for the D10E. This can be a benefit to
transient response, but it places great demands on the inherent linearity of voice coil and magnet of the woofer to avoid dis-

frequencies is the duty of the Concealment
circuit. With Concealment, a 160 -watt am-

plifier is safe and will extract all of the
clean acoustic output available from the
D10E subwoofer.
Figure 2 shows how much clean acoustic
output is available. The top curve is the ef-

fect of the Concealment limiter, as I set it.

tortion. As with all conventional subwoofer
systems, the ELF ends up being a compro-

mise between small size, low -frequency

SPECS
SUBWOOFER
System Type: Sealed box.
System Resonance: 70 Hz.
Drivers: Two 10 -in. woofers.

Frequency Response: 18 to 100 Hz,
±3 dB.

Sensitivity at 1 Meter for 2.83 V In,
Measured in Half -Space: At 80 Hz,
96 dB SPL; at 40 Hz, 86 dB SPL; at
20 Hz, 74 dB SPL.

Nominal Impedance: 4 ohms.
Dimensions: 13 in. H x 22 in. W x 13
in. D (33 cm x 55.9 cm x 33 cm).
Weight: 49 lbs. (22.3 kg).

Prices: $629 each with walnut top
and black sides, $638 each with
black paint finish, or $828 each
with oak finish.

INTEGRATOR
Crossover: High-pass section, -3 dB

at 130 Hz and -6 dB at 97 Hz
(internally adjustable); ELF section,

dual -integration rise at 12 dB per
octave.

Input/Output

Configuration:
Balanced or unbalanced input,
unbalanced output; XLR connectors.

Gain: High-pass, 0.0 dB; low-pass,
variable from +10 to -10 dB.
Dimensions: 19 in. W x 13/4 in. H x

51/2 in. D (48.3 cm x 4.4 cm x 14
cm).
Weight: 6 lbs. (2.7 kg).
Price: $898.

Company Address: P.O. Box 488,
Barrington, Ill. 60011.
For literature, circle No. 90

MI=

cutoff point, efficiency, and maximum
acoustic output.
Measurements
Certain assumptions were needed to test

the D10E. The first was that it would be
used with normal power amplifiers, which
have about 26 dB of gain. This works out

to about 2.0 V input for full power. The
gain of the satellite -feed portion of the

BAG END'S
UNORTHODOX APPROACH
YIELDS A SUBWOOFER

RATED DOWN TO 18 Hz.

ELF -M Integrator is unity, so we can figure

2.0 V as an input and output maximum.
For the woofer -feed portion, gain varies
with frequency. I used the front -panel
"ELF Gain" adjustment to make this section unity gain at 50 Hz. This is very close
to its "0" setting.
Anechoic frequency response of the ELF
system (Fig. 1) meets the claimed extended

low frequency, although not quite Bag
End's claimed 18 Hz for the D10E. The

This circuit limits the low -frequency signal

to the power amplifier, which limits the
drive to the speaker. I set the limiter to al-

low almost 20% harmonic distortion
around 20 Hz. This results in a maximum
output of 92 dB SPL at 1 meter at 20 Hz.
At 31 Hz, 98 dB SPL is available. The other

curves show the SPL when the woofer is
driven to just 3% or 10% harmonic distortion; I consider 3% to be very low distor-

fall -off above 100 Hz is almost exactly the
slope predicted from dual integration. The

tion for a woofer and 10% to be acceptable

intended crossover point is 97 Hz, where
the response is supposed to be -6 dB from
both the subwoofer and the satellites. In a
perfect world, meaning no room reflections, these speakers add, in phase, to produce a seamless splice. Of course, that is
not the case in our real -world listening

"Concealment Threshold" control allows a
maximum of 10% distortion at 40 Hz and

rooms. A crossover control to "finesse" the
overlap by ear would be welcome.
Figure 1 seems to show a sensitivity of
about 87 dB for 1 watt at 1 meter, but this
is only true at 50 Hz, where 2.0 V is applied
to the speaker. Near 25 Hz, the ELF -M Integrator applies 8.0 V, or 16 times the power into a 4 -ohm load. At 100 Hz, 0.5 V is
applied, for one -sixteenth the power. A sixteenfold increase in power consumption at
25 Hz would seem to dictate a gonzo amplifier; however, this is not necessary because the woofer will only handle so much.

Preventing excessive power input at low
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1995
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on peaks. Note that my setting of the

3% at 63 Hz. Concealment could be adjusted to allow no more than, say, 3% distortion at any frequency, but this would re-

duce the maximum output at low
frequencies considerably.

Use and Listening Tests

The ELF -M Integrator's professional
XLR-type connectors are likely to present
the greatest difficulty to the hi-fi enthusiast. These high -quality connectors must be
adapted to the lowly RCA connector with
which we are familiar. Bag End's instruc-

tion manual shows how to do this for
quarter -inch phone connectors, which are
electrically similar to RCAs. To do it your-

self, I suggest purchasing three female
XLRs, two male XLRs, and three RCA -to RCA interconnects. (All this will cost about

THE ICING
ON THE CAKE.

This is a handful of resistors, capacitors and a

Attention and effort like this, directed toward the

performance. It is this innovative approach of out-

rotary selector switch shown along with circuit

smallest details, is a philosophy Sonic Frontiers

standins parts and industry leading circuit design that

schematics and circuit board layouts created by

applies to all facets of design and production.

has brought Sonic Frontiers to the forefront of music

Sonic Frontiers. These parts represent just a small

Whether it is choosing a sonically critical resistor

reproduction equipment. It is extraordinary sonic per-

sample of the high quality components that Sonic

or a custom wound, wide bandwidth output trans-

formance and value that have kept us there.

Frontiers has chosen to execute their innovative cir-

former, our design team makes their decision

cuits. Every part in every Sonic Frontiers product

based on the strictest criteria. This level of parts

it too? Call, write or fax for information on Sonic

excels in quality - premium grade components from

quality and innovative circuit design combines with

Frontier!! complete line of preamplifiers, power

industry leaders such as MIT, Vishay, Caddock,

superior build quality to offer today's discriminat-

amplifiers and digital products.

Electroswitch, Wima, Solen and Kimber. Each part

ing audiophile consumer a rare level of quality,

is selected through rigorous testing to fulfill exacting

performance and value.

objective, as well as subjective parameters; anything

less than this would sacrifice sound and quality.

Who says you can't have your cake and eat

Like icing on a cake, these exceptional parts make

exceptional circuit designs better; optimizing their

ra: SONIC FRONTIERS
EMINCOR P OR A TED
BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIER
For a dealer near you or more information, contact Sonic Frontiers, Inc. at 2790 Brighton Rood, Oakville, Ontario, Canada L6H 514

Enter No 32 on Reader Service Card
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the Integrator's high-pass), your

are simply not audible on ordinary loud-

85

receiver must have connectors for
preamp out and power amp in.
For my listening tests, I started

speakers. With the D1OE subwoofer, I became aware of these pure tones rather than
hearing them. This is musically as it should
be; any emphasis or distortion that would
call attention to the tones or their harmonics would be a distraction.

with the D1OE cabinet placed mid-

80

way between a pair of Celestion
SL -700 satellite speakers. I used
one channel of a modified Hafler
DH -220 amp, which is good for

a.

75

70

over 200 watts into the sub woofer's 4 -ohm load. The sealed box Celestions respond flat down
to 60 Hz, with a smooth and gradual roll -off below this frequency. It
seemed wasteful to high-pass them

65
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Fig. 1-Frequency
response.

at 120 Hz with the filters in the
ELF -M Integrator, but this would

theoretically result in less phase
shift and a smoother crossover.
When I fired up the rig, I found it
necessary to turn down the ELF
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system's gain to best match the relatively inefficient Celestions. This
was good news, because I was now
less likely to activate Concealment
at very low frequencies.
At first, I was not satisfied with

Fig. 2-Output at 1 meter;

the blend of the subwoofer to the

see text.

satellites. My favorite test for this is

"You Look Good to Me" on the
Oscar Peterson Trio's We Get Requests (Verve CD 810 047 2); the
acoustic bass is played and record-

ed with an evenly full sound for
$25, according to Radio Shack's catalog.)
Cut the three RCAs in half, throw one of
the halves away, and strip and solder the
remaining five to the XLRs. Then you are
ready to go. (A dealer will probably provide
this service for a small charge.)
The ELF -M Integrator is patched in just

ahead of the power amps that feed your
satellites. A summed ELF output is intend-

ed to feed a mono subwoofer amplifier.
Since there are two 8 -ohm woofers inside
the DIOE cabinet, it would have been con-

venient if both had been brought out to
terminals on the box. This would have allowed a parallel -fed stereo power amplifier
rated at 8 ohms to feed each driver with its

I mounted a laser displacement transducer to the front of the D1OE's cabinet to
measure woofer displacement while I was
listening. Cone motion was monitored on
a calibrated oscilloscope. Playing low bass
at high level turned the Integrator's Con-

cealment indicator on. This always occurred with a peak displacement close to
±4 mm, which is not considered to be a lot
of linear travel for a subwoofer. The indica-

tor did not turn on during the "Organ"
Symphony or other classical music.

With rock and "sonic spectacular" music, the D1OE maintained its composure
but failed to deliver all of the punch expected at high levels. Let us remember that
we are dealing with two 10 -inch sealed -box

woofers in a very compact system that has

distortion -prevention circuitry. "The
Places You Find Love" from Back on the
Block, produced by Quincy Jones (Warner
Bros. CD 9 26020-2), was reproduced at
moderate levels with awesome deep bass.
But played at rock SPL, the bass became a
victim of the Concealment circuit. A turn
of a screwdriver fixed that. With the setting
of "Concealment Threshold" raised, the

each note up and down the scale. I
heard a variation in this fullness, causing
some notes to be scratchy and others to be

cone excursion increased to as much as
±10 mm and was accompanied by some

boomy. After some experimentation, I

more like an ordinary subwoofer.
On bass -extravaganza discs and movie
soundtracks, the DIOE doesn't cut it unless
you like your explosions on the quiet side.

ended up with a good blend by placing the
D1OE 2 feet back-against the wall, behind

the Celestions and off center. Also, I reversed the polarity of the woofer speaker
cable. These and other techniques, when
they are feasible, should always be tried
when interfacing a subwoofer to a room
and to satellites. A critical ear is required;
neither a "technically correct" system nor
test instruments are the answer.
On symphonic music, the Bag End sub woofer simply became an extension of the

Celestions' natural presentation down to

own channel. I advise turning the gain of

the lowest audible tones. An example is the

most power amplifiers to maximum to give
the ELF -M Integrator enough headroom. If

organ and orchestra duet in the adagio
movement of the Saint-Saens "Organ"

you use a receiver to power your satellite
speakers (and wish to drive them through

Symphony (Telarc CD -80051). The lowest
organ notes accompanying the lush strings
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audible distress. Now the DI OE sounded

With Concealment engaged, this sub woofer never makes a rude noise; it just
doesn't get loud enough. An example is the

entrance of T -Rex on the Jurassic Park
LaserDisc. I could hear the approaching
footfalls, but I was not scared and shaken.

In summary, borrowing the ELF tech-

nology from professional systems and
adapting it to home subwoofer use works
like a charm. You get clean, deep bass. If
you need more bass than a single D1OE can
deliver, buy more of them or look into oth-

er Bag End models, which go up to a pair
of 18-inchers. That should be a match for
T -Rex.

David L. Clark

New Sheffield Test Tool Allows
s Listeners to Evaluate Their
4itical Listening Ability!
THE AIDIOPHILE REFERENCI SERIES

80 technical tracks,
including 12 distortion
masking tracks engineered to evaluate the
low distortion capabilities of a sound system,
and to evaluate the listener's ability to hear
distortion.
"Once you experience

The Sheffield / A2TB Test Disc
ritical evaluation of audio components, listening
nments, and your critical listening ability
5'11 JJ
CD 10045-2-T

Available from fine record store
and specialty audio dealers,
or order from Acoustic Sounds:
(800) 525-1630

IZA

(913) 825-8609
SHOP

For catalog, call Sheffield Direct:
(919) 829-1154 Fax: (919) 829-0047
In Canada, call May Audio: (514) 651-5707

10.\\ALMR1- r Mad Order
/t - 800 -648-4844

these critical tests for
yourself, you will never
want to evaluate a sysem without `My Disc!"'
Richard Clark, A2TB

Plus, six complete music
tracks for evaluation
purposes!

Setting the Standard for 25 years: The award -winning "Natural Sound"of Sheffield Lab Recordings

LIVE STUDIO
RECORDINGS

is recognized abound the work] as the reference standard for audiophile excellence. Custom
electrorail-s rhrowghout the entire retarding chain, phis our legendary "live to two -track" engineering,

combine to deliver all the musical excitement creatd by world -class musicians in live sessions.

Enter tfo. 31 on Reader Service Card

Standard board, which handle both
MM and MC cartridges and sell for
$500 less than the MC -only Refer-

AURICLE

KRELL
REFERENCE KPE
MC PHONO STAGE

ence versions.

The KPE provides both phono
gain and equalization for low -output moving -coil cartridges, and can
be used with any line -stage preamp
or replace an older Krell preamp's
phono stage. The stand-alone unit's
only apparent feature is a pilot light.
The Reference KPE can, however, be

adjusted internally to suit virtually
any low -output moving -coil cartridge. Switches allow you to select
gain of 58, 64, 70, or 76 dB, and car-

tridge loadings of 10, 25, 47, 100,
249, 475, 825, or 1,000 ohms. Frequency response is specified at ±0.1
dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Crosstalk

and signal-to-noise ratio are specified at less than 80 dB (A -weighted),

and THD at less than 0.1% from 20
Hz to 20 kHz.

The Reference KPE uses a four layer printed -circuit board. As much
gain as possible is placed early in the

circuit, amounting to 59 dB, while
only 17 dB of gain is in the output
portion. Krell claims that each chan-

nel in the high -gain portion of the
circuit uses three of the lowest noise

bipolar transistors available, in
parallel configuration,

ne of the ironies of high -end
audio is that the sound
quality of analog phono

0

equipment continues to improve just as fast as that of
digital equipment. While

this may be an anachronism to
some, it is the twilight of the gods
for others. Having good phono reproduction not only means access to
decades of great analog recordings

but also access to the superb new
discs being pressed by an increasing

number of small firms including
Chesky,
Mobile
Sheffield Lab.

Fidelity,

and

Company Address: 45 Connair

Rd., Orange, Conn. 06477.
For literature, circle No. 95

The

Krell

KPE

moving -coil

phono preamp is an outstanding example of the new equipment brightening this twilight of the gods. The

for moving -coil
cartridges; it retails for $1,350

a

reduce

noise by a further 3 dB. According
to Krell, these transistors are optimally biased for low -impedance
moving -coil cartridges. This early

section also has Mumetal shielding,

Reference KPE is

a fairly compact
phono preamp

to

which

will
reduce 60 -Hz

THE KRELL KPE IS

ONE OF THE QUIETEST

PHONO PREAMPS

hum by another 20 dB,
according to
Krell.
The
output from
this section
is also fully

as a stand-alone
I'VE HEARD TO DATE.
unit designed to
be powered by a
Krell preamp or
buffered
for $1,850 with one of the heftiest from the equalization/output stage
separate power supplies I have seen of the phono system. The RIAA
for a separate phono stage. The equalization uses a passive network
same circuitry is available for $850 for the high -frequency corner and an
as a p.c. board to be inserted into active circuit for the low -frequency
the Krell KRC and KSL-2 preamps.
There are also a Standard KPE and a
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corner. The Reference KPE's RIAA accuracy is specified at ±0.05 dB.

KS/EQUALIZERS/HEADPHONES AMPLIFIERS/COMPACT DISC PLAYERS/TUNERS/RAC
EMS/BLANK AUDIO TAPES/AUDIO ACCESSORIESNIDEO RECORDERS/COLOR TELE

kakintilV81
MONITORS/COMPUTE

"

-"

_ 11

a_

RS/CAR STEREOS/RAD
Cassette Decks

Receivers

JVC TDW-309
Dual Cassette Deck

Technics SA-GX170
Audio/Video Receiver

100 watts per channel *Special class H
circuit provides greater headroom AM/FM
tuner with 30 presets *Wireless remote

P`'`r" $1 79"
Pri ce

High End Audio
PFICYTODAT.

Our $
II -EC SAGX170)

Sherwood RX-1010
35 watts/channel. 30 station presets

JVC RX-315
.105 watts/channel. remote..

Teac V-600

$1 9995

Technics RS-TR232

Proton AP -2000

act

oic

-

539999

---

Teac W-750
*Dual auto -reverse. Dolby ET/CA-IX-Pro

Remote control *Active subwoofer crossover *Separate listen and record
MC ohono Input *Headphone jack

Sherwood RV -6030R
125 wattsr h

Dual Deck. 82 auto -rev. Dolby 13/C/1 -1X -Pry

Preamplifier

000 watts/ channel. surround sound. remote -4..DU -105 watts/channel, Dolby Pro Logic

514995

*Dolby B/C/I-IX -Pro. full -logic controls

A

Technics SA-GX770

(JVC TON/1091

4ivCe

$1 09"

Technics SA-GX470

ra3-

Dual auto -reverse *Deck 1, play. Deck 2, play
& record *Dolby B. C & HX-Pro *Pilch control
mic mixing Full logic silent mechanism *Music
scan for up to 99 selections

rice

$269"

.

Technics RS-TR474

S. 59"
$1 7 9"

Dual auto -reverse Dolby 8./C/11X-Pro

Teac W -6000R

( MAT

v

*Dual record/play auto -rev pitch. Dolby 8/CMX-Pc$4299$

}Y.

Compact Disc Players

Aiwa Specials

Audio Systems

Loudspeakers
New

F ant -loading rotary design allows changing
fp to 4 discs while 1 is playing *MASH 1 -bit

Direct/Reflecting Speakers
10-100 watts *4-8 oh-

525' woofer

*Wireless remote control

Floorstanding *Dark silver walnut finish

rice

$ 1/9995

(TEC SLrD8671

.2

oversamplmg. 32 -track programming

12993

Design Acoustics PS8C-0A

Technics SL-PG440
bit. 20 -track programming, remote $1 39"

Teac PD -D880
5 Disc Carousel Changer remote

.

$1 4495

.2 -way. 8' woofer, oak cabinet

Bose 301-111
Drrect/Rellecting, compact, 2 -way

pair

JBL 4312BK
Studio Monitor. 3 -way

.

.

.

Bose 701

Technics SL-PD967
.5 Disc Changer MASH I -bd. pitch control $2299$

I

pair

'Direct Selecting. iloorstandrog 8- wooer

Monitor your recordings 2 -motor du,

channel AWFM tuner with 30 p'esets 6 -CD
iinger with 20 -track programming eCaSSette
I with Dolby B/C/HX-Pro 2 -way speakers

capstan drive with feather -touch controls 4Doltr,

995

s.a
4.

pair $49995

pan 5838"

ftecord calibration 'Wireless remote control

Aiwa AD -F450

FM 3 -CD Chanter. dual cassette, remote *22995

Panasonic SC-DH30

.Cassette Deck. Dolby 8/C/HX-Pro

Dual Cassette Deck. auto -rev Dolby 801-1X-Prs$ 1 9995

Aiwa AD -S950

JVC UX-C7
,`,1 FM. 6.1 CD -player, auto -rev cassette '369"

Dolby S4B/C/Hx-Pro. 3 -head, line bias

Technics SC -S2550

Aiwa TS -W5

49"

", watts/ch. 5 -CD. dual auto -rev cassette

Yamaha CC -70W

$ 1 6995

Aiwa AD-WX727

A

System, AM/FM, Dual Cassette. CD Player -ale

..vattsich 3 -CD changer. dual cassette CALL

Sennheiser Specials

Hi-Fi VCRs

R&C Dolby HX-Pro *Fine bias adjustment

,ce$29995(AM/ ADERSM

-1200)

RCA RP8593

pai 59 995

Compact Speakers. 2 way. 5 25" woofer

3 Head Cassette Deck

sril performance spaCe-Savng system .40 watts

$89995(DNtJ

(BOS

$119"

.5 disc Changer 192x oversampling, ;wool, .MASH I

a$5 1 800/pair
Pinnacle PN5+/Oak

Magnavox CDC74517

Personal Remote Component System

*Sleek & slender design provides the sound
live performance while having a small 1001L

I 44r converter .32 -track programming

JVC XLV-114

Aiwa AD -F850

Denon 13-200

Bose 501 ' Series

Technics SL-PD867
5 Disc Compact Disc Changer

Powered Subwooter. 35 watts. shielded

Aiwa NSX-2700
.Mini System CD Player, dual cassette

539995
$1 4995

$26995

Compact Discs

Car Stereo

Special
Purchase

Pioneer DEH-P606

Mitsubishi HS -U59
Hi-Fi Stereo VHS Recorder

Sennheiser HD -435
Lightweight Stereo Headphones

4 -heads *Built-in VCR, with cable box control

Supraural design with slintline earcups 551/

*Detachable faceplate Supertuner III with 24 station

181 channel cable -ready tuner *Twin Hying erase
heads *On -screen programming Edit jack & dub
switch 4-week/8-event programming

neodymium -ferrous rare earth magnets for extended dynamic range *22-22,000 Hz response
*32 ohms *Dual plugs. for home or portable use

presets and 8 S M .30 -watts per 4 channels Electroi.c
controls 100 -disc title mere cry when used with optional

Oar

ra,.$329"
Sanyo ECD8580

Price

$42995
VR8704

$2995
Sennheiser HD -440 II
Price
v

(SF N FID4351

.4 heads 8-event/1 -month programmable $23995

Supraural, dual plugs. ideal for digital use 549"

General Electric VG4235

Sennheiser HD -340
eiGU=9$

Car Stereo Receiver/CD-Changer Controller

changer *Case hr faceplate

$2499

(MO DI 1-113805)

AM/FM/CD. 25 watts x 2. or 20 x 4. DIN*2299$

Sherwood XC-6725D

Supraural . deep bass, dual plugs 11), home/portables '7995

CD/AWFM. 25 wafts x 2, detachable face plate9249 -

Sennheiser HD -540 II

Panasonic CO-DP20

. 4 heads lononth/8-event. universal remote $279"

Open Air. dual plugs. ideal tor digital use

JVC HR -J610

Sennheiser HD -560 II

4 -heads 1-year/8-event

remote

JVC HR-VP606
4 heads, 1-month/8-event, VCR..

$299"
$349"

-u

39 95

Crrcurnaural. tuned -bass ports, dual plugs. -1 0

Sennheiser HD -580
Audiophile top -rated. circumaural

95

*27 9"

CD/AWFM, removable Face plate

JVC ED -0,450
CD/AWFM, removable Face plate. 22 watts

Clarion 5680CD

s25995

a $299"

CD/AMr FM detachable tare plate. 20 watts x 4 $32995

CALL US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD
Queens, New York 11378. Personal and business checks must clear our Authorization Center before processing. Shipping,
handling and Insurance Charge (Continental US) is 5% of the total order with a $4.95 minimum for orders up to $500, 4% for
orders over $500 to $1000; and 3% for orders over $1000, For heavyweight/over-sized items, shipment by air, or to Canada,
Hawaii, Alaska, Virgin Islands, and Puerto Rico please call for information. DO NOT SEND CASH Sorry. no C.O.D's N.Y. residents
please add sales tax. ORDERS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION AND ACCEPTANCE, NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL OR
PICTORIAL ERRORS. ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH AND 100% GUARANTEED.

=

Dr. John
In the Right Place and Gumbo
$24.99c0
MOB 619

The Allman Brothers Band
Brothers and Sisters
$24.99co

MOB 617

SE HABLA ESPANOL

SEND MONEY ORDER,CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK, MASTERCARD, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD
(include Interbank No expiration date and signature) To: J&R Music World, Dept AU0295, 59-50 Oueens Midtown Expwy, Maspeth,

Copyright 1995 J&R Music World. City of N.Y.
Dept. of Consumer Affairs License Numbers 0900310/0900615/0900616/0900617

co

Also Available

Panasonic PV -4451

4 -heads 8-event/1-yr programmable

e
notri. rldlmr

'11:1 11:11

I

ameca.

Call Ton Free To Order
24 Hours A Day
7 Days A Week

1 -800-221 -81 80

To receive our free catalog
circle #18 on Reader's Service Card

Regardless of how good a phono preamp

may be in other respects, I feel a key re-

quirement of any such unit is that it be
silent in terms of hum and hiss. There are
some audiophiles who will listen through a

the sound of music to emerge without the
usual trace of electronic haze; it provided
more information on the sonic characteristics of the hall in live recordings as well as

the ambience and subtle imaging detail

considerable amount of phono-preamp
noise for the special qualities of warmth,

that are among the joys of the best analog

soundstage, or transient detail. I simply am

The Krell KPE provided similar sonic
improvements over the phono stages in

not one of them. I find that noisy phono

recordings.

standing. This was also true of Reference
Recordings' much newer Pomp & Pipes
(RR -58), quite possibly the finest recording

of the sheer power of orchestra and organ
ever made, and the Krell KPE gave it all the
energy and life it deserves.
The KPE did an equally good job of get-

ting more air, transient life, and low-level
information from many recordings. This
came through quite clearly in outstanding

preamps mask low-level musical detail and
dynamics, color the sound by changing the

several otherwise excellent preamps from

timbre of some aspects of the music, and

open and detailed upper midrange and tre-

increase listening fatigue.
It is much easier to claim a good signalto-noise ratio or meet some technical stan-

ble, something missing in many phono
preamps that have low noise but have

(MFSL1-201), the Sheffield recording of
jazz on Pat Coil's Just Ahead (LP -34), and
the AudioQuest recording of chamber music on Trio Galanterie (AQ-LP1005). The

SUCH DYNAMICS

KPE also did an excellent job in getting the

other manufacturers. It did so with very

dard than it is to deliver a unit that is truly
silent to the ear. The Krell KPE, however, is
not only the quietest Krell phono front-end

so far-which is considerable praise-but
also one of the quietest phono preamps I
have heard to date. This superior real world signal-to-noise ratio improves the
sound of all low -output moving coils, especially the new generation of very low output moving -coil cartridges that attempt

to trade a reduction in output for lower

AND SWEETNESS
IN THE UPPER OCTAVES

GIVE MANY DISCS NEW
LIFE AND MUSICALITY.

new pressings like the blues of Mobile Fidelity's Muddy Waters: Folk Singer

best out of old Deutsche Grammophon,
EMI, Columbia, RCA, and Everest recordings. It did wonders for a variety of opera
recordings; it takes a superb unit to get the

best out of tenor and soprano voice or to
allow baritone voice its full richness without adding warmth or color. The KPE was

a real pleasure with harpsichord recordproblems with dynamics and life. At the
same time, the KPE provided the kind of
smooth and highly musical upper octave

ings, and it allows you to get the best a given cartridge and record can provide. Some

performance that I associate more with the
moving -magnet gain stages in tube pre amps than I do with transistor moving -coil
gain stages. This combination of dynamics

make his harpsichord music a bit hard and
analytic. The KPE is also the kind of unit

soundstage. The KPE is so silent, however,
that it can be used with the most demanding moving -coil cartridges I know of, in-

and sweetness in the upper octaves gave
many discs new life and musicality. For

cluding the lowest output Audio Notes,

noise, and clicks and pops-still the occasional price of analog records-less harsh

If you are seeking to upgrade the sound
of your existing phono gain stage or to add
moving -coil gain capability to any existing
line -stage preamp, I believe you will find
the KPE to be one of the best options available, one fully compatible with tube as well
as transistor line stages. It is the most musically exciting moving -coil preamp I have
yet heard. Do, however, experiment with

moving mass and better detail.
Cartridges with very low output are any-

thing but a blessing for most phono gain
stages. Any added detail is provided at the
cost of added noise or the apparent col-

lapse of musical dynamics and of the

Benzes, and Ortofons. In fact, I found that

the KPE's apparent signal-to-noise ratio
was limited more by the grounding and

shielding in the cartridge and tonearm
than it was by the circuitry in the phono
preamp itself.

What may be more important to most
users is that the KPE combines this improved signal-to-noise ratio with improved
openness, transparency, and dynamic life. I
use the Krell KRC as one of my reference
preamps, and I have always regarded it as

some reason, it also made tape hiss, surface

and fatiguing.
One of the pleasures of any unit like this
is that it gives me an excuse to review my

collection of LPs. The Krell did a superb
job of reminding me that analog is still a
very real rival to the very best of digital. I
have heard only one other moving -coil
preamplifier that has a comparable appar-

phono preamps warm Bach, while many

that can make you reach beyond Mozart
and enjoy it.

the gain settings on the KPE to find the
one that sounds best with your cartridge
and preamp. Finding the right setting can

ent signal-to-noise ratio, and none that

do wonders in terms of openness, dynamics, and soundstage. You should also try the

competes directly with the KPE in musicality. I was particularly struck by the way the

impedance loadings to find the one for

Krell KPE opened up the soundstage, dy-

your specific cartridge. The high -impedance setting may sometimes take away a bit

put. However, the KPE not only allowed
me to use very low -output cartridges with

namics, and musical details in older
recordings and in remasterings like the
Chesky recordings of The Reiner Sound
(RC11) and The Power of the Orch-

the KRC, it also opened up the sound of all
moving -coil cartridges. It did a far better
job than the KRC's phono unit of allowing

estra/Mussorgsky (RC30). The reproduction of full orchestral dynamics and bass in
The Power of the Orchestra was truly out-

having an excellent phono gain stage, although limited by its signal-to-noise ratio
to moving -coil cartridges with normal out-
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1,000 -ohm loading as well as various lower

of control, but it can also sometimes do
wonders in opening up the soundstage and
in adding a touch of dynamic life. The low impedance setting will normally be best for
strict musical accuracy.
Anthony H. Cordesman

THE WAY THESE GUYS ARE TALKING,
MAYBE WE SHOULD RAISE THE PRICE.
"For the first time in 20 years,
an affordable product that
sounds likes music."
Larry Schnelle
AP.5 owner
Manchester, MO

There was a time when DIGITAL

So call us today while the sound is

PHASE systems were available only

great and the price even greater on the

through the most exclusive audio

all new DIGITAL PHASE.

salons. Today, the same systems are
offered factory -direct, and at the greatly

'Digital Phase
ACOUSTA REED TECHNOLOGY

"The best I've heard under

reduced prices that implies.
But the way these guys are talking,

$6000."
Mark Shale,
AP -2 owner
Richmond, KY

"Blown away by them..."

maybe we should raise the prices and go
back to the old way of doing things.
Well, we don't because there's
nothing old about DIGITAL PHASE.

Speight Bird, Jr.
AP -2 owner
Athens, TN

"Greatest product since stereo
was invented."
Mark Fitzsimmons
AP -2 owner

Richmond, TX

"Awesome! Flawless! Real!"
Eric Keller
AP -4 owner
Wheeling, WV

There's the new and patented
Acousta-ReedTM technology for bass

depth and definition at a level never
before realized. There's the new onepiece dome tweeter of spun titanium for
unparalleled sweetness in the highest of
frequencies. And then there's the new
way of doing business: factory -direct .

Yet with all that's new, we have an

old-fashioned promise, one better than
at most places you shop. If you don't like

what you hear, return it in 30 days for
your money back.

For factory -direct pricing, call 1-800-554-7325
Prices per pair: AP.5 (bookshelf), $449 SM-1, $649 AP -1, 899 AP -2, $1199 AP -4, $2199. Pictured, AP -1 in oak.
VISA, MC, AMEX accepted. For more info, call toll free or write P.O. Box 22813, Chattanooga TN 37422
Enter No. 14 on Reader Service Card

The Generation V, which sells for

AURICLE

$5,595, differs significantly from

THETA DIGITAL
DS PRO
GENERATION V
D/A CONVERTER

other Theta D/A converters in a
number of ways. Advances in the
analog stages of D/A converters and
CD players have proved to be as im-

portant as advances in their digital
technology, and the Generation V is

the first Theta product to use fully
discrete, Class -A analog circuits,
with very fast rise -times and low settling times.
Theta indicates this change to dis-

crete components was not easy. IC -

based and op -amp -based designs
have inherent advantages in the analog circuits of digital audio compo-

nents. Because of smaller geometries, the best

of the

IC -based

designs are faster and tend to settle
more quickly. This is particularly
important in the current -to -voltage
converter stage following the DAC
chip. For example, the UltraAnalog
DAC, which is well known in the
industry for its resolution and performance, uses ICs for current -to voltage conversion.

The other advantage of IC -based
designs is d.c. precision. It is possi-

ble, using premium ICs, to design
circuits that use no blocking capacitors or servos to keep the output at 0

V d.c. The cost of such circuits is
that they normally have very high
open -loop gain and require a great

deal of feedback-which, in turn,

igital technology is evolving

so fast that it is difficult to
keep track of improvements
and the resulting changes in

product lines. This is particularly true at the top of
the high end, where each improvement in one manufacturer's products leads to a competitive innovation in others. Theta Digital's new

top -of -the -line D/A converter, the
DS Pro Generation V, is a good case
in point. There are some significant
changes in this

Cal. 91301.
For literature, circle No. 96

ings of discrete

unit, and I was

bit stunned
to see that it
a

claimed to
have 125 mil-

THIS IS THE FIRST

THETA PRODUCT TO USE

is

FULLY DISCRETE, CLASS -A

lion instructions

per second (or
Company Address: 5330 Derry
Ave., Suite R, Agoura Hills,

sacrifices soundstage openness, air,
apparent transient speed, upper octave detail, and sometimes midrange
warmth.
With the Generation V, Theta believes it has overcome the shortcom-

ANALOG CIRCUITS.

MIPS) of com-

puting power,
more than most computers had in
the days when NASA was still capable of putting a man on the moon.
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designs. The
circuit topology uses a current -feedback
amplifier for
the current -to -

voltage stage
and discrete 6 buffers for the
filter/output section. The new analog section uses a balanced differen-

,Y>,

tial

design throughout the whole it

PART ONE
unit, as well as a new and much better circuit board. The analog circuit is Class A, to
eliminate crossover distortion, and it uses a
current -feedback design with a very large
open -loop bandwidth and very low feed-

back. Theta claims this yields ultra -fast
slew rates and extremely low peak error
and settling time.
The Generation V has balanced as well
as single -ended outputs. As is usual with

Theta, the balanced outputs are derived

DAC chip for each phase of each channel;
as a result, the analog output is symmetrical for each channel and phase.
The Generation V has a new power supply that uses 14 regulators. It delivers twice
the peak -to -peak voltage swing of the sup-

ply in the Generation III, and the analog
portion is dual mono. All this is said to
greatly increase dynamic range and channel separation. There are four separate
power transformers to help isolate each
stage.

As for features, you have a "Phase"

THE GENERATION V

IS AMONG A HANDFUL
OF TOP D/A CONVERTERS

switch and front -panel selection of three
inputs, an AES/EBU input and two RCA
coaxials. One of the main RCA inputs can

-

MULTIPLE CHOICE
1. The Linn Majik control amplifier is
a(n)

A. Integrated Amplifier
C. Power Amplifier

B. Preamplifier
D. Headphone Amplifier
E.

All of the above

2. lying special Linn "Sneaky" Modules the Majik
can become a(n)

A. AM/FM Receiver
C. Active Electronic Crossover
B. Multi -Room System

D. Any of the above

DEFINING THE BEST

optionally be replaced by an AT&T, a
Toslink, or Theta's proprietary single -

IN DIGITAL SOUND.

mode fiber-optic input. You also have sep-

A. Adapts to your ever changing life-styles.

arate digital tape inputs and outputs plus
monitor switching. The single -mode digital input, incidentally, can only be used
with Theta CD transports having the op-

B. Expands to provide music throughout your

from two DACs per channel. Theta feels
this is the best (albeit most expensive)
means of generating a balanced analog signal. Furthermore, the single -ended output

is summed from the balanced signals,
which means that these outputs also have
the advantage of using two DACs in each
channel.
Much of the digital section from Theta's

Generation III has been retained because
the company found, after considerable experimentation, that it could not do much
to improve performance without spending
so much money that the retail price would
rise to $15,000 or more. The Generation V
does, however, use the latest Crystal Semi-

tional single -mode output. Theta feels this

connection offers a significantly cleaner
transfer of information than the conven-

tion V has the musical sophistication of
top -of -the -line Krell and Mark Levinson
D/A converters, although it is different in
dynamics, timbre, harmonics, transients,
noise floor, and many other qualities.

Past Thetas had more apparent upper
octave energy and more aggressive dynam-

analog output by balancing the signal in
the analog domain, the Generation V creates a balanced signal in the digital domain. Eliminated is the "inversion stage,"

solid-state switching.
E.

Is surprisingly affordable.
All of the above

0Tiovis
NIve
CUo13lce

seem a step backward to those who are
used to the punch of the Generation III,
but extended listening will reveal that the

because the negative phase of the signal
goes through two analog stages while the
positive phase goes through only one. In

ano, and guitar sound, as well as in fine
percussion detail such as skin sounds and

main and passes them on to a separate

multi -amp system.

D. Features remote control and advanced

ics than many competing D/A converters
but at the cost of a slight aggressiveness
and hardness. The Generation V has the
sweetness, superior harmonics, and air that
are associated with the best Class -A circuits, and its sound is distinctly sweeter
and more refined. This change may at first

which normally comes after the main analog stage and which reduces sound quality

contrast, the Generation V creates the positive and negative signals in the digital do-

C. Grows into an ultra high-performance

F.

So much for the manufacturer's techniWhat do you actually get in
terms of sound quality? The answer is a
considerable refinement over that of the
Generation III. The sound of the Genera-

conductor EBU receiver and proprietary

D/A converters, which provide a balanced

home.

tional AT&T variety.

jitter -reduction circuitry. It has three digital signal processors and uses Theta's own
digital filter algorithm to reach 20 -bit reso-

lution. It also uses a process Theta calls
"digital domain balancing." Unlike most

3. The Linn Majik

new model is more realistic in its string, pi-

cymbal.

The bass, for example, is now much
tighter and better controlled. This initially
may seem like less bass, but it is actually
AUDIO/FEBRUARY 1995
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PART TWO
bass that is more musically correct. In

more open hall. There is far less tendency

terms of sheer bass energy, the Generation
V is somewhere between the high levels of
units from Krell and Wadia Digital and the

to move the apparent listening position

slightly leaner sound of Mark Levinson

are all more realistic. The Generation III
had a slight tendency to exaggerate low-

units. The differences, however, occur only
in the deep and mid -bass and can vary ac-

cording to signal source. As to which of
these bass sounds is "right," well, what is
the "right" seat in the concert hall? Buy according to your taste.
The Generation V still has a bit more ap-

parent upper midrange and treble energy
than most other top -of -the -line D/A converters, and this preserves the dynamic and
involving character of previous Theta

units. Yet massed strings and winds are
now cleaner and subtler, and the sound stage has expanded to the rear. You get a
more natural mix of musical detail and a

-

TRUE OR FALSE

slightly forward. Guitar, harpsichord, soprano voice, and complex musical passages

T or F

amplifier...give it a listen...l'll guarantee
you'll be impressed." Hi-Fi World

level dynamics, which was exciting but not

accurate; the Generation V corrects this,
and major shifts in musical dynamics are
now more natural. At the same time, peak
orchestral and rock passages open up, and

1."...the Majik-I is one cone kicker of an

T or F

2."...our use of the Linn Majik-I was an
unalloyed pleasure. The smoothness and

silence with which it's controls operated

there is more information and subtlety.

were striking...We could not resist opening

Without question, Theta Digital's DS
Pro Generation V is one of a handful of

up the Majik-I. Its interior can only be

top -of -the -line D/A converters that currently define the best in digital sound. I can
assure you that the Generation V is much
better than the Generation III in terms of

musical realism, and the Generation III
was very good.

Anthony H. Cordesman

described as gem -like." Stereo Review

T or F

3."...the Linn Majik can serve as the heart
of a robust and uncompromising home
audiophile system." The Common -Sense

Audiophile

CHOOSING A D/A CONVERTER

T

he choice between the best D/A converters is highly personal. Although I
do hear more similarity in sound between top converters than I have in
the past, there remain subtle differences in harmonics, dynamics, air, and
soundstage that define the musicality of each unit. These differences are
most readily apparent with guitar, piano, violin, and other familiar solo instruments
with complex harmonics. You can also hear the differences on the bands of various
Chesky and Opus 3 test CDs that demonstrate depth, imaging, and low-level resolution, and they will show up as well during prolonged listening to orchestral or choral
music or to acoustic rock or jazz. The problem is that all of these different sounds are
now musically credible.
My suggestion is that you audition a range of top units carefully over time. Try to
avoid listening to dramatic musical events or audiophile spectaculars. Concentrate on
CDs you know well, zeroing in on the sound of solo instruments, the comparative resolution of soft passages, and the way each unit handles the soundstage, particularly in
terms of depth and hall effects. If you are on a budget, listen to middle -of -the -line
D/A converters by top manufacturers as well. Digital technology has improved to the

VTeOtliVvg,
ks

tie'

point where many of these units come very close to the sound of the outright best
ones, and there is no point in paying for diminishing returns at the cost of imbalances
in the relative quality of your other components.
I also caution you to use CDs from different labels and to do your auditioning with
your particular CD transport (or try different models). There also are subtle sonic differences in the interactions between particular D/A converters, transports, connections, and sometimes cables, as well as the A/D processing in given source material.
You need to be sure of cause and effect, and that you will hear the same differences at

home that you hear in a dealer's showroom. The best approach may be to contact
your dealer and either bring in your transport and cable or arrange a loan for auditioning in your home system. Above all, be sure to audition the sound you will actually get in your system if you are concentrating on choosing between nuances in the best
A.H.C.
digital equipment.
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Prokofiev: Piano Concertos
Nos. 2 and 4; Overture on
Hebrew Themes
Yefim Bronfman, piano;
Israel Philharmonic Orchestra,
Zubin Mehta; Giora Feidman,
clarinet; Juilliard String Quartet

CLASSICAL
RECO R DINGS

SONY CLASSICAL SK 58 966
CD; 64:38

hat Prokofiev would
have made of this
recording, I wonder. His

acerbic early -electric
recording of the Third
Concerto is nothing like
these effulgently romantic readings. Traditional-

ly, Prokofiev's dissonances have
been treated more or less as an aspect of his wit, as the piquant sauce
that brings out the full flavor of his

musical meat. Zubin Mehta and
Yefim Bronfman both chomp down
directly on these dissonances, treating them as a glorious, integral part
of the musical fabric. The emotional
impact of it all in this excellent Sony
SBM (Super Bit Mapping) pickup is
at times overwhelming. Above all,
the bass range of the musical scale

there is evidence that Prokofiev

recorded at Princeton University

gets an astonishing workout, with
the growling of the trombones and

himself had mixed feelings about it.

(the concertos were recorded in the
Mann Auditorium, Tel Aviv). It's a

the pounding of the timpani

virtuosity makes you forget that
these galaxies of notes are being

matched by the power and richness
of the piano's bottom end.
Prokofiev's Second Piano Concer-

to dates from only a few years later
than Rachmaninoff s. Particularly in
this performance, we are reminded

Bronfman's seemingly impetuous

played by a single hand.
The filler (and it is that) is the Over-

ture on Hebrew Themes, scored for

chamber group-here with Bronfman and the Juilliard Quartet and

nice piece, and clarinetist Giora Feidman gives a deliciously klezmer feel
to the proceedings. But it's so differ-

ent in texture and emotional weight
that it's a letdown after the concertos; better to have placed it as an interlude between them.

how recently the considerably
younger Prokofiev (at 21) had been
a student of Gliere and Rimsky-Korsakov. Yet both musically and emotionally, he goes so far beyond these
models as to make the Rachmaninoff
sound more like a Mendelssohn.
The Fourth Concerto, like Ravel's

for the left hand, was written for
Paul Wittgenstein, who had lost his
right hand in the First World War.

For whatever reason, he never
played either masterpiece. And I'm

increasingly persuaded that the
Fourth is a masterpiece, though

Brahms: Clarinet Sonatas,
Op. 120; Jenner:
Clarinet Sonata, Op. 5
James CampLell, clarinet;
Leonard Hokanson, piano

master's extremely high standard in 1
this coupling, is ncnetheless an appropriate cornpanicn. The recording
is an all -CanadiJONIA NIMES

NA141,03

MARQUIS CLASSICS ERAD 125
CD; 65:32

oth sonatas from Brahms'
Op. 120 and the G Major
Sonata hy Gustav Jenner
are included here in per-

formances that are as
fresh as they are Fluent. Jenner, a
Brahms pupil who was not up to his

in a Toronto
church, is marred

ty excessive re-erberation that
is more unkind to the piano than to
Campbell's wonderfully supple clarinet Lne, which more than compensates for some jangh, climaxes.
Robert Long
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an project. The
found, captured

:Im'Etronfman

,

Zubln N1:1,taie

The obvious comparison in Prokofiev's

A GREAT SOURCE FOR

Fourth Concerto, which completes a Bronfman/Mehta set begun on an earlier CD, is to
the Berman and Jarvi on Chandos, which is
very fine and has the advantage of the Concertgebouw-both the hall and the orchestra.
On every count, Chandos is a bit more staid.
Its genuine -sounding ambience may have

ADVENT SOUND.

been captured with few microphones, whereas

Sony's sonics strongly suggest close multimiking and careful mixing. Chandos thus is
truer to the concert reality, but the Sony is so
thrilling, in both sound and performance, that
I must admit I prefer it.
Robert Long

Stones, Time, & Elements:
A Humanist Requiem
(Text, Kurt Vonnegut;
Music, Edgar David Grana)
Soloists; Manhattan Chamber Orchestra;
Magic Circle Opera Ensemble;
Richard Auldon Clark, conductor;
Kurt Vonnegut, reader

-

America's best value in speakers can be heard at Sears Brand Central.
These versatile Mini -Advent II or Indoor/Outdoor Mini -Advent II speakers
along with the Subwoofer III rival much bigger systems for room -filling
bass, yet take up only a fraction of the space. sEARs

Call 1-800-274-9555 for the Sears Brand
Central location nearest you or for more
information on Advent products.

and
Central

o1994 Advent is a registered trademark of International Jensen Inc.

MCM ELECTRONICS'

NEWPORT CLASSIC NPD 85573
CD; 46:21

Curious that most contemporary sonic
art-from musicals to jazz, pop, film, "New
Age," Third Stream, Humanist, and morelists the composer(s) last, not first as in conventional classical music. Suppose a certain
big symphony were known as the Schiller
Ninth, not the Beethoven Ninth? This CD is
"The Vonnegut" Requiem. Nevertheless, its
music is very much
"classical" and, in spite
of the commentary, distinctly conservative in a
good way, a distillation

of techniques of the
1960s, which once may
have been radical but are now simply useful. I

found it surprisingly attractive (I feared the

Van) ZOM'Orm

worst!), quite aside from the text.

Syncrosound Series

This music by Edgar David Grana is impeccably professional, beautifully written for
voices, solo and choral, and for orchestra, including such no longer radical instruments as
the sax (originally intended for classical music
back in the 19th century!), the marimba, and
some species of "electronic instrument." Indeed, two solo meditations, wordless, for sax

Perfectly Imaged,
Phase Synchronized Sound
Quality sound and diverse component flexibility without the
restrictions of "off the shelf" speakers. Its all there for you with MCM's line
of custom speaker components. MCM Audio Select, Syncrosound Series,
offers high performance features including, a die-cast basket, rubber
surround, polypropylene cone and a neodymium tweeter mounted
at the base of the woofer cone. All this at a truly affordable price.

alone, are the musical high points of the
work, absolutely first-rate and very moving.
The rationale of text is fortunately not my

MCM Electronics stocks everything for custom speaker building,
including walnut and oak enclosures, cabinet design software and over 140
different woofer models. Don't miss this great source for custom audio
accessories, it's only part of the huge electronic parts assortment in the
MCM Electronics catalog. Call today for your free 324 page issue.

MCM ELECTRONICS

650 CONGRESS PARK DR.
CENTERVILLE, OH 45459-4072
A PREMIER Company

business, so if it annoyed me it may please
you. Kurt Vonnegut has rewritten the classic
Latin requiem, set by so many composers for
a number of centuries, into a "humanist" par-

For a free catalog, call

allel. For instance, the Latin Domine, "0

1-800-543-4330

Lord," is constantly rendered as "0 Cosmos,"
a clumsy salutation if you ask me. (Domine

Product questions 1-800-824-TECH(8324)

Get fast delivery from our distribution facilities in Dayton, OH and Reno, NV!
New hours: M -F 7 a.m.- 9 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m.- 6 p.m. EST.

AM -06

does mean "master" or "Lord," as in our
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The famous Everest 35 -mm
Ultra Analog Recordings.
Originally produced by Bert Whyte.
Processed by Vanguard Classics,
utilizing Sony's proprietary
20 -bit SBM technology.*

"These recordings are still co isidered to be among the best ever
-K.C.P.. Stereo Review, Sept., 1994
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RCA
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65 minutes.
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.

cury CD reissues."
This is a limited -time offer, so order your Sam-

pler today, from Everest/Vanguard Classics/

These recordings have been made from the Omega, 27 West 72nd Street, New York, N.Y.
original three -channel, 35 -mm film masters. 10023. Checks or money orders only, please; no
These are the ones you read about in Bert Whyte's

"Behind the Scenes"
column so many

times. John Eargle
(1994) says, "These
recordings remain
models of how symphonic music should
be recorded," while
Stereo Review (9/94)

says, "These recordings are still considered to be among the
very best ever made,"
and Stereophile (11/94)

credit cards.
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word "dominant.") Vonnegut reads his own
new text for some six minutes at the begin-

bolic and familiar freight of meaning that
counts. I did not determine which version

ning-immersed paradoxically in a church

these singers use, Vonnegut in English or in
ersatz Latin, though such familiar and inspir-

resonance that merely makes him hard to understand. All this is lengthily discussed in the

ing words as "hosanna!" came through-

booklet-though, oddly, the printed Von-

good in any language. The work flows contin-

negut and the spoken differ at many points.
The payoff is a new translation back from

uously, but the familiar requiem segments
persist and are easily discernible. Thus the

Vonnegut into church Latin. Why? Fortunately, it is printed but not read.
So-start with track 2 if you wish to ignore
the above. The rest is music. As anyone who
knows a few big oratorios and Masses, not to
mention requiem settings, is aware, the actual
words are often unintelligible. It is the sym-

work fits into an easy listening pattern.
The predominant chorus here is excellent,
dedicated, and passionate, even if the abrupt

Hindemith -like jumps are sometimes momentarily hesitant in pitch. Not bad, and better than the vocal soloists, who are very professional but not too accurate. Particularly, of

ISIEWW
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course, the lead high soprano, who has a
powerful voice-notably in the top range, as
might be expected today. Not unpleasant!
You'll sense an inner harmony here, in that
the composer himself surely expected and
wrote for just such a voice. He is unusually
good at providing solos and duets, both vocal
and instrumental, as a lively contrast to full

chorus and orchestra. Even the separate
choral parts have frequent "solos." Clearly a
very gratifying work to perform and for listening. I might add, it could easily be adapted

to either the conventional Latin text or an
English translation.

Edward Tatnall Canby

Rachmaninoff: Rhapsody on a
Theme of Paganini, Op. 43;
Brahms: Concerto No. 2 in B Flat,
Op. 83
Van Cliburn, piano; Moscow Philharmonic
Orchestra, Kiril Kondrashin
RCA VICTOR RED SEAL 09026-62695-2

CD; ADD; 75:48

Van Cliburn has long since recorded both
these works with American orchestras, the
Rachmaninoff with the Philadelphia under
Ormandy and the Brahms with the Chicago
under Reiner. These present performances
date from a return tour to the U.S.S.R. in
1972, 14 years after his first prize in the inaugural International Tchaikovsky Competition
made him, at the age of 23, the first serious
musician honored with a ticker -tape parade
down Broadway. It also made his recording of
the First Tchaikovsky Concerto the first clas-

sical disc ever to sell more than a million
copies.

In spite of their comparative age, these new
releases in the U.S., of recordings previously

available only in Russia, have convincing
qualities to recommend them: They brought

FREE
SHIPPING

Cliburn back together
with his old Moscow
buddy Kiril Kondrashin

and the orchestra with
which he had scored his

greatest triumph, and

HONEST
PRICING
FRIENDLY
SERVICE

they also confirm many
people's contention that Cliburn never played
so well as when "inspired" (his term) by his
beloved, adoring Russian public, whom he always tried to reward by pouring out his musical heart without reservation.
To get the only partially bad news, especially for audio sticklers, out of the way first,
this note from the leaflet: "The [Soviet-madel

analog recording source for this Compact

MON-FRI 6:30A to 6:30P SAT 7:00A to 6:00P SUN 8:00A to 5:00P

Disc was made before noise -reduction methods such as Dolby were available. In the digital
remastering, some effort to minimize the inherent tape hiss was made; radical methods have

800-488-8877
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not been used in order to preserve the full frequency content of the original recordings.

PART THREE
part of Osvaldo Golijov's

Therefore, some noise may be experienced in

cantor

reproduction on wide -range equipment."

"K'vakarat," and the unique sounds of the

Well, music -lovers, in my opinion you can

Throat Singers of Tuva are heard in the traditional "Kongerei" from Western Siberia. On

forget that. Just relax, and revel in this superb
music -making.

is

-

EXTRA CREDIT

one of the shortest and lightest works, "A

If you can correctly answer the following three

As one who heard Cliburn live in 1958 repeatedly, not only in Moscow but also on tour
in Leningrad and Riga, I always marvelled at
this most incredibly gifted pianist's ability to

Cool Wind Is Blowing" by Tigran Tahmizyan,
Djivan Gasparian plays the duduk.
The low -noise -floor studio of LucasFilms'
Skywalker Sound was the site of this record-

questions we will send you a Linn Majik

combine a blazing, transcendental technique-more than equal to any difficulty-

ing session, and the astonishingly wide dynamic and emotional range of the Kronos

Linn CD when you audition the Linn Malik control

with a musically indispensable ability to take
his time. After the Carnegie Hall replication

was captured perfectly.

Positively Golden

more than one New York critic hailed Cliburn

Ruth Ann Swenson, soprano; The London
Philharmonic, Nicola Rescigno

manner" of Romantic pianism, established by

Rubinstein and Liszt and carried into our

EMI CLASSICS CDC 0777 7 54827 2 0
CD; DDD; 52:39

own era by Hofmann, Rachmaninoff,
Rachmaninoff, he can play 12ths), the piano
not only sings, it also breathes. In contrast to
so many present-day steely fingered young

Once in a while along comes a great opera
singer, and Ruth Ann Swenson, a marvelous,
young American soprano, has arrived.
Swenson was born on New York's Long Island, to parents who have operatic voices. She

artists, nothing hurries him-and the music

decided at age eight to become an opera

benefits from it vastly.
Too much, too soon drove hapless Cliburn,
20 years after his Moscow sensation, to with-

singer. After studying at the Hartford College
of Music and the Academy of Vocal Arts in
Philadelphia, she entered the Merola Program
for young singers of the San Francisco Opera.

Lhevinne, Horowitz, and only a few others.

Under Cliburn's extraordinary hands (like

draw from all public performing. That hiatus
lasted nine years, and not until 1994 did he
return to anything like regular concertizing-

RCA's obvious reason for issuing this CD.

Her big break came with the San Francisco
Opera when she replaced
an ill soprano as Despina

Once and for all: Van Cliburn, in spite of limited repertoire and some musical deficiencies,
will go down in history as one of the greatest
pianistic talents of this century. His playing of

in Cosi Fan Tutte in 1983.

these two masterpieces-glorious both musically and technically-bear incontrovertible

in Don Giovanni. She has

witness to that, and for that we must rejoice.
Paul Moor

Night Prayers
Kronos Quartet
ELEKTRA NONESUCH 79346-2
CD; DDD; 78:55

The latest from Kronos, the leading string
quartet for new music, presents seven recent
compositions that display the varied voices of
composers coming from many different cultures of the former Soviet realm. A unifying
musical aesthetic is also found here-a spiritual feeling of deep lament shaped by strife.

Her Metropolitan Opera
debut came in the 1991
to '92 season as Zerlina

sung with top opera companies in the U.S.
and abroad. In 1993, she received opera's

1. Who are you?

2. Where are you?
3. What's your phone number?

Call us with your answers at 1-800-546-6443,

fax to 317-841-4107, or mail to:
Final Exam

c/o Linn Hi-Fi
8709 Castle Park Drive

Indianapolis, Indiana 46256

1-00-1ASS

music for life

way she reaches the very high notes in these
coloratura arias. I would say she truly has a
golden voice.

Here, she presents four classic arias of the
bel canto period and four from the great age
of French grand opera that immediately followed it. In Donizetti's "Regnava nel silen-

zio...Quando, rapito in estasi" from
Lucia di Lammermoor, Swenson's voice is
light and airy and soars beautifully to the
heights. Her exceptional Juliette in Gounod's
"Je veux vivre," from Romeo et Juliette, is one

you will never forget. Finally, as Dinorah in

these composers is also a
joining element.

Meyerbeer's Dinorah, Swenson makes you see
her dancing with her own shadows.

"Ombre Legere, qui suis mes pas" from

This album's title

The recording engineers achieved a very

comes from the Geor-

good balance between Swenson and the Lon-

gian composer Giya

don Philharmonic, conducted by Nicola

Kancheli, and like several of the other works,
it includes a vocal part, here a male choir with

opera lover must own. If all opera singers

Dmitri Yanov-Yanovsky's "Lacrymosa," a

amplifier.

prestigious Richard Tucker Award.
Swenson will thrill you with the effortless

The influence of traditional ethnic music on

boy soprano. Dawn Upshaw is heard in

dealer, and a gift certificate redeemable for a free

John Sunier

of that prize-winning Moscow program,
as a rare surviving exemplar of the "grand

information packet, the name of your local Linn

Rescigno. This is a magnificent CD, one every

were as good as Ruth Ann Swenson, I would
Ruth Whyte
always be at the opera.
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See Part I of the exam on page 83 and
Part II on page 85 .

Stackable, portableeek units hold
all regarding
format and
audio video

'

CD STORAGE+m

comp!

SORICE SYSTEMS Include...
Video, Cassette, LP, Laserdisc
and Component Storage Units.
+ Our A300 Model shown stores 300 CD's.

The best disc, tape, component
storage system in America

+ Impeccably crafted in these Premium Solid
Hardwoods: Oak ,Walnut Teak or Cherry.

Free mailorder brochure

,

(please mention Audio)

+ Adjustable Shelves store any combination of
CD's, Videos & Cassettes - all in One cabinet.

Per Madsen Design (415) 928-4509
PO. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133

+ Adjustable Solid Brass Bookends keep Discs &
Tapes upright and in place.

+ Cabinets can be stacked, wall mounted or left
free standing.

The AUDIO
CD STORAGE CONNECTION
puts manufacturers of CD storage units in
touch with the ideal audience...
CD purchasers unsurpassed in size, buying
activity & the need for storage of
their ever-growing CD collections!

For advertising information call:

1-800-445-6066
(Monday -Friday, 9-5 EST)

In Canada: 1-212-767-5750

+ Optional Wood or Glass Doors are available.
+ Enclosed back provides dust protection.

Compact size: 391/2"H x 231/2'W x 71/2"D.
Cabinet comes assembled.
No. A300

soRice
PO Box 747.22, Nutley, NJ 07110
Credit Cards, Checks and Money Orders accepted.

30 Day Money Back Guarantee and a Full One
\,....year Warranty on all Models.

For FREE Color Literature & Prices
on our Full Line of Quality Products

Call: 1-800-432-8005
Fax: 1-201-667-8688
Millions of your prime prospects can he

found in the industry leading titles of
Hachette Filipacchi Magazines, Inc.
To place a classified ad, simply call Toll Free and reserve your space today!

1-800-445-6066 (9am-5pm EST)
In

Canada : 1-212-767-5057

z
VISA

Stores

The Cube
by Lorentz Design

306 CDs

or any combination

of CDs. VHS. Cassettes. etc.

teuIunng our paler 4eci ALLSTOP SI,..,<AGE SYSTEM, no slots.
no plastic molds. no wasted space Full -extension drawer
slides From high quality oak veneers and hardwood
23' H x 19 1/2' W x 17 1/2' D Fully assembled Stackable

in design The heavy duty shelves are fully
adjustatle and vibration absorbing. span able and -rod _Ilan tie system may be arranged in almost
any corif.guration. Available in several finishes including sAri hardwoods. 5 E helf units from $199

Salamander Designs
1 Linden Place, Hartford, CT

0:3106 Phone 800-555-5659 =ax 203-247-3456

Available in Light, Medium. Dark Oil Stain (S225) &
Black (S235) - Plus shipping and handling.

To order or for free brochure

800-933-0403

Lorentz Design, Inc. P.O. Box 277
209 Parkway Ave. N. Lanesboro, MN 55949
FAX 507-467-2468
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VALUEABLE

HIGH -END !!!

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, ADCOM, APOGEE

WE COMBINE EXCEPTIONAL
PRODUCTS WITH DESIGN EXPERTISE
TO CREATE HIGH PERFORMANCE
SYSTEMS OF UNUSUAL VALUE.

AUDIO POWER INDUSTRIES, AUDIO

Factory Authorized Dealer for:

RESEARCH, CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS.
DAY
AUDIOQUEST, CREEK, CWD,

Adcom Apogee Audible Illusions
Autolab Atlantic AudioQuest Audiostatic
Celestion DefinitiveTechnology Denon
Fosgate Grado Hafler Hitachi Lexicon
Linaeum Mc Cormack Mod Squad M&K
NAD NEAR Paradigm Parasound Power
Wedge Rotel SOTA Stax Sumiko Theta
Totem VAC Van Den Hul Velodyne
Vidikron XLO & more!

Specializing in the finest home
audio from around the world.

CD, Audio and Video Storage
Fully Assembled!
100% Solid Oak!
30 Day Money Back
Guarantee!

Made in U.S.A.
Smoked Glass Doors
A justable Shelves
No Hidden Costs

Just One Low Price!

WADIA AND MORE

500$,It 14e 14(4,z

Call or write for a [Egg color brochure

REAL HI Fl SYSTEM

AGM Woodworking
870 Capitolio Way #5
San Luis Obispo. Ca. 93401
(8551 544-X668

1-800-858-9005

SEQUERRA, ENERGY, EPOS, EXPOSURE,
FORTE, KRELL, LINN, LEXICON, MAGNUM
DYNALAB, MARANTZ, MIRAGE, NAKAMICHI,
ROTEL, ROCK SOLID. TARA LABS, THIEL,

(310) 370-8575

Systems

2734 West Bell Road, #1306
Phoenix, Arizona 85023

SA

Design

602-993-3351

Ve want to help you choose the best Hi Fi.,

Group

CALIFORNIA

CALIFORNIA
the

We don't sell
perfect systems.

Mora

DrilE
Store

STORADISC "- See why CD Review picked our Library
Series as their "top choice-. Fine -furniture quality in a variety
of finishes and sizes. Call or write DAVIDSON-WHITEHALL.
555 Whitehall Street. Atlanta. GA 30303. 1-800-848-9811.

After 15 years, we've learned
no perfect system exists. It has to be builtto your specifications, within your budget.

C

is today...

To get st

eDiGITAL
COMPACT. CASSETTE

*SONY MINInAIMGRECORDER*
*TECHNICS t. PHILIPS DCC*
*MARANTZ CD RECORDERS*
*SONY MICRO DAT RECORDER*
*DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE RECORDERS*
1111$ DI N IA I f RI PAIRS. DIIPI MAHON' S TRANSIT RS.

ASK Us HOW.

Any Tomb() DAT* (D D(( HiniDis(

At last

1310 Kingsdale Ave.
Redondo Bch.. CA 90278
Tue-Fri 11 am-7pm
Sat I lam-6pm

4mm Data Cartridge 6 Blank DAT Tape (2.0 Gip a 3 hour available)

the perpect way to store

CD's; our CD box holds

60 CDS
in light or dark oak

Aorritoriet I, Blank Media for all Reordni
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@ $69.00, or walnut,
@ $74.00, all plus $7.00

CALIFORNIA

for shipping & handling.

Hills Products

WE'RE

P.O. Box 55 Candia, NH 03034 - call us at
1-800-247-2018 with orders - or for a free
catalog of all our fine products!

HERE

Copies of articles from
this publication are now
available from UMI
Article Clearinghouse.

ILLINOIS

L---

ACOUSTICS'"

When Nothing But
The Best Will Do!

Now you can shop with
confidence at one of the

SNELL'S KNIV
Harai Tuned for a Remarkable Performance Standard.

USA's
largest dedicated
Home Theater Sales Centers!
From basic surround to full
blown THX sound, we do it all!

AUTHORIZED DEALER:
Acurus

AMC

Marantz Alon

Aragon

Compact Two -Way Bookshelf Design.

Now at MusiCratt.

SONY ES

MARANTZ
CARVER

SHOW
BOONIS

NAD

Jamo

SNELL
JBL-THX
ONKYO
PIONEER

Counterpoint Magnum

MK Coda PSB Energy
Veritas
Fosgate
A Bell 8. Howell Company
300 North Zeeb Road,
Ann Arbor, MI 48106 USA
800-521-0600 toll -free

313-761-4700 collect from Alaska and Michigan
800-343-5299 toll -free from Canada

PS Audio
.181

Synthesis

KENWOOD
VELODYNE

Proton Carver EAD Audio Alchemy Stax
Klipsch Kimber Grado Celestion Quad.
CALL TOLL -FREE! 1 -800-405-HIFI OPEN 7 DAYS

Definition

AUDIO VIDEO

2901 West 182nd St
Redondo Beach

California 90278
CALL 13101 371-0019

PALATINE IZEID E. Dundee Rd.
HOMEWOOD IB100 5. Halsted

(Mel 991-7220
17081799-2400

Visit these specialty retailers for professional consultation
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ILLINOIS
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Legacy Amplifier and Pre -Amplifier

Acurus ... Aragon ... Audio Research
... Creek ... CWD ... Dahlquist ...
Denon ... Genesis ... Grado ... Jamo
... Lexicon ... Magneplaner ...
Magnum Dynalab ... Mark Levinson
... NAD ... Prometheans ... PSB ...
Pulsar ... Revolver ... Rotel ... SME ...
Sota ... Sound Connections ... Stax ...
Stewart ... Sumiko ... Sumo ...
Symdex ... Thoren ... Transparent
Audio ... VPI ... And Much More!

(800-283-4644)
Fax: 217-744-7269
Authorized Dealer:
4 Legacy

Hi

Fi ExdimqE

FORESIDE MALL ROUTE ONE
FALMOUTH, ME 04105

4 Cary

MASSACHUSETTS

A Fosgate

Apature
Micromega
A Pioneer Elite

audio studio

A

A Counterpoint

Authorized sales and service for
Audible Illusions, Audioquest.

The new

-1)/hiaptr speaker

Visit our

SPEAKER FACTORY
SHOWROOM
at 3021 Sangamon Ave.
Springfield, IL 62702

B&K, Beyerdynamic, Cardas.
Counterpoint, Dual, Klyne,
Maplenoll, Marantz, Mirage,
Mission, Monster Cable, Morel,
NAD, Nakamichi, Oideion Products.
Ortofon, Project, Proton, QUAD,
Renaissance Audio, Revox,
Sennheiser, SME, Shure, Stax,
Straight Wire, Sumiko, Thorens,
Velodyne, VPI, and many more.
303 Newbury St.. Boston, MA 02115
(617) 267-1001
FAX (617) 277-2415
414 Harvard St., Brookline, MA 02146
(617) 277-0111
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ACCEPTED

NEW JERSEY

NEW JERSEY

We atHome
CLASSICS
BUY gE,

I

Canon

.tMITSUBISHI

SONIC

-

mow, BAzaTs

BEA
CH FwParkwa
SALES
for

Yeats :.::-""''''

1.800-562-9020
MINNESOTA

The Best Values In Hi End Hi -FL

A

A Musical Designs
A Soundcraftsmen
Kimber Kable
Beyerdynamic
A Music Metre
A Quicksilver
X Monarchy
Dynaco
A Hafler
Coda

Panasonic

JVC.
__1717SE

(207) 781-2326

X Sumo

Authorized Dealers For...

ELECTRONICS

Call for a free catalog:

800 -AUDIO -HI

MASSACHUSETTS

TRADE SFRVICF

ACURUS ARCAM ROTEL

SUMO DENON H/K MARANTZ

NAKAMICHICELESTIONOAHLOUIST

ENERGYROGERSSIGNETAUDIONEST
GRADO SUMIKO
MONSTER NILES ET AL.

New & Used (Trades Welcomed)

Custom Home & Office Installation
In -House Service Department

Theatre

Systems
can help you!

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR
AM PRO
APOGEE
DA H LQUIST
FARUDJA

A PAT U R E

CELESTION
DC M
HARMAN KARDON
JAMO
MITSUBISHI
MONSTER CABLE NILES
PROTON
SANUS
STEWART
VM PS

1 (8001229-0644
RECORD PLAYER NEEDLES
AND CARTRIDGES. World's

Largest Selection and
Lowest Price!!

Proud to promote Audio Technica, Audloquest,i
Bang & Olufsen, Goldring, Grado, Ortofon,
Shure, Signet, Stanton, Nitty Gritty, Last,
Discwasher and more!
M -Sat 10-7 Sun 12-5
Jerry Reskin's
419 14th Avenue SE
Needle Doctor
Minneapolis, MN 55414

(612) 378-0543

FAX (612) 378-9024

NEW JERSEY

D irecl

A iidio
Video

E ntertainment
Systems
SPFAKERS

Bar, Advent, B&W, Boston,
Polk, Atlantic Technology, PSB, M&K,

Pinnacle, Infinity, JBL
FLECTRONICS
Nad, Adccm, Onkyo, Pioneer,

Rotel, Carver, Nakamichi, HE, Kenwood
FOR PRICE SERVICE SELECTION CALL

1.800308.0354 In NJ NY Call 201.997.7812
MON-FRI 10AM-8PM

75 Church St.. New Brunswick. NJ 08901

44 ROUTE 23N., LITTLE FALLS, NJ 07424

908-220-1144, 908-220-1284 (FAX)

201-890-5959

SAT IOAM-5PM

441 KEARNY AVE,
KEARNY NJ 07032
Visa, Mastercard, Discover

DEALER SH OWCASE
NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW JERSEY

audio technica

Celebrate
the Senses

-111

YOUR SEARCH IS OVERT

MN\

Wr

SAVANT features more systems,
with the widest array of design &
installation options anywhere...
Acrotec Air Tangent Air Tight
Analogue Productions Apex Arcam
Arcici Athena Atlantic Technologies
Audio Prism Audiolab Audiostatic Basis
Benz Bitwise Bright Star Cardas Chario
Chesky Clarity Audio Clarity Recordings
Creek Day Sequerra Delos
Doran DWIN EKSC Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology Ensemble Epos
=aroudja Fosgate Golden String
Goldmund Goldring Grado
I-'armonia Mundi JPW Klyne Last
Mapleshade Marigo Audio Labs Merrill
Micromega Mod Squad Mogami
Morch Nestorovic Neutrik Nimbus

OnniMount Opus 3 PAC Panamax
'ioneer Professional Power Wedge

7
0
O

We specialize in hard to find

phono cartridges and °rig\ inal rzplacement styli only!!
cn

oe

(800) 221-0906

0

CALL TOLL -FREE FOR
FREE PRICE QUOTES

AND \ISAIMC ORDERS

N.Y. RATE ISM 59,1112
SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

LYLE CARTRIDGES
115 South Corona Avenue
walley Stream, N.Y. 11582
Phones Open Mon -Sat 9 am -8 pre

stirs ton

SHUM,E

S1IOlOfl

NEW YORK

_Lye ALPHA STEREO
Quality Components. Professional Installation & Sentice

Pro Ac Proprius QED Rega
Reference Recordings Revolver Rockustics
Roksan RoomTune Sheffield Labs

Simply Physics Sims Solidsteel
Sound Anchors Stax Stewart Filmscreen
Sumiko System Line Target
Tice Audio Toshiba HD Townshend Audio
Water Lily WBT Wheaton & More...

NAD

"We are known for the
companies we keep"
B&W,
Adcom, NAD,
Ortofon, Audioquest, Monster Cable,

Savor these pleasures...
Call SAVANT

8010 628 0627 609 799 9664
FAX: 609 799 8480
Serving The World

M&K, AKG, Stax, Polk Audio, Atlantic
Technologies, Audio Alchemy,
Beyerdynamics, Sony, PSB, Sennheiser,
Alpine, Boston Acoustics.
Northern NY's oldest & most renowned dealer.

57 Smithfield Blvd., Plattsburgh, NY 12901

518-561-2822
Fax: 518-561-2961

U

D

0

NEW YORK

SHOP US
LAST
WE WILL

BEAT ANY
PRICE*
ADS BOSE CARVER DENON
INFINITY *MONSTER MTX NILES

ONKYO PIONEER SONY ES

"Call For Others Not Listed"
'AUTHORIZED DEALERS

The Sound Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke.. Commack, NY 11725

800-368-2344

Monday -Friday 10am-8pm. Saturday lOam-6pm
Mastercard, Visa, Discover, Amex

tr)

eat
s

O

Only 5269 + $7.50 pph.

NYAuclio
516/277 -8361

PENNSYLVANIA

PHILADELPHIA
AUDIOPHILES

VERMONT
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Acoustic Energy
Air Tight
Audible Illusions
Audio Alchemy
Audiolab
Avalon
B&KComponenls
Cary
CEC TL.1
Classe
Counterpoint
Creek
DPA-Deltec
Dynavector
Eminent Tech.
Epos
Genesis
Green Mountain

Harbeth
Highwire
Jadis
Kimber Kable
Kinergelics
Klyne
Koetsu
Melos
Meridian
Micromega
M&K Sound
Monitor Audio
Muse
NAD
Oracle
Parasound
PS Audio
PSB

Rega Planar
Roksan
Rotel
Sci -Fi

Signet
SOTA
Soundcraftsrven
Spendor
Stax
Straight Wire
Target
Totem
Transparent
Unity Audio
VAC
VPI
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DAVID LEWIS AUDIO
At Sound Service Company
8010 Bustleton Ave.
(215) 725-4080

Philadelphia, PA 19152
Bank Cards Accepted
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DEALER SHOWCASE
WISCONSIN

verify all of the claims of advertisers,
including product availability and existence of warranties. To confirm that an
For the Musical Difference

Authorized Dealer For:

NAD
GRADO
PROAC
APATURE
VELODYNE

CWD
STAX
SANUS
M&K

ONKYO
SONY ES
ADCOM
THORENS
TARGET

advertiser is authorized to sell a product,
we suggest you contact the manufacturer
directly. Please review our Tips for Mail
Order Purchasers in this section.

CARVER
LEXICON

AUTHORIZED

ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
NAKAMICHI
AUDIOCONTROL
CELESTION

PSB

KEF

NILES AUDIO
NITTY GRITTY
SOUNDSTREAM
HARMAN KARDON
MONSTER CABLE
ALTEC LANSING
ROCKFORD/FOSGATE
POLK AUDIO

AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR
UNIVERSITY AUDIO SHOP, MADISON, WI
SPECIAL: Spica SC30-$299. AUDIO RESEARCH, MARTIN LOGAN, VANDERSTEEN, Totem, Epos, JMLabs, Paradigm, SYMDEX, Spica, NEAR, B&K, AMC, Creek, Aragon,
YBA, Boulder, Michael Yee Audio, California Audio Labs,
Micromega, Audio Alchemy, Rega, Stax, Magnum Dynalao,
Fosgate, Soundstream, Runco, JVC, Grado, & TaraLabs.
(608) 284-0001.
NEW DEALER IN CENTRAL OHIO; ARCHIVE AUDIO and
VIDEO. High End Value - CODA, EAGLE, LEGACY, REFERENCE LINE. By Appointment. 614-237-3610.

AUDIO UNLIMITED in Colorado offers Accuphase, Acous-

2808 Cahill Road , P.O. Box 224
Marinette, WI 54143
1-800-826-0520 (715) 735-9002

tic Energy, Acrotec, AirTight, Airtangent, Audio Meca by
Pierre Lurne, Audio Note, Basis, Benz -Micro, Bitwise,
Chang, Chario, CODA, dpa Deltec, Day-Sequerra, Dynavector, Ensemble, Graham, Harbeth, Ikeda, JM Labs, Kuzma,
Magnum Dynalab, Micromega, Mission -Cyrus, Morch, Musical Design, Music Metre, Muse, NBS, NSM, Onix, Oracle,
RoomTunes, Solid Steel, Sound Anchor, SOTA, Spendor,
Tice, Totem, Unity Audio, Vimak, Wheaton Triplaner, YBA,
and more...PHONE/FAX John Barnes at (303)691-3407.

WISCONSIN

Audio Unlimited, 2341 West Yale Ave., Englewood, CO
80110. VISA and MC accepted.

****** ACCESSORIES TO COMPONENTS ******

Audio Outlet...

ACI's Sapphire III
Awarded "Component

of Exceptional Merit"
by Martin G. De Wulf
Publisher Bound for

where audiophiles
call audiophiles
for great selection,
great services and
great prices!

Sound, No. 2a194

Sound Advice without the Price

914-666-0550

ujoin
Call (608) 784-4579 or
Fax (608) 784-6367

UTILF '

0,

24 -HR. FAX 914-666-0544
I

riC.

Monday -Friday
I Oam-7pm ET

** P.O. Box 673 Bedford Hills, NY 10507-0673 **

A CI
901 South 4th St.
La Crosse, WI 54601

WISCONSIN

field, IL 62702. 1-800-283-4644.
AUDIO BY VAN ALSTINE INTRODUCES OMEGA III buff
ered active feedback power amplifiers and buffered hybrid
preamplifiers, high powered Fet-Valve hybrid vacuum tube
amplifiers, and affordable straight-line tube and hybrid preamplifiers for ultimate faithfulness to the spirit of the music.
Now ready
beautiful new 17" wide ultra -dynamic pre-

amplifier featuring switchable tone controls, gold switch
contacts, and gold jacks handling 9 sources and 5 loads. AVA

ruggedly efficient amplifiers feature striated heatsinks and
careful engineering-no output failures in two years! Complete line -only preamplifiers, headphone amplifiers, phase
inverters, and more (wired and kits) starting under $200.
Hand crafted in the USA. ATTENTION VINTAGE DYNACO
AND HAFLER OWNERS. Economically recycle your equipment for better than new performance. Eliminate old problems with our durable, rugged, musically convincing original
designs. Complete PAS, PAT -4, PAT -5, and ST -70 rebuilds
(kit or wired) from $195 include new circuit cards and precision controls. AVA 300V/uS active feedback amplifier circuits
for Dyna and Hager chassis set new standards for transpar-

ency, definition, dynamic range, and liquidity. Write, call, or
FAX for free illustrated catalog. Audio by Van Alstine, 2202
River Hills Drive, Burnsville, MN 55337. (612) 890-3517,
FAX: (612) 894-3675.

Vandersteen
Floor model 2Ce/w base, $895, 3/w SA -brace $1895, 2W
woofer $850. MIT 650 10foot pair $100, Madrigal HPC and
CPC, Apogee original $2500, Sonographe 5022CD $395,
Audio Alchemy XDP/DTI $500, AO Quartz XLR 2meter
$125, Lapis 2meter $225. Call Terry Sound Environment
402-391-3842.

AUDIO NEXUS = QUALITY
Featuring legendary VANDERSTEEN loudspeakers &
ROTEL Components.

AMC Apogee Audio Alchemy Audioquest AudioStatic B&K Cardas Cary CWD Dynalab EAD
Exposure Fanfare Forte Fried Grado JM Lab
Kimber Kinergetics Magnum McCormack Melos

Sony ES Vandersteen

VPI SUMMIT, NJ

(908)277-0333

ONKYO-DENON-CARVER-NAKAMICHI-NAD-

DIO ALCHEMY, SOUND SHOP 206-692-8201.

PARASOUND-FOSGATE- APATURE-SUMIKO-KEF-

251-11 Northern Blvd, Little Neck, NY 11363.
YOU'RE ONLY CHEATING YOURSELF
IF YOU DONT
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR AUDIOQUEST "F-88" SPEAK-

PSB
TARGET
CLARION
ROCKFORD/FOSGATE
SENNHEISER
STEREOSTONE
CELESTION
SONY ES

ER CABLE CLOSEOUT SALE! OVER FOUR HUNDRED
PAIR AVAILABLE. SAVINGS 50% TO 70% OFF! "F-88"
USES SOLIDCORE HYPERLITZ TECHNOLOGY COM-

BANG & OLUFSEN
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
HARMAN KARDON
LUXMAN
NAKAMICHI
P.S. AUDIO
NILES AUDIO
AIWA PORTABLES

UCTS INCLUDING AUDIO ALCHEMY, B&K, NAD,

430 State St., Madison, WI 53703

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers, subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG, 3021 Sangamon Avenue, Spring-

STOP! LOOK!! SAVE$$!!

inventory list. (718) 423-0400 or visit our showrooms at
Hai uur yr,14'11 play it fu Aulps

NAKAMICHI, PSB, CARVER, POLK, NHT, NAD, DENON,
SNELL, VELODYNE, KEF, M&K. B&K, PARASOUND, ONKYO, PS AUDIO, FOSGATE, ACURUS, SPICA, SOUND
SHOP 206-692-8201.

NHT, DENON, POLK, CARVER, NAKAMICHI, KEF,
PARASOUND, SNELL, B&K, PSB, NAD, VELODYNE,
M&K, ONKYO, ACURUS, FOSGATE, PS AUDIO, AU-

HI Fl EXCHANGE. Large selection of quality USED highend
components at huge discounts. We buy, sell & trade. Call for

Authorized Dealer For:

BIG DISCOUNTS!!
SAVE$$!

Nakamichi Power Wedge PSB Rotel -Jeff Rowland

FOR SALE

Authorized Dealer Since 1977

ADS
JVC
LEXICON
ACURUS
SANUS
HUGHES
HAFLER
SONY
MONSTER
NAD
M&K
POLK
ENERGY
PROAC
AKG
AVIA

FOR SALE

PLEASE NOTE: It is impossible for us to

BINED WITH THE OUTRAGEOUSLY SMOOTH AND
DETAILED SOUNDING "FDC COPPER" CONDUCTORS.

IIST PRICE ON 10' PAIR $150.00, SALE PRICE ONLY
$55.00! CALL FOR OTHER LENGTHS AND PRICES. PLUS

MIDNIGHT, CRYSTAL, INDIGO, RUBY, TOPAZ CLOSEOUTS. MANY OTHER SALE AND CLEARANCE PROD-

KLIPSCH, COUNTERPOINT, POWER WEDGE, VMPS,
LEXICON, STRAIGHTWIRE. REQUEST OUR COMPLETE
LISTING. HCM AUDIO (800) 222-3465, (916) 345-1341,
FAX (916) 345-7269.

AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIERS. 100-500 WRMS/CH. New
amps, custom-built, from only $188.00 to $223.00 each.

Satisfaction Guaranteed. Call Electronics Hospital
(407)952-3838.

608-255-2887
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XXX-TREME DISCOUNTS!!
SNELL-POLK-M&K-NHT-SPICA-VELODYNEPS13-CHICAGO STANDS. U.S. products. NO GREY! Many
closeout deals! STEREO TECH. 414-836-2942.

RACK AND CHASSIS BOXES for construction of electronic

projects. Low cost, quick delivery. Call for free catalog.
SESCOM, INC. 1-800-634-3457.

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS, DESCRAMBLERS. Scien-

tific Atlanta, Zenith, Jerrold, Pioneer, Oak. Replacements for most models. Quality, Price & Service. Amex/
DiscNisa/MC. Dealer inquiries invited. EAGLE Electronics Inc., 1-800-259-1187, #1, 1301 Railhead Blvd., Naples, FL 33963.
ABARGAIN: STAX SIGN/LAMBDA $1,150; SIGN/SRM1-II

$799, PRO/LAMBDA(#1) $459, SIGN/LAMBDA SRD/7
$599; ED -1 $550; ALL UNUSED (212) 966-1355.

THE FIRST JITTER -FREE TRANSPORT IS AVAILABLE
NOW! AT $649, THE REFERENCE ONE TRANSPORT
REPRESENTS A BREAKTHROUGH IN TECHNOLOGY
AND PRICE. ISOLATED STABLE CLOCK MODULE AND
OTL TRANSPORT DRIVER BOARD ALSO AVAILABLE.
TURN YOUR CDS INTO MUSIC. G & D TRANSFORMS,
(602) 650-1155.

FOR SALE

roacunts

NO GRAMM
NO NIDDIN (HARM
NO BAIT I SWOP
NO HIPOFIP
NO ROLM SHIPPING
HANDLING RAMP

PHOTO AND ELECTRONICS

the Price roe See IS
the Pfif0 You Pay!

ORDER TOLL FREE: 800-223-7323
212-947.5290 askew

h

800-802.2802 For 212439.7157

WE SEAT ANY ADVERTISED PRICE ON
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RAY -BAN ---CALL
SERENGETI...CALL
REVD
CALL

whether there is any "restocking"

um.::...

5511.97000

sories and rebates included in the

allowable return period, who pays the
postage for returned merchandise, and

.

vb. m.
05. 2-

11514-6969

information with the seller, including
brand, model, color or finish, acces-

2. Understand the seller's return
and refund -policy, including the

DE. 1.A.4

3N-90
49 .90

CALL

=3:131nro=
WI For 0., 2.091 tow ?frees

Vise, MasterCard, Diners, AMEBA Dis 00000 Arrepted INA Sunhorge)

3. Understand the product's warranty. Is there a manufacturer's warranty,
and if so, is it from a U.S. or foreign
manufacturer? Note that many manu-

facturers assert that, even if the
product comes with a U.S. manufac-

turers warranty card, if you purchase from an unauthorized dealer,
you are not covered by the manufacturer's warranty. If in doubt, con-

tact the manufacturer directly. In
addition to, or instead of, the manufacits
turer's warranty, the seller may

own warranty. In either case, what is
covered by warranty, how long is the
warranty period, where will the product

be serviced, what do you have to do,

:12

-

RAE Mon la TAO 956,6 .2 Sun 10-S.Con SA
WI SIM Oest AVI
ARE SINE

ID, pas Sremee are melee!'"

190:.

1336'

":*

215447-5246
2I3h54.3542

505,10
Salem&N. MA

and will the product be repaired or
replaced? You may want to receive a

copy of the written warranty before
AUDIO RESEARCH SEVERAL USED UNITS AVAIL-

placing your order.

ABLE. MCP -33, SP8, CL 60, D 115, ETC. CROWN MACRO

4. Keep a copy of all transactions,

REFERENCE AMPS AT HUGE SAVINGS. ALL THE
LATEST AUDIO RESEARCH UNITS ON DISPLAY. NAKAMICHI 1000, DUNTECH AND B&W. CALL FOR LIST-

INGS AND PRICES ON USED EQUIPMENT. IDEAL
ACOUSTICS, STARKVILLE, MS. 601-323-4001.

AUTHORIZED AUDIONIDEO/CAR
1-800-348-7799 FAST DELIVERY
FULL MANUFACTURERS U.S.A. WARRANTY
BRAND NEW, FACTORY COMPLETE

ADS
ADCOM
ADCOM
ADVENT
ADVENT

AIWA
ALTEC
ALTEC
A. R.
ATL TECH
BAZOOKA
BEL
BOSE

BiW

B 0

CARVER
CELES710N
CLARION
DENON
DUAL

HAFLER
HITACHI
14 IC

INFIMTY
INFINITY

CAR
AL/010
CAR

ADM

CAR

WINO

JAMO

JBL
JAIL

NC
JVC
JVC

AUDIO
AUDIO
CAR

AU010
CAR
VADEO

AUDIO
CAR
AUDIO
AUDIO
CAR
CAR
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
CAR
AUDIO
AUDIO
VIDEO
CAR
VIDEO
AUDIO

an

AUDIO
CAR

PIONEER ELITE AUDIO
ROMER PREMIER CAR

KENWOOD
KENWOOD
KICKER
KLH
KLIPSCH
LEXICON
NB QUARTZ
MAGNAVOX
MITSUBISHI

MINK
944D

NAKANO.
ONKY0
PARADIGM

PHLUPS
PIONEER
PIONEER

AUDIO

AUDIO
CAR
CAR
AUDIO
AUDIO
AU010
AUDIO
VIDEO
VIDEO

AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
CAR

CAR
AUDIO
CAN
PARASOUNO
AUDIO
'RCA
L.C.D. T.V.
OCKFORD
CAR
HARP
T.V.
SOW
AUDIO
VIDEO
ONY
CAR
Olff Es
AUDIO
OW ES
CAR
HERWOOD
AUD10
BHERWOOD
CAR
APES
VHS
APES
BETA
APES
Own
112149101
AUDIO
TECHNCS
PRO USE
DOWNS
AUDIO
TOSHIBA
VIDEO
TOSHIBA
CAR
TROPEZ
PHONES
VELODYNE
AUDIO
YAMAHA
AUDIO
YAMAHA
CAR
PYLE
POLK
POLK

kamegom, Vac, virelmne SIN:9N charges 90612X61, mural Raton Pol.-. II
0.9 51.1 mod lot OMAR, eacharm. only Stepong &woes no. tolN10101.
2093 N. UniversiN D.. SUM 236 Ca11 Sprns.., FL 33085
FACTORY AUTHORIZED
DISTRIBUTOR AUTHORIZED

AUDIO SOLUTIONS is Atlanta's Hi -End
source for Audio Research, Theta, McCormack, Wire World, Cary Audio, Vandersteen, CODA, Straightwire, Acurus, Snell,
Sumiko, SOTA, NHT, Kimber Kable, Mag-

num Dynalab, Audible Illusions, Rotel,
VPI, Paradigm, Dunlavy, Sony ES, Sony
Video, Pass Labs, Proac. 5576 Chamblee
Dunwoody Rd. (404)804-8977.

DJ & Nightclub
Sound & Lighting CATALOG
FREE 72 -Page Catalog
with a huge selection of

including cancelled checks, receipts

and correspondance. For phone
orders, make a note of the order
including merchandise ordered, price,
order date, expected delivery date and
salesperson's name.

5. If the merchandise is not shipped
within the promised time or if no time
was promised, 30 days of receipt of

IPInCTN:PLIGHTING
11=111111111111111111

name band professional
gear forDJ's, Clubs &
Musiciais all at discount
prices!

Gall Today

800445-9300

price.

DP 215

DEA ARE

=11:12Effin=
PORSCHE

COM 5161121

DEM-615

CALL

All Sneeze Cord, WM OMAN CA171,g

information is provided for your
1. Confirm price and merchandise

CALL

122 951

180 95'

It is impossible for us to verify all of
the claims of advertisers, including
product availability and existence of
warranties. Therefore, the following
protection.

?rue Po Wale
90 95'

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

k

S

A,

Center 11711 Monad St.

Mad Or

GaJen Grove, CA92641

Retal &ger Store 13110 Maple St

1.800-945-9300

Garden &we, CA 92644 (7140306760

S

OUR 19th
PRO SOUND
S. STAGE LIGHTING'''. YEAR!

REMOVE VOCALS from music- Tanco Voice Decoder -$79.95. Fully guaranteed. Call (813)847-9319 for prerecorded demo/ordering information.

Hardbound AUDIO, annual bound volume editions, just
like the ones in the Editor -in -Chief's office. Various years
available in limited quantities, $40.00 each. Also available.
Hardbound October Annual Equipment Directories. Years
1992, 1991, 1990, & 1987 $15.95 each, and hardbound May
Car Stereo Directories for years 1991, 1990, 1989 and 1985,

$8.00 each. All prices include postage and handling. All
orders postpaid. Check or money order only (no credit card
orders) payable to AUDIO MAGAZINE. Send orders to AUDIO, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. Attn: Michael
Bieber, Or call 212767-6301 for further information.
LEN FELDMAN'S ESTATE wishes to sell select pieces of hifi and test gear: AKG C451 E mike,needs foam cap, $250;

Audiotex turntable strobe discs, tour, $20 each; Blonder Tongue FSM-2 field strength meter, $400; BPI 3000A auto null analyzer, $500, and 6000A IM analyzer, $400; BSR
EQ14 equalizer $75; Dynaco QD-1 surround processor, $25;
Hameg HM 204-A 'scope, $500; Heath 2760 power supply,
$150; IGG7A sweep generator, $150; SG28A color bar/dot
generator, $100, and SM4110 frequency counter, $200; IEC
F34 function generator, $300; JVC WM3A wireless mike,
$50; mike stands, tall, three, $25 each; Nakamichi 700ZXL
cassette deck, $600; Onkyo RC-AVIOM programmable remote control, $30; Pioneer LD1100 LaserDisc player, $800;
Realistic 33-999 Pro -60 headphones, $25; Recoton W400
wireless speakers, $20, IR100 wireless remote extender,
$25, V615 color processor, dist. amp, and enhancer, $100,
V900 Room Service wireless video sender, $100, and W200
headphones, $100; Sansui SE9 equalizer, $300; Sony
Mavica MCVA10 camera, $600, and CVPG500 color video
printer, $1000; Sound Tech 1100A signal conditioner, $300;
1200A test panel, $1000, and 1700B distortion analyzer,
$3000; TEAC A6100 1/2-tr. O -R tape deck, $1000, and
Model 2 mike/line mixer, $200; Technics SLP1200 pro CD
player, $800; Tektronix 5L4N/5A18N/5103N 'scope, $2500;
and 3M 112 -in. OR tape, 2500 ft., two #250, two #226, $15
ea. Quadraphonic classical LPs, 23 nr $9 ea.; send for list.
These are "suggested" prices. If interested, write Estate of
Len Feldman, cio Audio Magazine, 1633 Broadway, New
York, N.Y. 10019.

the order, you generally have the right
to cancel the order and get a refund.

AUDIO INTERFACING ACCESSORIES (over 300) for

6. Merchandise substitution without

tainment. Free catalog. SESCOM, INC. 1-800-634-3457.

your express prior consent is not
allowed.

7. If you have a problem with your
order or the merchandise, write a
letter to the seller with all the pertinent
information and keep a copy.

8. If you are unable to obtain satisfaction from the seller, contact the
consumer protection agency in the
seller's state or your local Post Office.

broadcasting, recording, sound reinforcement and live enter-

BEST $1,500 LOUDSPEAKERS
THX HOME THEATER

Alon - B&W - VMPS - Bang & Olufsen Adcom - KEF - Harman/Kardon - Mirage Crown - Celestion - Eminent Technology McCormick - VTL - Denon - Triad - Polk Velodyne - Fosgate - Signet - Audible Illusions - Snell - Carver - B&K - Unity Alchemy + 25 More Brands. Honest Ad-

If, after following the above guide-

vice! TECH ELECTRONICS (904) 376-8080.

lines, you experience a problem with
a mail order advertiser that you are

HYPE! HYPE! HYPE!
You ger enough elsewhere! We've delivered something

unable to resolve, please let us
know. Write to the Advertising

different for 15 years-natural, musical results! "Musically exciting" Adcom, B&KandHafler modifications.
Dual -Mono Adcom GFA-555 mods. Smooth, delicate

Director of AUDIO Magazine, Scott

Constantine. Be sure to include
copies of all correspondence.

B&K mods. PA -1 driver boards for Hafler ampsbudget bliss! Don't be high -end pretenders, be contenders, call us today! MUSICAL CONCEPTS, 5749
WESTWOOD DR., ST. CHARLES, MO 63304. (314)
447-0040.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD.

FRIENDLY PEOPLE & EXPERT ADVICE!

Buys -Sells -Trades -Repairs -Modifies.

(Al). AS IS, (D) = Demo, (EX) = Excellent, (F)= Fair,
(G)=Good, (M). Mint, (N)= New. Amplifiers: Acoustat
TNT200(EX) $499; Aragon 2004(M) $629; B&K ST140(EX)
$329; Bryston 3B(EX) $499, Conrad -Johnson MV100(EX)
$1940; Counterpoint SOLID -1(N) $999; Crown MACRO(D)
$3199; Dynaco MARK-VI(EX) $999pr; Heathkit W5M(EX)
$599 (pr); Krell KSA100S(M) $4499, KSA150(EX) $3039;
Manley STEREO -75/75(D) $1799; Marantz 8B(C2) $1295,

250(G) $399; McIntosh MC30 $399-1000, MC40(EX)
$1999pr, MC225(EX) $899, MC240(EX) $1295-1995,
MC250(AI) $309, MC502(EX) $699, MC2100(AI) $299,
MC2105 $399499, MC2150(G) $799, MC2200(F) $699,
MC2205(EX) $1499, MC2500(G) $2399, MC2505(EX)
$549; Moscode 600(G) $939; Motif MS2001(N) $2099; Nakamichi PA7(EX) $799; Perreaux PMF215OB(EX) $699; PS
Audio DELTA -250(D) $995; Rotel RB980BX(N) $599; Sono graph SA150(N) $599; Yamaha M70(C3) $299. CD Players:
Adcom GCD600(D) $485; Carver SD/A 360(D) $396; Cary

,

,-...-"\ (---\

1

'-' `-----

IN

-

CALL

CARVER*
CALL
CALL

NANIAAN KARDON*
RX-815

375

KRV-7060

11.-M00

325

502
5001

7100X & 705

CALL

NAKAMICHP
799

SV-717PF0

NAKAMICHP

ONKYO*
DI-SY-919DV

PIONEER
VSX-09035

SONY

CALL

DX -C606
DX -706

ALL MODELS

BOSE.
AM5 SII 8 AM7

CALL

INFINITY*
REFERENCE 3
REFERENCE 0

295

CAL

KLIPSCH.

AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD.
POB 1 76AAA, Walton, NY 13856.

607-865-7200
FAX: 607-865-7222
(SERVICES)

FOR TWENTY YEARS WE HAVE BEEN THE SOURCE
FOR ALL OF YOUR BLANK AUDIONIDEO TAPES AND
ACCESSORIES, EVEN REEL-TO-REEL TAPES FOR STUDIOS, AT DISCOUNTED PRICES. CATALOG AVAILABLE.

SOUND INVESTMENT CORPORATION, 3586 PIERCE
DRIVE, CHAMBLEE, GA 30341. (800) 659 -TAPE (8273), IN
GA (404) 458-1679. FAX: (404) 458-0276.

B&O B&W CARVER DENON FOSGATE

H/K KEF LEXICON NAD NAKAMICHI
ONKYO POLK VELODYNE 24 HOUR
AUTOMATED PRICING MANUFACTURERS
WARRANTIES COURTEOUS ASSISTANCE

AMERICAN THEATER SYSTEMS (904)
321-0100.

CALL
FOR ALL MODELS
HRS-6900
CALL
CALL

CA -4500CAMCORDERS
CANON

TOP RATED
TOP RATED
LATEST HI -8

*WON*

CALL
CALL
CALL

*MUST

CT -17

CALL

45

New 5270

FALL

RN 3°3

CALL 9300

CALL

MANY MODELS

CALL 1600

SUBWOOFERS

27001'11X

NHT.

YAMAHA.

TELMER!. A MC

DSP A2070
DSP A970

ae VIDEO

OUAL DEO( VC111499998UP

FICA

PR"/
PA0440 830 806

CALL

LT Sound ,

Dept AU -15,

7988 LT Parkway
'
Lithonia, GA 30058
24 Hour Demo/Info Request
Line (404)4824485 sr
The
son Vocal Eliminator"' Better Than Karaoke!

WE BEAT PRICES!!
NAKAMICHI, CARVER, POLK, PSB, DENON, NHT, NAD,
B&K, SNELL, PARASOUND, KEF, VELODYNE, M&K, ONKYO, ACURUS, FOSGATE, PS AUDIO, SPICA, SOUND
SHOP 206-692-8201

$$SAVE!!$$
LOUDSPEAKERS

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

CAR STEREO

CALL 908-780-66C0

ALPINVAUTOTIK
BLAupUNKT.LALL
BOSTON ACOUSTICS.

COLL INSINFINITY*
Jet..
SOUND

wilt FOI MEI NOM IMO

MTXPOLKI,SONT
PHASE LINEAR

1..M. MILLION DOLLAR INVENTORY =
---=,s -,r

Phone (404)482-4189-Ext 5/

CALL

MeIned
IN STOCK

From Standard Tapes, ReEords, & CDs with

the Thompson Vocal Eliminator'" Call Now
for Free Catalog & Demo Tape.

USA WACRNITY INCLUDED

HAFLER*
MAD.

CALL AIC HITACHI win

SINGERS!
RMIE(
Unlimited Backgroundsn'

CALLSIAN CAMCORDERS

S-8 AND LS -70

PSIS

so-rilLam I

VM-E55A
VM-H71A

CARVER*

-

Al DIGITAL

FULL UNE

HDPIASUPEFI ZERO CALL TFm.55

POLK AUDIO*

CALL
899
998

VM-E5LIA

CALL ACE -151

PARADIGM.

111-13

VMH79A-HI-8 GUIDRY F

GFA-555M101

MANY MODELS

Fos

SONY MINI DISCLAU.

TITAN AND IISE III CALL IF54.35

FT101AB19(D) $799, McIntosh MR71 $199-799, MR73(EX)
$499, MR78 $699-1499, MR80 $1399-1699. Turntables:
Denon DP7F(N) $280; Sota COMET(N) $549. MOONBEAM(N) $379, SAPPHIRE(EX) $349; Thorens TD124(C3)
$349, TD124/11(133) $349, TD126-MKII(EX) $399, VPI
HW19-JR(D) $699, Video Disc Players: Denon LA3000(D)
$599. FREE Catalogue. 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri.

.1%/a VCR'S

SEPARATES
ACURUS

CALL GIP -450

MIRAGE

CALL

..I'Va VHS -C

S -VHS CALL
GRAX75 kW STABLIZEP
GRAX- 70 DIA %EBBW
GRS-Z7

DEMON.
YOUR 11055
H. KARDON..BEST 13-500 COLCRYB*8031
122 ZOOM
PIONEER
PRICE ES -70

$4199, KSL2(M) $1999, PAM1(EX) $999, PAM7(EX) $999;

MP14(C2) $1499. Tuner Preamps: Adcom GTP450(D)
$369, McIntosh MX110(EX) $199-799, MX113(G) $499,
MX117(EX) $1099. Tuners: Fisher Magnum-Dynalab

100CD

CALL

NIKON CAMCORDERS

YAMAHA.

Counterpoint SA3000(D) $1799; Denon DAP2500(EX)
$449; Forte 2(EX) $499; Krell KRC2(M) $2499, KRC(M)

Control SA3050A-PKG(N) $1199, McIntosh AA2(B 1) $749,

Wholesale Connection, 63-48 108th St.
Forrest Hills, NY 11375

CALL

CALL

NUT*

pan MGIIIA(NOS) $1399; McIntosh ML1C(G) $699,
XRT22(EX) $5389; Synthesis LM260A(D) $839. Tape
Decks: Revox A77 $149-$399. Test Equipment: Audio

CALL
CALL

JVC Technics Kenwood Pioneer Harman
Kardon Bose Infinity Advent Pinnacle
Aiwa & More.

HI -8

SONY LASER
PROTON

CALL
CALL

Disc Recorders
DAT Recorders
Home
Speakers Mini Systems Laser Disc Players.

EVS-7000

CALL

CELESTION.
MANY MODELS

USA

CALL

Call Toll Free 1-800-226-2800
Receivers C.D. Players Tape Decks Mini

SIV-770HFA 720HF CALL

NAKAMICHI..CALL 6-1000

MANY MODELS

esis IM8200(N) $699; IMF SACM(EX) $999; KEF LS3/5ASIG(D) $1299; Linaeum LFX(D) $525, LS2(D) $419; Magne-

SLV-920HF

VN-760

ONYI:PA171.

BIC

SONY VCR'S
SIMONS-VW

CALL
CALL

cit=11Mrr Es

Tillii

CCD TR-70

MDP-800
CALL
PANASONIC VINO CALL

PIONEER

CLD-D503
CALL PD -M703
IN STOCK SONY
CDP-C645
689 CDP-C745
CDT CX100

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

CALL

ONKYO

GFP5551I(D) $399; Cary SLP90(EX) $1099; Coda 01P(D)
$2289; Conrad -Johnson PV9(EX) $1549, PV11(M) $1195;

B410(G) $2999; Duntech BLACK-KNIGHT(EX) $2995; Gen-

TOP
RATED

MB -2 & MB -3

dio Research Corp EC2(EX) $299, Janis INTER-

$1499, C36(M) $999, C504(EX) $589; Meitner PA61(EX)
$849; PS Audio PS4.6(EX) $399, PS4.6(EX) $399; Superphon REVELATION-II(G) $349, Processors: Audio Control
PCA200(D) $279, Carver DPL20(EX) $231; DBX 3bx(EX)
$299. Receivers: Denon DRA835R(N) $800; McIntosh
MAC1700(EX) $399, MAC1900(EX) $599, MAC4100(EX)
$1195. Speakers: Acoustic Research LST2(EX) $599.
LST(EX) $999; Apogee MAJOR(EX) $2499, MINOR(M)
$899; ATC SCM10(N) $1899, SCM20(N) $2995; Bozak

BEST

WE

NW*

KEN WOOD

CCD TR-400
CCO TR-7111

CCE TRti
CALL

HANNAN LANDON*

CALL HD -7525

JVC

RECEIVER 2 A 3

C27(EX) $749, C28 $199-699, C31V(EX) $1199, C34V(EX)

CALL

CARVER*
SD/M90T

AW130 8,19(-3000

Wholesale Connection
.

SONY CAMCORDERS

CDC-645_....CALL
CDC -745

HR -895

AV112503 & 3003

DIMON

Processors: Aragon D2A-II(M) $1329; Krell STUDIO(M)
$2169; PS Audio SUPERLINK(EX) $699. Crossovers: Au-

McIntosh C8 $2-400, C8S(EX) $500, C20(EX) $1399,
C22(EX) $1499-2995, C24 $249-349, C26(G) $399,

"

YAMIII.aW2322.1 YAMAHA.
FIX -V10708,870

AV -1

Threshold M1-MC(M) $299, Preamplifiers: Adcom

---OM711541132

FREE SHIPPING! PLUS:
EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE! MIRAGE, PS,
CWD, KEF, KINERGETICS, PHILIPS, AUDIOQUEST,
FRIED, MONSTER, KIMBER KABLE, SPICA, CARY,
STRAIGHTWIRE, QUAD, MORE! READ BROTHERS,
593 KING, CHARLESTON, SC 29403. (803) 723-7276.

mencan Buyers Club To The Public...

$699,MCD7005(EX) $1299, Yamaha CDC845(N) $499. CD

Preamps: Conrad -Johnson HVIA(EX) $299, PR6(D) $529,

,

..

,

HAD*

Phonographs: Victor CREDENZA(EX) $4000. Pre-

FOR INFO OR
CUSTOMER
SERVICE CALL
9013.780-6600
I FAX ORDER
/ 908294--M8C1
Wholesale Prices

..

(

,

CAD5500(EX) $799; Denon DCD3520(D) $1049,
DCM4 60(N) $3 4 9; McIntosh MCD70 0 0(EX)

PHASE-1A(EX) $499, JBL Crossovers CALL; Luxman
2003(EX) $399. Equalizers: Audio Control C101 -111(N)
$439, C131(N) $1058, RICHTER-SCALE(N) $349, TENII(N) $219; DBX 20/20(EX) $799; McIntosh MQ107(EX)
$289-399. Headphones: Stax SIGMA-PRO-T1(EX) $1395,
SR84-PRO(D) $219. Integrated Amps: Carver CM1065(N)
$299; HK PM665(EX) $249; McIntosh MA61 00(B3) $549.

--- v --'

FOR SALE

ARRANTIES AVAILABLE FOR ALL ITEMS

r=laillOniall:ClIUWAn.NaneT=WEIrIATIVIALMAJ

DARE TO BE DIGITAL!!
Finally a DAC designed to do digital right! DAC's
$695-$2295, Speakers $995-$24995, Room Acoustics
Handbook $14.95. MACH 1 Acoustics, fax/phone (603)
654-9826.

CUSTOM ACTIVE ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS, 6 to 36

dB/Oct. Also Snell, Magnepan versions. DB SYSTEMS,

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS. Jerrold', Zenith, Pioneer,
Oak, Scientific Atlanta, And Many More! 12 Years Expe-

POB 460, RINDGE, NH 03461. (603) 899-5121.

rience Gives Us The ADVANTAGE. Visa/MC, Amex, COD.
ADVANTAGE ELECTRONICS INC.; 1-800-952-3916; 1125
RIVERWOOD DR., BURNSVILLE, MN 55337. Void where

WORK. SERVING AMERICA'S SPEAKER NEEDS SINCE
1979. VISA/MC/AMEX/DISC. 1-800-639-3626.

prohibited.

MUSICAL CONCEPTS =
CD MUSICALITY
Blissful satisfaction with CD sound is possible! ENIGMA, "$10,000 smoothness" for $695, EPOCH, "Seductive, Sweet, Natural!" $995, CDT -4 Transport $695. All
have "Stable Platter"! ENTRE CD player and CDT -5
Transport "Simply incredible values", $495/each. Audio
Alchemy mods and power supplies, from $149. We
modify Philips -based, Pioneer CD/Laserdisc. We add
"COAX" to CD/Laserdisc with "OPTICAL:. MUSICAL
CONCEPTS, 5749 WESTWOOD DR., ST. CHARLES,
MO 63304. 1-314-447-0040.

1 -800 -NEW -FOAM. D.I.Y. REFOAM KITS OR WE DO THE

Loudspeaker Sale: ADS L1290: $600; AR M4: $250;
Acoustat 1100: $500; Acoustat 1.1: $600; Canton Karat
920: $450; Carver Amazing Silver: $1200; Celestion 100:
$500; Cerwin Vega AT15: $500; Dahlquist D012: $700;
Dahlquist D0301: $1250; DCM Timewindow 3: $600; Energy Ref. Con. 22: $600; Genesis Genre 1: $800; Harmon
Kardon 60's: $1800; Int inky Kappa 8.1: $1000; Infinity
Ref.6: $500; Infinity Video 1: $100; JBL LX55: $200; Jamo

Indoor/Outdoor: $100; Klipsch Forte: $600; Klipsch
KG5.2: $550; Linn Isobarik DMS: $750; MB Quart
990MCS: $1200; Merlin Sig.III: $1500; McIntosh XR-16:
$600; McIntosh XRT-18: $1150; Mirage SM 2.5: $100;

Near 50M: $1000; PSB Stratus Gold: $1500; Pinacle
PN-5: $100; Polk Monitor 10: $250; Polk LS50: $400; Polk

4.6: $200; Proac Tabiette II: $600; Thiel CS3.5: $1000;
Thiel CS2: $1400; Unity Audio Sig III: $995. Call: (217)
544-5252.

=3111

AUDIO CABLES & MORE

Harmonic Precision

--M1

The Echelon 3 -way

loudspeaker by Harmonic
Precision is based on a series
crossover that is truly phase coherent. The results are
spectacular. 'Component of
exceptional merit."

DON'T PAY EXORBITANT PRICES
! FOR TOP QUALITY !

We have equaled the high-priced brands. Sonic
equivalents at a fraction of their cost. We demystify wire technology. Ask for literature.

Martin DeWulf
Bound for Sound

AND MORE! DACS, Anti -litter Units, CD
Players/Transports, Speaker Stands, Speakers,

81,995/pAnt

Home Theater, Prologic, Accessories-& MORE.
Call 800-321-2108 24hrs./day for free catalog.

To o.ore tat

800.779.1723

L A T INTERNATIONAL
Dept. A 317 Provincetown Road
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034
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PEW Intl. Corp

Nrn Monroe St. Suite 04. Toledo, OH 41644

MDY-4

LOUDSPEAKERS

New and improved!

SOLEN SPEAKER COMPONENTS

DAVISM
Acousncs

WNAUDIO®

= Tar

Tee,--=Urt.0%.

scan-speaK
morel'

without creating significant debt. In
comparison with any system at any

vifaV

LA PASS.. DU NAuT-FARCEUR

E

Audio enthusiasts have long known
that o Dynaudio two way system is an
effective way to create quality sound

seas

price, the combination of the Dynaudio

17cm woofer with the incomparable
28mm tweeter is exceptional in all of
these areas:

CERATEC

fidelity

peerless -

AIRBORNE

CROSSOVER COMPONENTS
NEPTA.L1T2 INDUCTORS

FAST CAPACITORS

Saran 51ande Lbs-Wire Construcions
Values from .10 m11 lc 30 mil
W. saes From alb AWG to 012 AWG

Polypropylene Non-Polars./
Values Porn 1 0 told to 220 mid.
Voltage Rating 250 VOC / 150 VAC

SOLES CROSSOVERS
Custom COmpulor Deugn

SOLEN INDUCTORS
Perfect Lay Hexagonal Wmding Air Cored
Values Iron to mH l0 30 loll,
WOO 5,055 trom 120 0WG 10 010 AWG

Pus. Croeueer 01 Prokuronal, 111-F. and
Pour op to 103.3 Wall
CROSSOVER. SPEAKER PARTS

Gold Sulker Tara/saw Gad Banana Plugs.
Gold Binding Pats, Crosson,' Terminals,
Power Resistors, War Cupolas.
Plano Gal Famous Nylou Ty -Wraps,
Cl, Sputa, Grille, Plarc Pews

SOLEN INC.
4470 AVENUE THIBAULT
ST-HUBERT, QC 13Y 779
CANADA

TEL.. (514) 656-2759
FAX: (514) 443-4949

STATE OF THE ART CROSSOVER NETWORKS. UPGRADE ANY SPEAKER SYSTEM. DESIGN GUIDE- $2.00
(REFUNDABLE). ALLPASS TECHNOLOGIES, INC., 2844
CHARMONT DR., APOPKA, FL 32703-5972.

SPEAKER
CATALOG
Parts Express is a full -line distributor of electronic parts and
accessories geared toward the
consumer electronics industry

We stock an extensive line of
speaker drivers and accessories for home and car. Send
for your FREE 188 page cataParts Express
340 E. First Street
Dayton, Ohio 45402-1257

1-800.338-0531

HEYBROOK DIRECT! Buy direct

ROTTEN FOAM EDGES?
SIMPLY SPEAKERSdoes professional foam replacements any size/brand. 7 Year Warranty. We sell DIY
Foam Surround Kits for less! Speaker reconing. MC.
VISA/DISCOVER/AMEX: 1-800-767-4041.
LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENT - KITS. Audio Concepts
Dynaudio, Eclipse, Eton, LPG, Vifa, mom! Crossover parts,
design books & repairs. Catalog $2.00. MENISCUS, 2575

28th St., S.W., Dept. A, Wyoming, MI 49509. (616)
534-9121.

$398.00/pr., HB150's $498.00/pr. D'Asign Source
305-743-7130.

23 YEARS OF CRITICAL ACCLAIM

Ohm
FULL ROOM STEREOTM

Rd., Manhasset, NY 11030. FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SALES/SERVICE. DiscoverNisa/MasterCard/Amex.

Madisound is proud to introduce a
further refinement of this combination,
the MDY-4. This quality kit uses high order
filters io eliminate sweet spots in the off -

axis response. The imaging is excep-

tional, a result of precise phase and time
delay, refined in a sophisticated 14 ele-

ment filter. Every part 's of the highest
quality: every detail is the culmination of
three years of careful analysis.

Best of all, the MDY-4 is modestly
priced. The complete system with oak
veneer cabinets in either a clear finish or
black stained finish, is $535. Cabinets are
finished, and the system can be assembled in one evening. Hundreds of satisfied music lovers have built and cherish
the earlier Image Systems, and now Dy-

naudio and Madisound have taken another step toward Audio Perfection. Isn't

it time for you to build a standard to
evaluate your success as a Speaker

The new HRSW12V
will extend the bass
of your stereo or
video system for
that "air shaking all
around you" effect.
HSU Rematch HRSW121/

Here's what the experts said of our 100W, 25Hz
prototype shown at the Winter CES (production
units are 150W, 20Hz):

16" tall x 9" wide x 12" deep on bottom / 8.5" deep on top.

-

e

ft..

m

AP

"...all of the non-boomy, stomach -massaging bass energy
was coming from a single 12 -inch powered subwoofer...
Peter Mitchell, Srereophile Vol. 17 No. 4, April 1994

"...delivered enough punch to shake the sturdiest shelf..."
Brent Buserworth, Video Magazine, April 1994

"One of the most effective subwoofer demonstrations"
Gary Reber, Widescreen Review Vol. 3 No. 1. March 1994

Send for complete information on the HRSW12V
and our famous HRSW10s.

3-D STEREO IMAGE LOUDSPEAKERS
FREE CATALOGUE! 800-231-3458. No matter where you
sit you will hear balanced 3-D stereo image with Ohm FRS"
speakers. All Ohm speakers are designed to deliver FULL
ROOM STEREO'". American Records Inc., 409 Plandome

much

Builder?

from the Importer & save on England's finest value in speak-

ers. Point Fives $198.00ipr, Solo's $298.00/pr., HB100's

products that cost 10 to 30 times as

CATALOG $6.00 REFUNDABLE

With phenomenal
true deep bass
extending below
20Hz with low
distortion at a very
affordable price.

log today.

To be fair, these modest drive units
cannot produce infrabass (those frequencies below 50 Hz), but in the other
99.75% of recorded material, they equal

Computer Alded Design for enclosure and crossover available to cestomer

TRUE SUBWOOFER

and the technical hobbyist.

Transient attack
Reproduction
of the human
voice
Lack of
compression.

Dynamic range
Smooth
response
Phase and
frequency

401.

Write or call:

HSU

HISU RESEARCH
20013 Rainbow Way, Cerritos, CA 90701
1-800-554-0150 (Voice)
1-310-924-7550 (Voice/Fax)

Sold factory direct with a 30 day Mal - money back
guarantee. 5 year manufacturer's defect warranty
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Madisound Speaker Components
(8608 University Green)
P.O. Box 44283
Madison, WI 53711 U.S.A.
Tel: 608-831-3433
Fax: 608-831-3771

LOUDSPEAKERS

BETTER

LOUDSPEAKERS

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

We set out to build the best
three-way loudspeaker system
and to offer it at a reasonable price.

Selling Audiophile Records: RCA "LIVING STEREO",

LOUDSPEAKER
TECHNOLOGY

MERCURY "LIVING PRESENCE", MFSL, etc. For list Contact: AUDIOPHILE SOUNDS, 2308 East 17th, Sioux Falls,
South Dakota 57103.

The Model 50

ANNOUNCEMENT !!

Audiophile albums have returned!!! So
has your favorite supplier SOUND ADVICE!! 'Dennis' urges all former patrons
to call, verify address information, and
receive our mailings. -Featuring the complete catalogs of: Mobile Fidelity, Reference Recordings, Classic 'Living Stereo'
reissues, Chesky, Sheffield, Wilson, An-

alogue, etc...SOUND ADVICE -8215
Grand Ave, Kansas City, MO 64114. Information- 816-361-2713. All accounts,
old or new, may call 1-800-361-8676 to
order or verify mailing information.
Analogue Productions
Mobile Fidelity Wilson

NSM

Reference Recording Chesky
Sheffield Lab Harmonia Mundt
Propnus- RCA Living Stereo Klavier
Mercury Living Presence - plus many more
in and out of print recordings'

P.O. Box 326, Garden City, New York 11530-0326
Phone: 516-486-8285 Fax: 516-538-0933

VMPS factory assembled speakers. Lowest Prices,
shipped direct to you. Free Price sheet. Arthur Morgan, 886
East Charing Cross Cir., Lake Mary, FL 32746.

REPAIR FOAM ROT
FOR YOURSELF!
SAT will save you hundreds of dollars! All
sizes including AR, Advent, BOSE, JBL.
Surrounds. adhesive & instructions:
$27.95/pr. BOSE 901's $67.95/pr, (Incl.
S/ H. No COD's) Do It yourself with SAT!
STEPP AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES

The VMPS 1bvser II Special Edition, the deluxe

sion of an Audio Magazine "Best Buy" system, is
now available with exclusive handbuilt, phase -plugged

woven carbon fiber 12" woofers, the finest dynamic
drivers extant.

PO Box 1088, Flat Rock, NC 28731

800-747-3692 MC/VISA
704-697-9001 24 Hr
Inc! make & model w/order

LOUDSPEAKER CABINETS Large selection of excellent
quality loudspeaker cabinets for custom builders and dealers. Grenier Cabinets, 189 Jennings Road, Horseheads,
N.Y. 14845 (607)594-3838.
HAL COX (FRIEND OF JIM LANSING), SINCE 1947 BUYS/

These high-tech cones are also now standard in our SELLS "HARTSFIELD", JBL, ALTEC, EV-PARAGON,
flagship FF-1 Focused Field Array ($6800- OLYMPUS. SHIPS WORLDWIDE. VISA/MC. (415)

$7200pr), four of which made up the VMPS 1994
WCES Surround Sound display. After auditioning
every multichannel/Home Theater display at the
Show, the editor of Widescreen Review judged the
VMPS room best, and by a wide margin. Call or
write for copies of the full editorial, or for brochures
and test reports on all VMPS systems including our
four Subwoofers ($289-$649ea), the 080626 and

Dipole 'Surround A/V monitors ($289-$349ea),

OSO Series bookshelf systems, and more. Kit versions of most systems are available, and prices include free shipping in 48 states.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
dm !tone Audio

3429 Morningside Dr.
El Sobrante, CA 94803
(510) 222-4276 Fax: (510) 232-3837
Hear VMPS at: The Listening Studio, Boston, Sounds Incredible, Brookfield CT: Dynamic Sound, Washington DC: Hifi Farm.
Roanoke VA. Home Theater Systems, Little Falls NJ; Mark
Curry, Las Vegas, NV: AMUG, Phoenix AZ; Rama Audio. Sun
Valley CA; American Audio, Greenville SC: Chattanooga Valley
Audio, Rossville GA; Tech Electronics. Gainesville FL: Arthur
Morgan. Lake Mary FL: DNA Audio, Orange City FL: Sounds
Deluxe, Clarendon Hills IL: Audio Exchange, Mishawaka IN:
Audio Connection, Terre Haute IN; Ruth Industries, St. Louis

MO; Shadow Creek Ltd. Minneapolis MN; Audio by Gil
Morrison, Detroit MI: Lookout Electronics, Longview WA;
Affordable Audio, Fresno, CA: Exclusively Entertainment,
Oceanside, CA; Hal Broda. Escondido CA: Christopher Hansen
Ltd., Beverly Hills CA; Audio Haven, Brea CA; Sounds Unique,

San Jose CA; Private Line Home Entertainment, Stockton
CA: Golden Ear, Chico CA; (tone Audio, El Sobrante CA;
James Romeyn, Petaluma CA; The Sound Room, Vancouver
BC Canada

388-5711. FAX (415) 388-3359. 164 TAMALPAIS AVENUE,

MILL VALLEY, CA 94941. (415) 388-5711. SAN FRANCISCO AREA.

HALLADAY ACOUSTICS introduces the ERIN 2.2 full
range "Volksmonitor." SANDBAR- Oak cabinet, VIFA silk
dome, 8" PEERLESS woofer, and our TRANSILVER ." silver
wired "perfect" crossover yield incredible results. Call or
write for the whole story and 1995 catalogue. HALLADAY
ACOUSTICS, 73 Spring Street, Suite #8. Saratoga Springs,
NY 12866. (518) 581-8095.

THE GOETZ/VANDERSCHAAF SPEAKER COMPANY
BUILDS SPEAKERS FOR THOSE WHO RECOGNIZE THE
VERY BEST. WE HAVE BEEN FURNISHING HIGH QUALITY SPEAKER SYSTEMS ON A PERSONAL BASIS FOR 15
YEARS. OUR PRICE RANGE IS $1200 TO $4500. CALL US
AT (704) 884-9842 (NORTH CAROLINA),

Catalog S3 In USA, S5 elsewhere - refundable

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS 1-800-525-1630
Visa
MasterCaro

P. 0 BOX 2043 SALINA, KS 67402-2043
1-913-825-8609 FAX 1-913-825-0156

WANTED TO BUY
TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR YOUR USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT. HI Fl EXCHANGE (718) 423-0400.

CASH for USED AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP.
BUYING and SELLING by PHONE. CALL for
HIGHEST QUOTE. (215) 886-1650 Since
1984. The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old
York Road, Jenkintown, PA 19046.
WANTED: TUBES/SS, MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, JBL, EV,
DYNA, ALTEC, SEQUERRA, JENSEN, FISHER, LEVINSON, CELLO, KLYNE, LINN, QUAD, THORENS, KOETSU,
SNELL, ALON, WILSON, ARC, EMT, SME, TANNOY, PS,
KLIPSCH, LANGEVIN, WESTERN ELECTRIC, HARTSFIELD, PATRICIAN, 33 LP, ETC. (713) 728-4343 MAURY

CORB. FAX: (713) 723-1301. 12325 ASHCROFT,
HOUSTON, TX 77035.

AAAALWAYS PAYING TOP $$ FOR CLEAN. COLLECTABLE McINTOSH TUBE AND SOLID STATE, MARANTZ
TUBE, WESTERN ELECTRIC, JBL-PARAGON, HARTSFIELDS, ETC. & ALNICO PARTS. EV PATRICIANS,
GEORGIANS & MISC. PARTS. M. LEVINSON, KRELL,
ARC, SPECTRAL ETC. CALL ME LAST ONLY WHEN
YOU'RE READY TO SELL! JOHN: 1-800-628-0266.

TUBE HIFI, CORNER SPEAKERS, THEATER & AUDITORIUM TUBE AMPS, McIntosh, Altec, RCA, Western
Electric, Jensen, Marantz, Heath, Dynaco, Craftsman, Eico,
Etc. Sonny 405-737-3312.

OHM SPEAKERS 800 -ohm -1254
Upgrades and service plus complete speaker

WANT - JBL Hartsfleld, EV Patrician, Singles OK, McIn-

systems from $200 to $7000 per pair. Ohm
Acoustics, 241 Taaffe Place, Brooklyn, NY

US 1st Exporter, David Yo since 1977 always buying: Tube
Marantz, McIntosh, ARC, Quad, Leak, Fisher, Dynaco, Vintage speakers, units from Western Electric, Tannoy, EV, JBL,
Attec, Jensen, Thorens TD124, Garrard 301, etc. P.O. Box
280802, Northridge, CA 91328-0802. Tel: 818-701-5633.

11205.

RECORDS
LV/CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPLIES. Jewel boxes,
record jackets, sleeves, storage boxes, 78 sleeves, dividers,
much more! Free brochure: CABCO PRODUCTS, ROOM
663, POB 8212, COLUMBUS, OH 43201. (614) 267-8468.

PRESERVE + MAINTAIN + RESTORE '"
LP-78RPM-4CH Pickering Stanton Shure Nitty Gritty
Vacuum Record Cleaners from $99.95 Special Brushes
& Fluids 3 -Speed Turntables Signal Processors Discounts Free Catalog! KAB Electro-Acoustics, P.O. Box
2922, Plainfield, N.J. 07062-0922 (908)764-1479.
HALF MILE VINYL. Quality pre -owned LP's. F/Information,
Catalog. SASE: Box 98, East Wareham, MA 02538. (508)
295-2508.
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tosh, Marantz & other tube equipment. Larry Dupon, 2638 W.
Albion, Chicago, IL 60645. (312) 338-1042, evenings.

MARANTZ & ALL VINTAGE EQUIPMENT, HIGH -END. No
one pays MORE, working or not! N.Y.S.I. (718) 377-7282,
2-6pm, WEEKDAYS.

TOP PAYING FOR MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE AMP
McIntosh Solid state, Western, JBL, Altec, Tannoy, EV,
Jensen, Speakers & Horn, EMT Turntable, Ortofon Arm,
Temma--(516) 942-1212, (516) 496-2973.
WANTED: WESTERN ELECTRIC, JBL, MARANTZ OLD
EQUIPMENT. SUNLIGHT ENGINEERING COMPANY:
310-320-7020, 22130 SOUTH VERMONT AVENUE, #A,
TORRANCE, CA 90502.

Higher offering with CASH for your used Hi -End audio
electronic equipment. EASTERN AUDIO, (718) 961-8256.
11AM-7PM, Mon. -Sat. Fax: (718) 961-8315 (NY).

WANTED TO BUY

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

AUDIO CLASSICS BUYS -SELLS -TRADES -REPAIRS

SALES REPS WANTED! SELL MAILORDER LOUD-

High End Audio Components. CALL for a quote. See our ad
at the beginning of the classifieds. AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD.,

SPEAKERS. WORK IN HOME, SPARE TIME, NO INVEST-

POB 176WB, Walton, NY 13856. Phone: 607-865-7200.

HELPFUL. (404) 455-0571.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

MENT. SOME KNOWLEDGE OF SPEAKER DESIGN

8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fn., FAX- 607-865-7222.

CAR STEREO
"STEREO WORLD" is your discount sound source
with great deals on car and home stereo: JVC, Sony,
Crunch, Orion ,Pioneer, Hi-Fonics, Blaupunkt, Polk,
Kenwood, Scosche EFX, JBL, Infinity and many others.

We Carry alarms and a full line of installation kits.
Please call or write for current FREE sales flyer. FREE

UPS in 48 states. Our 7th year. Visa/MC; COD ac-

AUDIO AMERICA is offering an excellent opportunity to start your own audio video business. With over 25 years experience, we offer expert advice and
consultation on all aspects of business
planning and operation. For complete
information, call 1-703-745-2223.

cepted. P.O. Box 596, Monroe, NY 10950 (914)

TUBE COMPONENTS

782-6044.

CABLE TV
CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS: JERROLD, ZE-

NITH, OAK, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTIC, ALL
BRANDS AVAILABLE. LINK YOURSELF TO

THE FUTURE! VISA, MASTERCARD,

It could happen to you.
You're already obsessed with audio. Are you ready for a
lithe experimentation? Try a hands-on approach. Start off simple - put together your own cables, apply dampening material
to a chassis. And then it happens - the DIY bug bites.
Oder The Parts Connection 1995 Catalog 8 Resource
Guide and we'll be there to support your first steps towards
DIY audio. It's an entertaining read loaded with invaluable
resources, how-to information, premium audiophile -grade
parts. upgrade and complete kits to get you on your way.
Simply send $10 and mailing information to receive the
1995 Catalog 8 Resource Guide" as well as a Discount
Coupon worth $10 off a purchase over $100 or $25 off a
purchase over $250. Do it today - then do it yourself.
'or credit card information

C.O.D.'S ACCEPTED. CABLELINX, INC.:
1-800-501-0095.

-available in March

THE PARTS

CONNECTION

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS! JERROLD, OAK, ZENITH,

SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA, PIONEER...EXCELLENT
PRICES! PERSONABLE SERVICE! 30 DAY MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE! INNOVATIVE ELECTRONICS INC.
800-493-5474 VISA/MC/C.O.D. ASK FOR JOHN OR BILL!

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS. SAVE MONEY,
DON'T RENT! NOBODY BEATS OUR PRICE!
CALL US LAST FOR THE BEST PRICE!! ALL

BRANDS 24 HOUR SHIPPING. VCI
1-800-677-0321.

SERVICES

2790 Brighton Road, Oakville
Ontario, Canada L6H 5T4

AFFORDABLE U.S. TUBE AUDIO! $399 40W
Mono Amp Kit (pictured); $599 Tube Preamp

1-800-769-0747

(phono; factory -assembled); $699 35/35W
Tube Power Amp Kit; $1299 Deluxe 60W
Monoblock (triode-ultralinear). World -class
designs by Harry Klaus. Satisfaction guaranteed. FREE CATALOG. Sound Valves, 185
North Yale Avenue, #AM104C, Columbus,

OH 432222-1146. (614)279-2383, 10-4,

ACCUPHASE

AUTHORIZED SERVICE AND PARTS for all Accuphase
products. Contact: ACCUTECH, 206 E. Star of India Lane,

Toll Free Order Line
(U.S. 8 Canada only)

Eastern.

Carson, CA 90746. TEL. (310) 324-7406, FAX (310)

Tel (905) 829-5858
Fax (905) 829-5388

6i_

Or

0

324-7422. Hours: 9am-4pm Pacific lime.
FINEST PROFESSIONAL TUNER REPAIRS. Competitive
Prices. 10B Specialist! High -end & vintage troubleshooting,
too. Tungsol 6550's (N.O.S) curvetracer rated $75 each.
Marantz 10B ocsilloscopes (N.O.S.) Telefunken $130. Gold
Lion KT88 test like new $80. N.Y.S.I. (718) 377-7282, M -F
3-6 pm.

om=ainffina

Audio Equipment Built, Repaired, Modified and Restored
by Richard Modafferi, independent consultant to Audio Classics, Ltd., inventor, and former Senior Engineer at McIntosh.
AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD. POB 176RTM, Walton, NY 13856

Phone: 607-865-7200 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri., FAX:

...audible results with the finest

607-865-7222.

in connecting components!

MISCELLANEOUS
ANNOUNCING HI-FI '95, THE STEREOPHILE HIGH -END

SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL INC
203 Flagship Dr. -Lutz, FL USA 33549

SHOW, in Los Angeles, April 28, 29, 30, 1995. At the
Doubletree Hotel, Los Angeles Airport, 5400 West Century
Boulevard, (one mile east of LAX), Los Angeles. Our Fourth
Show in Southern California. See and hear the best in high end hi fi, and home theater. Enjoy live concerts. Participate in
question -and -answer sessions with STEREOPHILE'S editors and writers. Shop from a wide selection of LPs, CDs,

and accessories. Tickets by mail, $18; at the door $25.
EACH TICKET IS VALID FOR ALL 3 SHOW DAYS. Write or

Fax: The STEREOPHILE High -End Show, 208 Delgado,
Santa Fe, NM 87501, Fax (505) 989-8791.

PH: 813-948-2707

WE EXPORT TUBE COMPONENTS 100%
Made -In -USA Vacuum Tube Audio Manufacturer currently seeking exclusive distributor
relationships worldwide. Write -Fax today.

Visit us: January 6-9, Las Vegas WCES,

BLANK TAPES

Sahara #S-7112. Sound Valves, 185 North
1 -800 -TAPE WORLD or 1-800-245-6000
rice! 5.95 SHIPPING FREE CAT.
We II beat an
SONY
7.49
DAT-120
DAT-120 pso 9.99
11.99
MiNi-CISC 74
3.99
L7508THG
1.79
JVC T120
JVC ST120 6.49

FUJI
TDK
MAXELL
i.89 I 20HQ
1.99
T120HGX 2.79 T- I 20hS
6.99 T-120EHG 2.49 T-160HQ 2.69
ST -120
ST -160

8.99 ST -120

xLII-90

1.79 SA -90

XLII-S90
X1JI-S100

2.29 SAX -90
2.69 SAX -100
./: Is - Al

TAPE WORLD

-

6.99 SVHS-T120 6.69
1.69 SVHS-T160 8.99
2.19 HI -8-120
5.99
2.69 iiiiiicisc74 10.99
t-

Yale,#AM104D, Columbus, OH
43222-1146. FAX: (614)279-0368.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
N.O.S.PAPER/OIL CAPS - SPRAGUE VIT-O, BLACK
BEAUTIES, WESTCAP ETC., N.O.S. ELECTRON TUBES,
SOCKETS, HARDWARE, ETC. KURLUFF ENTERPRISES,
4331 MAXSON RD., EL MONTE, CA 91732.818/444-7079.
FAX: 818/444-6863.
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Fax: 813-948-2907

Premium Grade Parts
Don't Pay More!
Absolutely the best selection of audiophile grade parts

at fair prices! Extensive deep in stock inventory
featuring these vendors and many more. Free catalog!
MIT MULTICAP, WONDER CAP, SOLEN, SCR, REL-CAP,
NICHICON MUSE, BLACK GATE, CADDOCK, VISHAY, MILLS,
HOLCO, RFSISTA, TDK, ALPS, NOBLE, EAR, DEFLFX PANELS,

CAMAS, KIMBER, ACROTECH, & pure silver chassis wires,

fiEcrfifio diodes, SoLo foil inductors, all types of audio
connectors, silver contact toggle & rotary switches,
stepped attenuator kits, hospital grade plugs, tubes,
tools, IC's, super selection of damping materials & feet.
Intemational/overseas orders are especially welcome!
Phone <415) 669-7181 or fax (415) 669-7558 for a catalog.

Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
250 PAGE CATALOG and DESIGN MANUAL:
CHECKOUT OUR KITS!!! MOSFET Power Amplifiers,
Single -Ended 300B Triode Amps; Passive, Buffered and
Class -A Linestages; Phonodrives, Softstarts, and Active Crossovers. Largest Selection of Parts and Sup-

FOR SALE
THE BEST IN HOME GROWN AUDIO.

Farm,

plies including: Kimber Kap, MIT MultiCap, Solen,
WIMA, Wonder Caps, Hovland MusiCap, RAM Labs
and Golden Dragon Tubes, Kimber Kable, DH Labs,
Vampire, Cardas, WBT, Neutrik, Magnequest Output
Transformers, Caddock, Holco, and Mills Resistors, etc.
Plus Lots of Enclosures and Custom Chassis. Send $12

FEATURING:

(U.S./Canada) or $16 (International). Or call (303)
470-6585, fax (303) 791-5783. Visa/MC Accepted.
Welborne Labs, P.O. Box 260198, Littleton, CO

Accuphase, Acurus, Aragen,
Quad, Alon, OCM, Magnum,
Woodside, Roksan, Spendor,
B&K, Kimber, VMPS, Cardas,
Creek, Epos, Micro -Mega,
and many more.
Also featuring high end used
equipment, fully guaranteed!

80126-0198.

HELP WANTED
EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME. CALL TOLL FREE. 1-800-467-5566.
EXT. 11325.

2039 Electric Rd., Roanoke, VA 24018

AUDIO;VIDEO STORAGE

Call for information

1-703-772-4434
Nationwide Toll Free:

1-800-752-4018

Denzel Washington

All major credit cards accepted

He stood about five-

AUDIO $249...VIDEO
79...COMPLETE SET $599... Factory direct w/30 -day trial! Metal 8 tempered, beveled glass

home theatre furniture. Hides wiring in rear column. Fully
constructed in granite, black, or sand stone finishes. Design
patent -pending. FREE brochure: Glass Racks Inc., P.O. Box
50726, St. Paul, MN 55150. (612) 452-7099.

This publication is
available in
microform from UMI.
Please send me information about the tittles
I've listed below:

Name

more than ever, we need
the Boys &- Girls Club. It's

Address
City/State/Zip
Phone

a positive place where

(

U -1\4I

PUBLICATIONS
MOVIESOUND NEWSLETTER. The state of film audio
tracks in theaters and at home. $8/year (4 -issues). Send $2

for two sample issues. P.O. Box 7304, Suite269A, No.

A Bell & Howell Company
300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48106 USA
800-521-0600 toll -free
313-761-4700 collect from Alaska and Michigan
800-343-5299 toll -free from Canada

STEVE'S CONSIGNMENT

1-800-445-6066

consignment opportunities for the used Audio market. Top
Dollar Offered. Call for Information. New Equipment also.
Call 1-800-752-4018.

work? It did for me. PP

1 -800 -854 -CLUB

FOR SALE
SHOPHi Fi Farm and Steve's Audio advice now offers

thousands of people like
Billy Thomas help young
people succeed. Does it

Millions of your prime prospects
can be found in the industry leading titles of Hachette Filipacchi
Magazines, Inc.

To place a classified ad, simply
call toll -free and reserve your
space today!

Hollywood, CA 91603.

Club where I grew up.
Now, I know today it's

But that's why now,

Company/Institution

EFF., 24" ROUND, IN BLACK TEXTURED LACQUER W/XOVER. FACTORY DIRECT, 3 YR. WARRANTY. ONLY $658
PAIR, W/FREE SHIPPING. 30 -DAY MONEY -BACK. VISA/
MC. ORDER NOW! BASSLINE, P.O. BOX 560208, ROCK LEDGE, FL 32956. 1 -407 -632 -BASS.

He ran the Boys &- Girls

even had to think about.

Title

LY FEEL! BASSLINE'S DUAL 15" DRIVERS DELIVER
ROOM SHAKING 1ST OCTAVE BASS (16-60 HZ). 93 dB

was a giant. Billy Thomas.

different. Young people
face problems I never

NEW PRODUCTS

ENDTABLE SUBWOOFERS...FOR BASS YOU CAN TRU-

foot, nine -inches tall, but he

(9am - 5pm EST)

In Canada : 1-212-767-5057
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BOYS & GIRLS CLUBS
OF AMERICA

The

Positive Place For Kids.

Whaddya Say To A Guy Who's Had The Same

AD INDEX

Job For 50 Years, Has Never Called In Sick Or
Showed Up Late, Never Taken A Vacation Or A
Holiday, Never Asked For A Raise Or Got A

Bonus And, Believe It Or Not, Has No

Plans For Retirement?

Firm (Reader Service No.)
Adcom (1, 2)
Advent/Sears Brand Central
Audiophile Systems
AudioQuest
Audio Research (3)
Bacardi

DCM (12)
Definitive Technology (13)
Digital Phase (14)
Infinity (15)
J & R Music World (16)
Jack Daniel's

Thanks.
Remember - only you can prevent forest fires.

KEF (17)
73 A Public Service of the USDA Forest Service and Your State Forester.

For details
see the current
issue of

Car and Driver
or Road & Track
at your
newsstand
now.
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY!
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QUIET -LINE A.C. LINE FILTER
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Ct ESKY TEST Disc

range of listening tests that combine valuable setup
information with a tour of some of the most important

differences in digital systems and analog recording
techniques. Best of Chesky Classics & Jazz and Audiophile
Test Disc, Volume 3 (Chesky

JD111) gives you new test

bands for eight different
miking techniques, as well
as bands that demonstrate

B
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If you have a problem with noise on your a.c.
power line, you can reduce or eliminate it with the
Quiet -Line filter. Each filter is 2 x 13/8 x 11/2 inches

GRADE: A

and weighs 2 ounces. Rated voltage range is from
100 to 250 V a.c., which allows the filter to be used in countries that have
different a.c. line voltages. Each filter has a U.S.-standard two -prong plug
that allows it to be plugged into a standard a.c. wall outlet.

Many appliances-such as computers, microwave ovens, hair dryers,
refrigerators, light dimmers, etc.-put noise back on the a.c. power line, and
this noise can get into your audio system. Since there are so many sources of
15,31 a.c. line noise, AudioPrism packs 10 Quiet -Line filters in each box. It

the effects of instrument
placement, natural versus

is always best to place the filter as close to the noise source as

artificial space, compression,
different kinds of distortion,
and 16 -bit versus 20 -bit A/D

possible. If the appliance is plugged into a dual -outlet receptacle,

you can plug a Quiet -Line into the other socket and reduce or
eliminate the noise completely. Reducing the noise from a light
dimmer can be more difficult, as there may not be an a.c. outlet

conversion. There are three
useful bands for testing lowlevel resolution. For anyone

close to it. Try to find a wall outlet on the same power line, and plug
in a Quiet -Line filter; this will at least reduce the noise.
I tried some experiments to determine how well the Quiet -Line

who is interested in audio,

the disc is well worth its
$14.98 price.

.

WEI MEI I
1111111hmai

Although I have a large collection of test CDs, the only
ones I have found to be consistently useful for home setups
are the Opus 3 series (now dated in sound quality) and the
Chesky series. While the Chesky discs mix music and test
bands, and Volumes 1 and 2 include technical test bands
that are really useful only with instruments, they also offer a

.

111111 " IP"

filters perform, and I was very impressed. At $199.95 for 10, I

A.H.C.

recommend them highly.

E.M.L.

For literature, circle No. 120
For literature, circle No. 121

"PlayBack"

mini -

reviews are the result

of short, sweet, and
sometimes deadly
testing by our all -too -

experienced editors

and writers. These
hands -and -ears -only

write-ups may look
like

new product

announcements, but

the grades and text
reflect

what

the

reviewer thought after
less than an afternoon's
"honeymoon."-E. P.

-AA 0

i d 1 .i 1 Isolation Circuit

If you have hum problems with your
audio/video setup, try MAGIC-the Mondial
Antenna Ground Isolation

MAGIC

Circuit. For $99.95 you can
often instantly eliminate the GRADIOC
hum caused by the remote or
improper grounding of many
cable systems, as well as hum in some satellite and roof antenna installations. (If the hum goes away
PAT PLISIVIR

when you disconnect the r.f. signal feed from your system, the MAGIC should work; if the hum does not
go away, you have a problem that this device won't fix.) The MAGIC worked well in three different
installations I tried (one of which had previously involved several service efforts where the hum was

blamed on the VCR). There was no apparent signal loss, and the MAGIC did not blur the picture or
otherwise reduce picture quality.

A.H.C.
For literature, circle No. 122
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Experience
"I'm particular."
While engineering recordings for

many clients among them the
Chicago and St. Louis Symphonies.
I heard of Martin-Logan's special
electrostatic precision and clarity
from several of my colleagues.
So. I installed a pair in my studio.

What happened next was amazing.
Every change in the recording

process became apparent. Details
of space in the hall. microphone

placement aid even converter
qualities were instantly perceived.
Yet. the superior dispersion of their
curvilinear transducer allowed
remarkably easy room placement.
even in my studio.
After using Martin -Logan products

for years. I am excited to introduce

the new advanced SL3 shattering
industry standards yet again.

What else can I say?
Go to your local dealer and
audition the new SL3.

Be prepared for the experience.

00'
$3200.00 US pr

Following is asampling of Larry's works:
WFMT Fine Arts Network weekly broadcast
of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. Erato
RCABMG, OBSSony, Koss Classics.
Marco Polo, New World, Crystal. Peregn
Pro Arte. Summit, Centaur, Orfeo.
Musical Heritage Society.

.

boor 707, lawrence, ks 66044, tel (913) 749-0133, fax (913) 749-5320

The three most important letters in home theatre...

BETTER SOUND THAN A MOVIE THEATRE
Others are struggling to make home theatre sound almost as good as your local theatre. We've surpassed it. Others
tell you how home theatre must always be done. We've customized it. We know that one size doesn't fit all. You
define your needs, and we will help our dealer design a custom system based upon your personal requirements.

The heart of the American Custom Theatre is the Acurus ACT I Surround Sound Processor. When combined with
high quality amplification, such as the Acurus 200X3, and the proper speakers for your listening environment, it

will surpass the sound system in you local movie theatre. Now the best seat in the house, is in your house.
On -screen programming makes the ACT I as easy to use as your TV. Hand crafted in America, it has separate glass

epoxy circuit boards for the three input audio section, three input video section and power supply. Utilizing 1%
metal film resistors and the most advanced surround sound processing integrated circuit, the Acurus ACT I has a
smooth and refined sound that surpasses processors costing several times the price. Brought to you by Mondial
Designs Ltd., acclaimed in Europe, Asia and America for engineering the best value in quality audio components.

MONDIAL

DESIGNS

LIMITED

20 Livingstone Ave., Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522 914-693-8008 Fax 914-693-7199
Enter No. 22 on Reader Service Card

